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Chapter 1 
Problem Area 
1.1 Introduction 
The past decades have shown that the development of large software applications is a diffi-
cult problem, which is still far from fully understood. In fact, it appears that this problem 
only increases as applications tend to become more and more complex. The development of 
information systems, one of the more frequently occurring applications, is a typical example 
of this problem. Information systems that are reliable, delivered in time, and meet users' 
expectations are rare. 
In order to improve the productivity of developers and the quality of the resulting infor-
mation systems, methods and techniques have been introduced ([Sol85]). The different as-
pects of information systems development methods are captured in a framework presented 
in [Wij91]. 
1.2 A framework for describing IS methods 
The goal of the framework of [Wij91] is to provide a better understanding of information 
systems development. In this framework, graphically represented in figure 1.1, a distinction 
is made between a way of thinking, a way of controlling, a way of supporting, a way of 
modelling and a way of working. 
The way of thinking involves starting points and basic objectives of a method. This can 
be compared with what has been referred to as Weltanschauung in [Sol83], underlying 
perspective in [Mat81] and philosophy in [AF88]. 
The way of controlling deals with project management aspects. Project management con-
cerns matters of time, means (both manpower and facilities) and quality, see [Ken84] and 
[S0I88]. 
Tools are supporting means for performing and facilitating systems development tasks. 
Tools may be automated (e.g. database management systems, code generators) or not 
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Figure 1.1: A framework for understanding information systems development 
automated (e.g. whiteboards, templates). A way of supporting is defined as a collection of 
tools. 
The way of modelling encompasses the modelling concepts used in information systems 
development, the rules regarding these modelling concepts, their interrelationships, and 
their representations. As such, the way of modelling of a method consists of a (possibly 
integrated) set of techniques. The syntax of a technique states which models are well-
formed, while the semantics states the formal meaning of well-formed models. 
The way of working structures the strategy determining the manner in which information 
systems are developed. Strategy deals with the identification of relevant tasks in the de-
velopment process and their feasible order. Naturally, the way of modelling and the way 
of working are closely related, since intermediate models may influence the course of the 
modelling process, and modelling tasks adapt and create models. 
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1.3 Information modelling 
Most methods for the development of information systems distinguish a number of phases 
as part of their way of controlling. An important and very difficult goal of the early phases 
of systems development is the acquisition and representation of requirements. This part 
of system modelling is commonly referred to as requirements engineering. Requirements 
engineering often turns out to be the bottleneck of systems development, since the acqui-
sition of requirements is notoriously difficult and it is a well-known fact that the later in 
the development process an error is detected, the more expensive it is to correct it (see 
e.g. [Dav90]). 
Information modelling is defined as that part of requirements engineering which involves a 
high-level, problem-oriented and implementation independent description of an information 
system. Information modelling aims at a description of what an information system does, 
or should do, as opposed to how the information system should do that. Information 
modelling only deals with functional requirements, not with non-functional requirements 
(e.g. real-time requirements). Information modelling results in an information model or 
conceptual model. 
Information systems development methods usually contain, as part of their way of mod-
elling, several techniques dealing with (aspects of) information modelling. Many infor-
mation systems development methods however, have a much broader scope as they cover 
large parts of the systems life cycle. Therefore, they also include techniques that deal with 
aspects not considered to be part of information modelling, e.g. dialogue specifications or 
screen design. 
An information model models part of a real or postulated world. This area of concern 
is referred to as the Universe of Discourse, see [Gri82]. An alternative term is application 
domain, or simply, domain. Using the terminology of [VR92], a Universe of Discourse corre-
sponds to an information system in the broader sense. An information system in the broader 
sense covers all informational aspects of the business system, while an information system 
in the narrower sense only covers its computerised aspects. Information modelling there-
fore concerne information systems in the broader sense. Business modelling on the other 
hand aims at a description of all aspects of the business system including its organisational 
structure, objectives, critical success factors etc. 
An information model can be viewed from different perspectives. The most common per-
spectives are the data perspective and the process perspective. Sometimes also the be-
haviour perspective is added ([OHM+88]). Most information systems development methods 
tend to be dominated by one perspective. In the next section focus will be on application 
domains for which the data perspective is the most important perspective. The reason 
for this choice is that these type of application domains frequently occur in practice. Fur-
thermore, as [AW91] put it, data models are likely to be relevant for a longer period than 
models of processes which can be unstable. If a data model changes, its associated process 
model has to be changed too. The reverse is not necessarily true. 
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1.4 Data intensive domains 
The thought that a "silver bullet" exists for the problem of information systems devel-
opment, dominated research for a long time. Nowadays however, it is often argued that 
there isn't a "one best way" approach to information systems development (see e.g. [AW91], 
[LL87]). It would therefore be unrealistic to expect that an information modelling technique 
exists that is equally applicable to every application domain. 
A technique can have sufficient expressive power (a notion which is discussed in sec-
tion 1.5.3) for a particular purpose, but may not be considered suitable for that purpose. 
Programming a Turing machine, for example, is not an easy task. Naturally, suitability 
may be subject to personal taste, but, it is clear that a method that emphasizes the pro-
cess perspective in its way of thinking and consequently in its way of working and way of 
modelling, is of little use in an application domain in which not processes, but data are im-
portant. Suitability therefore depends to a large extent on the type of application domain 
involved. 
In the field of information systems, ¿οίο intensive domains play a prominent role. These do­
mains are particularly suited for database applications. In such applications large quantities 
of (more or less) structured data, and few operations, have to be dealt with. Consequently, 
the data perspective is an important perspective. 
Data intensive domains vary from simple to very complex. Many administrative systems can 
be characterised as simple, their implementation does not pose severe problems in general. 
This is different for complex data intensive domains. Examples of complex data intensive 
domains can be found in the areas of office automation, CAD/CAM, and multi-media. 
These areas require advanced data modelling concepts. Consider e.g. the representation 
of document structures in the field of office automation and multi-media or products in 
the field of CAD/CAM. Another area with (complex) application domains, which can be 
classified as data intensive, is meta-modelling, which deals with the representation of method 
knowledge. This area is discussed in more detail in section 1.8.1. 
1.5 Requirements 
An important role of a conceptual model is to provide a common understanding of the Uni­
verse of Discourse involved. This implies that a conceptual model should have a unequivocal 
meaning. To this end an information modelling technique should have a well-defined formal 
semantics. In addition to that, the information modelling technique should have sufficient 
expressive power to describe the Universe of Discourse. 
As conceptual models play a crucial role in the communication with domain experts, they 
should be compréhensible. Insight in the meaning of a conceptual model might be improved 
by its execution. Therefore, conceptual models have to be executable. 
Finally, a conceptual model serves as a basis for the future implementation of the (com-
puterised parts of the) information system. Apart from the requirement mentioned before, 
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which states that an information modelling technique should have a formal semantics, this 
also implies that an information modelling technique should be on a conceptual level. This 
prevents implementation decisions from having to be made in too early a phase, which 
could lead to suboptimal solutions during actual implementation. Also, models which are 
not on a conceptual level, are generally not easily understood by domain experts. 
In the next sections each of the requirements imposed on an information modelling tech-
nique, which were briefly introduced in this section, is discussed in detail. 
1.5.1 Formal foundation 
Though in literature it has often been emphasized that requirement specification languages 
should have a rigorous formal basis (see e.g. [Coh89], [TP91], [Spi88], [Jon86], [HL89]), 
somehow this need for formality has not been generally acknowledged in the field of in-
formation systems development. This has contributed greatly to the appearance of the 
"Methodology Jungle", a term introduced in [AF88]. In [Bub86] it is estimated that during 
the past years, hundreds if not thousands of information system development methods have 
been introduced. Most organisations and research groups have defined their own methods. 
The techniques advocated in these methods usually do not have a formal foundation. In 
some cases their syntax is defined, but attention is hardly ever paid to their formal seman-
tics. The discussion of numerous examples, mostly with the use of pictures, is a popular 
style for the "definition" of new concepts and their behaviour. This has led to fuzzy and 
artificial concepts in information systems development methods (see also [Bub86]). 
The attitude towards formalisation in the field of information systems is changing however. 
In several papers the need for formal foundations in this field has been addressed (see 
e.g. [SFMS89], [FH89], [HE90], [TP89], [FPW91], [HW92]). In [HP89] it is noted that 
without a formal approach it is difficult to avoid deficiencies such as inconsistency, lack of 
structure, overspecification, incompleteness, ambiguity, and redundancy. These problems 
are caused by the fact that informal notations can be ambiguous and do not allow for 
sophisticated (automated) support and formal reasoning. Each of these problems will be 
addressed and illustrated in the following sections in the context of information modelling. 
1.5.1.1 Ambiguity 
As stated before, many techniques have been introduced by discussing examples only. If 
that occurs, different interpretations will easily arise in cases not covered by these examples. 
Worse, situations that are not covered by any example are hardly ever recognised. The 
intention behind examples is to give hands on experience, in order to try to convey the 
general idea. This may however be difficult and sometimes even impossible. As an example, 
consider NIAM as presented in [NH89]. 
In figure 1.2 a simple NIAM schema, taken from [NH89], is shown. In this figure, a unique-
ness constraint is expressed over a so-called objectified fact type (Enrollment). Obviously 
the schema of figure 1.2 is a well-formed schema according to NIAM. The meaning of the 
schema requires knowledge of the meaning of the uniqueness constraint. The semantics 
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is-cnrolled-in 
Enrollment 
achieves 
Posilion 
(Nr) 
*<£>·' 
Figure 1.2: Uniqueness constraint over objectification 
of this constraint is explained in [NH89] by stating that it expresses a key on the ternary 
relation that is the result of flattening objectified fact type Enrollment. This key is shown 
in figure 1.3 and implies that for Person the combination of Subject and Position is unique. 
.. for.. is-
placed-at.. 
Person \ 
(surname) 1 
. 
/ Position 
I (Nr) 
Figure 1.3: Semantics of uniqueness constraint 
This example does not seem difficult to understand, but does certainly not convey the 
general idea. The relation between the fact types in figure 1.2 on the one hand and the 
fact type in figure 1.3 on the other hand is not clear. As stated before, this relation is to 
be found by flattening the objectified fact type Enrollment. Flattening is not an operation 
which is easily explained intuitively. 
Furthermore the reader might get the impression, that the schemata of figures 1.2 and 1.3 
are equivalent (which they are not, as contrary to figure 1.3, in figure 1.2 a Position is 
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not required for each recorded combination of a Person and a Subject), which would allow 
for switching freely between both alternatives, depending on the taste of an information 
analyst. Schema equivalence is not more than obliquely referred to in [NH89], although 
the reader might have some intuition. Even then, however, the example does not suffice to 
clarify the situation. What e.g., is the meaning of the uniqueness constraints in figures 1.4 
and 1.5? 
Project-Use 
Figure 1.4: Complex uniqueness constraint 
Particular interpretation problems are caused by techniques based on natural language, as 
e.g. structured english ([DeM78]), since natural language is notoriously ambiguous. 
Seemingly identical notions can have entirely different semantics, thus increasing the possi-
bility of interpretation problems. In the field of artificial intelligence the IS-A link, employed 
in many knowledge representation systems, serves as a typical example. Nearly every type 
of semantic network assigns a different (often only intuitive) meaning to this type of link 
([Bra83]). 
The consequences of different interpretations among persons, or persons and machines, 
can be disastrous. Interpretation problems will certainly cause the resulting system to 
malfunction. 
1.5.1.2 Automated support 
A second reason for the need of formalisation is that a formal model provides a good 
clue for implementation. The better the formalism, the easier the implementation. In 
fact, an implementation can be seen as yet another, but enormously more detailed formal 
description, usually in an imperative programming language. 
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Student 
V(S-namc)/ 
is- Enrollment 
enrolled-^  
in 
achieves 
·©• 
¡s-taught-by 
Teacher 
WT-name)/ 
Figure 1.5: Another complex uniqueness constraint 
Not only the implementation benefits from a formal description. It also provides scope for 
much more sophisticated and extended support to information analysts. Due to the lack 
of formality of the underlying concepts of the supported techniques, state-of-the-art CASE 
tools are not able to perform sophisticated verification checks, nor give warnings on suspect 
constructs. Again, let us consider NIAM as an example. 
is-managcr-of 
Person ) <g) 0 ( Project 
is-coworiccr-of 
Figure 1.6: Inconsistent NIAM schema 
Consider the NIAM schemata of figures 1.6 and 1.7. Current CASE tools supporting NIAM 
(e.g. SDW, ProNIAM, RIDL*) do not detect the inconsistencies in these schemata, which 
are: 
1. In figure 1.6, the subset constraint states that a Person managing a certain Project 
should also be a coworker of that Project. The exclusion constraint in figure 1.6 
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produces 
Company! (φ ( Product 
promotes 
Figure 1.7: A suspect NIAM schema 
expresses that a Person is never both a manager and a coworker. Clearly, the only 
populations of this schema that satisfy both requirements are those populations with 
no managers. 
2. The subset constraint of figure 1.7 states that a Company that produces a certain 
Product also promotes that Product. The uniqueness constraint on the upper fact 
type states that a Company may produce several Products, and that a Product may 
be produced by several Companies. The uniqueness constraint on the lower fact type 
states that a Company may promote at most one Product. The only populations that 
satisfy these three constraints, are those populations where each Company produces 
at most one Product. 
In both cases we have well-formed schemata, i.e. schemata that fulfil the syntactical rules 
of NIAM. If CASE tools are to detect such inconsistencies, they need to be aware of the 
semantic definition of NIAM schemata in general (and in this case, of constraints in par­
ticular). 
Checking whether a model has certain properties, using the rules of a technique, is called 
verification. If these properties are formally expressed and computable, it is possible to 
perform verification automatically. Checking whether a model is well-formed according to 
a certain technique, is an example of verification. Often however, verification not only 
deals with well-formedness, but also deals with more complicated checks (as e.g. required 
in schema 1.6), usually referred to as static semantic checks. 
Another important issue regarding automated support is validation, the question whether a 
well-formed model V meets its intended requirements in the Universe of Discourse. In con­
trast with verification, this cannot be checked by a computer, as the Universe of Discourse 
is only available in a highly informal format. Therefore, in order to validate V a formal 
description Τ of the Universe of Discourse is needed as well as a proof of the equivalence 
of V and T. That leaves the problem of validating T, etc. Validation however, can be 
supported by tools. By executing a specification, a domain expert can improve his (or her) 
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understanding of the meaning of that specification. By offering a domain expert the possi-
bility to specify a population of a certain data model, which (s)he considers to be correct, 
it can be checked whether that population satisfies the constraints in that data model, and 
therefore, whether these constraints meet their intended meaning. Only formal techniques 
have these features. 
An extended form of validation is testing on plausibility. Certain constructs are accepted 
during verification, yet are most probably incorrect. In some cases these implausibilities 
can be detected automatically. The implausibility of the schema of figure 1.7 is an example. 
Another example is a data flow diagram that contains a process that produces informa-
tion out of nothing (i.e. a process without input flows), or a process that only consumes 
information (i.e. a process without output flows). Another example would be a program 
fragment 
i := 1; S; i := 2 
where program fragment S does not contain an application of variable ¡, directly or indirectly. 
In this case, the assignment i := 1 is superfluous. It is not plausible that the programmer 
writes useless statements, so a warning should be given. 
1.5.1.3 Properties 
A third reason for formalisation is that a formal definition makes it possible to formulate 
and prove properties. For example, one could look at the expressive power of a technique 
and compare it with the expressive power of other techniques. A conclusion could be, that 
a certain technique allows a much more precise specification than another technique and 
that this other technique provides insufficient possibilities to exclude invalid situations. 
Furthermore, models specified according to the same technique can be compared and 
(dis)proved equivalent. This is important in order to abstract from the peculiarities of an 
information analyst. The introduction of a set of transformation rules, transforming mod-
els into equivalent models, offers the opportunity to describe normal forms for well-formed 
models. A normal form is a base for comparing different models, probably originating from 
different information analysts trying to model the same Universe of Discourse. 
Also, properties of specific well-formed models according to some technique can be formu-
lated and proved. An example of a property of a data model is structural identifiability, i.e. 
the question whether every entity type is identifiable. For process models it is interesting 
to determine whether they are free of deadlock or starvation. 
From the above it is clear that properties can be proved both for models in a technique and 
for a technique itself. 
1.5.2 Conceptual level 
An important principle that is included in the definition of information modelling is the 
Conceptualisation Principle ([Gri82]). This principle states that conceptual models should 
deal only and exclusively with aspects of the Universe of Discourse. Any aspects irrelevant 
10 
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to that meaning should be avoided. Examples of these conceptually irrelevant aspects 
are e.g. (see [Gri82]) aspects of (external or internal) data representation, physical data 
organisation and access as well as all aspects of particular external user representation such 
as message formats and data structures. 
The Conceptualisation Principle is important because in the early phases of systems devel­
opment no implementation decisions should have to be made. Such decisions easily become 
outdated and impede successful implementation. Furthermore, they tend to lead to models 
that are difficult to comprehend and to communicate. 
A 
A 
M / \ 
M / t \ N 
1 
- ! - f - ! -
В 
/ \ N 
В 
Figure 1.8: Transformation of many-to-many relations 
In some ER variants, many-to-many relations are not allowed, but need to be replaced 
by one-to-many relations. This process, graphically depicted in figure 1.8, is explained by 
the fact that it facilitates the subsequent transformation of the ER schemata to CODA-
SYL network structures. As such, this restriction is a clear example of a violation of the 
Conceptualisation Principle. 
The Relational Model ([Cod70]) also violates the Conceptualisation Principle as this tech­
nique is based on the notion of tables. Tables are a particular kind of data structure, and 
therefore not on a conceptual level. 
1.5.3 Expressive power 
The 100 Percent Principle ([Gri82]) states that a conceptual model (or information model) 
should describe all relevant static and dynamic aspects of the Universe of Discourse. An 
information modelling technique should therefore be capable of modelling the data and 
process perspective of an application domain adequately. This implies that an information 
modelling technique should have sufficient expressive power. 
As an illustration of the notion of expressive power, consider the JSD entity structure 
diagrams. In these diagrams, the central notion is action. An action can be an ordered 
sequence of other actions, it can be a choice between actions, an iteration of another action 
(zero or more times) or it can be an atomic action. As an example of an entity structure 
diagram consider figure 1.9 taken from [Jac83]. In this action diagram the actions invest, 
11 
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1 
invest 
customer 
customer 
body 
* 
movement 
I 
1 
0 pay-in 
I 
terminate 
I 
О 
withdraw 
Figure 1.9: An example of a JSD entity structure diagram 
pay-in, withdraw and terminate are atomic. The action movement represents a choice 
between the actions pay-in and withdraw. The action customer body consists of a number 
Df movements. Finally, the action customer first performs the action invest, then customer 
body and then terminate. 
Clearly, JSD entity structure diagrams correspond to regular expressions, which have a 
very limited expressive power. A simple domain in which an action с consists of first 
performing an action α a number of times and then an action & the same number of times, 
cannot be modelled in JSD entity structure diagrams. The reason is that the language 
[an&n 7i € IN | is not regular (see e.g. [LP81]). Regular expressions are less powerful than 
context-free grammars which on their turn are less powerful than Turing machines. The 
Church-Turing Thesis states that every computable function can be computed on a Turing 
machine (or alternatively: is recursive). 
As another example consider the Yourdon data flow diagram of figure 1.10. Process Report 
Production has flows order information and product information as input and flows monthly 
report and management report as output. From this diagram it cannot be derived whether 
both order information and product information are necessary to produce a monthly report 
эг a management report. This is caused by the fact that in data flow diagrams, it is not 
possible to express the precise input-output relations. To this end, the technique lacks 
ìxpressive power. 
An example in the context of data modelling would be the situation of projects having 
coworkers and managers. In ER this could be modelled as in figure 1.11. The constraint 
stating that a person cannot manage a project of which (s)he is a coworker, cannot be 
expressed in ER. Therefore, such constraints are usually expressed in natural language. 
Lack of expressive power might result in violations of the Conceptualisation Principle. 
Choices that are not relevant with respect to the Universe of Discourse then might have 
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order \ 
information ^ 
monthly 
report . 
/ product 
ν / information 
Report \ 
ι Production J 
/ \ management 
/ \ report 
Figure 1.10: Process with input and output flows 
Coworkership 
Person 
< 
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Figure 1.11: A simple ER diagram 
to be made, leading to overspecification, or even worse, the Universe of Discourse might 
have to be adapted. As an illustration consider the Relational Model. As [Kim92] notes, 
the Relational Model cannot represent complex nested entities (e.g. compound documents). 
When an analyst attempts to represent such entities in a relational schema, (s)he has to 
flatten them. Usually, several alternative ways of flattening are possible, therefore, an 
analyst has to choose. This choice, however, is not relevant from a conceptual point of view 
and leads to overspecification. 
1.5.4 Executable 
Validating requirements as early as possible might prevent errors in later stages of systems 
development. As stated before, the later an error is detected the more it will cost to correct 
it. To make validation possible in the early phases of system development it is important 
that a specification can be executed. This enhances the understanding of the meaning 
of a specification and its implications considerably. Therefore, it is to be preferred that 
an information modelling technique yields executable models. Note that in order to be 
executable, a technique should be formal. A formal technique on the other hand, is not 
necessarily executable. 
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1.5.5 Comprehensible 
Since one of the important roles of conceptual models is to reach a common understand­
ing of the Universe of Discourse, not only between information analysts, but especially 
between domain experts and information analysts, it is vital that a conceptual model is 
comprehensible. While the previous requirement stated that an information model should 
be interpretable by a machine, this requirement states that it should be interpretable by 
human beings. In [EGH+92] it is stressed that languages for conceptual modelling should 
be easy to use and easy to learn. 
One way of achieving comprehensibility is by offering structuring mechanisms. In this way 
a specification remains surveyable. An often used structuring mechanism is decomposition. 
In Yourdon state transition diagrams for example, a state in a state transition diagram may 
be decomposed into another state transition diagram. 
Often, comprehensibility is achieved by the use of graphical notations. Harel ([Har88]) 
emphasizes the importance of visual formalisms: 
Visual, because they are to be generated, comprehended and communicated by 
humans, and formal, because they are to be manipulated, maintained, and analyzed 
by computers. 
In [TP91] several reasons are given why a graphical representation is more comprehensible 
than its textual counterpart: 
1. Graphics is in two dimensions, while text is in one dimension. The former gives an 
additional degree of freedom in presentation. 
2. Graphics is more useful in showing the hierarchical structure of complex systems and 
more natural in describing parallelism. 
3. A person reading graphics can do so selectively, depending on the level of details 
required. If he reads text, he has to do so linearly. 
4. There is a limit to the number of concepts which can be reasonably held in the short-
term memory of the human mind ([МІІ56]). A person reading graphics can start off 
generally and go down to detail after some degree of familiarisation. If one is reading 
text, then one has to start off with detail and abstract the skeleton concepts afterwards. 
Of course, it is not always possible, or desirable, to fully represent a specification graphically. 
In [Cre89] extensions to NIAM are proposed that allow for the graphical specification of 
complex constraints. These extensions tend however to clutter the diagrams and make 
them hard to read. 
Finally, specifications should be in a style close to intuition. Specifications resembling 
natural language for example are close to the human intuition. An important presumption 
is then that the formal semantics is close to the intuitive semantics. In [BR89] this is stated 
as a requirement for assigning formal semantics. 
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1.6 Problem statement 
Having defined information modelling and the requirements that have to be imposed on an 
information modelling technique, as well as having discussed a restriction to a particular 
type of domain, data intensive domains, we now define the subject of this thesis. 
The subject of this thesis is the description of an information modelling technique that has 
a formal foundation, is on a conceptual level, has sufficient expressive power, is executable, 
leads to comprehensible models and is suitable for modelling data intensive domains. 
1.7 Some existing approaches 
In this section some existing modelling approaches will be assessed with respect to the 
requirements of section 1.5. In order to structure the discussion a classification of modelling 
approaches is made. This classification consists of structured approaches, Petri net based 
approaches, object-oriented approaches and formal specification languages. It should be 
noted that not all the discussed approaches are intended for information modelling. 
1.7.1 Structured approaches 
Well-known representatives of the so-called structured approaches are JSD [Jac83], IE 
[Mar86] and Yourdon [You89]. These methods cover the whole life cycle of systems develop-
ment and offer many techniques for describing different aspects of systems. Some structured 
approaches also include concepts for dealing with real-time applications (e.g. [WM85b], 
[WM85a]). 
Structured approaches as Yourdon, JSD and IE, are among the most frequently used meth-
ods in practice and many textbooks about them have been written. Much attention has 
been paid to the way of thinking and the way of controlling. To some extent they offer 
guidelines and heuristics stating how to go about constructing models according to the 
various techniques involved (way of working). The techniques used are not very difficult 
to learn and generally lead to specifications which can (relatively) easily be communicated 
with users. Many of the structured approaches are supported by CASE tools. 
With respect to information modelling these approaches have some serious disadvantages. 
The first disadvantage is that they do not have a formal semantics. This implies that 
the specifications are not executable. The second disadvantage is that the process and data 
modelling techniques involved do not have sufficient expressive power. Complex constraints 
for example, have to be specified in natural language and process specifications usually have 
to be specified in pseudo-code (e.g. structured english). 
1.7.2 Petri net based approaches 
Petri nets (see e.g. [Pet81] or [Rei85]) are a technique for modelling communication between 
parallel processes, developed by C.A. Petri in the sixties ([Pet62]). Petri nets consist of 
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places and transitions. Places model states, while transitions model state changes. Appli-
cations of Petri nets can be found in many areas such as communication protocols, process 
synchronisation and resource allocation. Recently, Petri nets are also used for requirements 
specification (see e.g. [Dav90]). 
In [HL91] two principal problems with Petri nets are stated. The first problem is that Petri 
net specifications easily become huge, complicated and unstructured. The second problem 
is their structural inflexibility, making modification of Petri nets extremely difficult. In 
order to overcome these problems high-level Petri nets have been developed. Examples 
are Predicate Transition nets ([Gen87]) and Coloured Petri nets ([Jen87]). Even these 
types of Petri nets, however, tend to result in large specifications. To reduce this problem, 
hierarchical decomposition has been introduced for Coloured Petri Nets in [Jen9l]. 
ExSpect ([HSV89]) is used for the specification of distributed information systems. ExSpect 
is based on hierarchical Coloured Petri nets. Temporal aspects are included making it pos-
sible to model real-time aspects. ExSpect is executable and a prototype for the simulation 
of requirements exists. 
ExSpect, as all Petri net based approaches, is process oriented. Recently, research has been 
performed on an integration of ExSpect with data modelling ([HV91a], [HV91b], [HV92]). 
In this research, ExSpect is related to an extended binary data modelling technique SimCon. 
The resulting technique is called the SCNET model. 
ExSpect seems capable of modelling a broad area of applications, including those with 
distribution and real-time aspects. Its formal foundation makes the support of verification 
(to a certain extent, as verification for high-level Petri nets tends to be quite complicated) 
possible and its executability supports validation. However, Petri net based specifications 
are, in general, not very comprehensible. In ExSpect, the language for processor (the 
ExSpect term for transition) definitions, described and formally defined in [HSV88], is on 
a low level of abstraction and as such hard to read. This also holds for the language 
associated with Coloured Petri nets. The data modelling technique SimCon has only a 
limited number of constructs for representing complex structures. In addition to that, a 
language for expressing constraints on a conceptual level does not exist. 
1.7.3 Object-oriented approaches 
As noted in [HK87], object-oriented languages stem from research on abstract data types. 
In object-oriented languages objects can be grouped into classes. A class consists of ob-
jects with the same structure and behaviour. Objects in classes have an identity which is 
independent of their values. To classes methods are assigned which perform operations on 
the objects in that class. By not incorporating knowledge about the structure of objects 
of other classes in methods, information hiding is achieved. A final important feature of 
object-oriented languages is that methods can be inherited from one class to another. 
Research on object-orientation used to be restricted to implementation and design. In the 
past years, however, attention has also been paid to object-oriented analysis. This has led 
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to several object-oriented analysis methods, e.g. OMT ([RBP+91]) or OOA ([CY90]). In 
[CF92] twelve object-oriented analysis methods were identified. 
Some methods claim to be object-oriented, but are in fact very much influenced by the 
traditional structured approaches, e.g. OOSA ([SM88]). In this respect it is striking that 
many object-oriented methods incorporate well-known techniques from these traditional 
approaches, such as state transition diagrams, data flow diagrams or ER diagrams. All 
object-oriented analysis methods mentioned in [CF92] have the notion of relation (or func­
tion), a notion which does not seem to fit naturally in the object-oriented philosophy. 
An important advantage of object-oriented modelling above many other approaches is the 
fact that the data and process perspectives are integrated in a natural way. However, also 
a number of disadvantages in using the object-oriented approach for information modelling 
can be identified. Object-oriented approaches do not typically embody the rich type con­
structors of semantic data models [HK87]. This implies that data with complex structures 
cannot be adequately modelled. Furthermore, constraints on several object types cause 
problems with respect to information hiding and complex constraints cannot be formally 
expressed. The latter also holds for the precise description of dynamic behaviour. These dis­
advantages indicate that object-oriented analysis methods do not have sufficient expressive 
power and lack formality. This conclusion is shared with [CF92], where the authors state 
that the twelve object-oriented analysis methods studied, had informality as an important 
weakness in common. 
1.7.4 Formal specification languages 
Formal specification languages (sometimes also referred to as formal methods) employ math­
ematical notations for their specifications. Many kinds of formal specification languages ex­
ist, e.g. algebraic specification languages ([HL89]) or model-based specification languages. 
The principal model-based specification languages are Ζ ([Spi88]) and VDM ([Jon86]). An 
important difference between algebraic specification languages and model-based specifica­
tion languages is that the latter have explicit representations of the possible states of the 
system to be specified. This often leads to more concise specifications. 
Most formal specification languages have structuring mechanisms, helping to make spec­
ifications surveyable. As suggested by their name, formal specification languages have a 
formal semantics. Some languages have executable kernels, but in general a specification is 
not executable. Typically they have a very high expressive power and they seem particularly 
useful for describing process control applications. 
The suitability of formal specification languages for information modelling, however, is 
restricted, as they are not easy to learn and specifications are not easily communicated 
with users. As [AF88] formulate it: 
Only some technologists have the skills necessary to use the language, and the 
symbolism of mathematics alienates many people. These techniques are unlikely 
to encourage user participation. 
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1.8 Thesis outline 
This section starts with a discussion of meta-modelling. Meta-modelling is a data intensive 
domain, which will be of particular importance in the remainder of this thesis. This choice 
is explained by the fact that meta-modelling requires advanced modelling concepts, due to 
its complexity, and therefore provides good opportunities for examples. A powerful meta-
modelling technique is a prerequisite for the development of a CASE shell, a concept which 
will be discussed in section 1.8.2. This section is concluded with a brief overview of the 
contents of this thesis. 
1.8.1 Meta-modelling 
A meta-modelling technique is a technique that represents the way of working and the struc-
tural and representational aspects of the way of modelling of a method. This definition 
implies that a meta-model of a method does not capture the formal semantics of its tech-
niques, only their syntactical aspects. This is the main distinction between formalisation 
and meta-modelling. 
A meta-modelling technique can be considered as a special kind of information modelling 
technique. Representation of the way of working of a method requires a process perspective, 
while representation of the way of modelling requires a data perspective. The only distinc-
tion is that representational aspects are not important in the case of information modelling, 
but are important in the case of meta-modelling. Representational aspects refer to the way 
models of a technique are represented, they concern graphical or textual conventions. For 
example, the fact that processes in a variant of data flow diagrams are represented as boxes 
and flows as arrows. The distinction between structural and representational aspects cor-
responds to the distinction between abstract syntax and concrete syntax in the field of 
programming languages (see e.g. [Mey90]). In the remainder of this thesis no attention is 
paid to representational aspects in the context of meta-modelling. This issue is addressed 
in [HVNW92b] and [HVNW92a]. 
Since a meta-modelling technique is a special kind of information modelling technique, 
the same requirements for information modelling techniques apply to meta-modelling tech-
niques. In particular, meta-models should be comprehensible. Comprehensibility is less 
important for formal models. Due to the fact that formal models should also capture for-
mal semantics, which requires the use of mathematics, comprehensibility for persons not 
familiar with mathematics can usually not be achieved. This explains the aforementioned 
difference between meta-modelling and formalisation. 
Meta-modelling deals with complex application domains as meta-models often contain com-
plex object types, for example when a modelling technique allows for decomposition. Welke 
[Wel88] states that it is not natural to represent these object types as flat structures. An-
other reason for its complexity is that the syntactical rules for techniques can be quite 
complicated. For example, in data flow diagrams it is required that processes are hier-
achically decomposed. To express these kinds of rules, a powerful constraint language is 
required. 
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1.8.2 CASE shells 
As stated in [VHW91], automated support of information systems development methods 
becomes more and more a necessity due to increasing complexity of applications, more 
sophisticated verification needs and growing documentation, communication and standard-
isation needs. Currently, many CASE tools are commercially available that claim to provide 
this automated support. Due to the fact that CASE tools tend to ignore that, especially 
in the early phases of the development process, modelling is a complex solving process 
in which iteration, incompleteness and heuristics are important characteristics, they are 
primarily used as drawing and reporting tools ([WH90]). 
In modelling techniques emphasis, currently, is on the way of modelling instead of on the way 
of working ([KDH86], [LM86], [Pot89]). Most methods for systems development, such as 
JSD [Jac83], IE [Mar86], Yourdon [You89] and SDM [TLH+88], only offer rough guidelines 
to the modelling process. Emphasis therefore is on the way of modelling instead of on the 
way of working. However, knowing where to start, how to continue, what to look for, in 
other words a clear strategy, will contribute to the quality of an ultimate system ([WH90]). 
Therefore, automated support can be improved by offering more navigation and adequate 
verification. 
A CASE shell is a CASE tool which is method independent. A CASE shell is without 
knowledge of any specific information modelling process, but requires the modelling knowl-
edge to be offered in a specific format. By incorporating this knowledge in the required 
format, the CASE shell is transformed into a workbench or modelling support system for 
that specific process. 
The format of the modelling knowledge is determined by the meta-modelling technique em-
ployed by the CASE shell. A CASE shell can only be implemented if the underlying meta-
modelling technique is executable. Naturally, the expressive power of the meta-modelling 
technique completely determines the expressive power (and as such the applicability) of a 
CASE shell. 
By choosing a meta-modelling technique that can also model the way of working, the 
functionality of a CASE shell may be enriched with navigation facilities and adequate 
verification. In a CASE shell this way of working can easily be adapted to specific wishes 
of users. This is important as information analysts usually have their own personalised way 
of working, see [Wij91]. 
Another important rationale for the need for a powerful CASE shell is the existence of 
the Methodology Jungle. Each of the many existing methods requires its own CASE tool. 
Building a CASE shell and incorporating this shell with knowledge of a specific method is 
far to be preferred over building a new CASE tool for this method. The latter process is 
more time-consuming, error-prone and results in less flexible tools, since modifications will 
be more difficult to make. 
In the literature several CASE shells have been proposed (e.g. RAMATIC [BBD+89], 
Metaview [STM88] or MetaPlex [CN89]), also a tool that supports the modification of 
meta-models exists (MetaEdit [SLTM91]). The degree of support offered by these CASE 
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shells is however very limited due to the expressive power of the meta-modelling tech­
niques used. Furthermore the meta-modelling techniques employed only focus on the way 
of modelling and not on the way of working. 
In MetaEdit for example, OPRR ([Wel88]) is used as meta-modelling technique. OPPR is 
not capable of representing complex structures since other then the formation of relation­
ships, and the possibility of assigning properties to roles and relationships, no construction 
mechanisms exist. In addition to that, only very simple forms of constraints (cardinality 
constraints) can be expressed and no attention is paid to the modelling process (the way 
of working). 
The meta-modelling technique of RAMATIC is textual and on a low level of abstraction. 
Consequently, method specifications are hard to read and not on a conceptual level. In 
[RGS+92] a link between RAMATIC and MetaEdit has been established making it possible 
to specify meta-models in MetaEdit and generate RAMATIC method specifications from 
them. 
1.8.3 Description of contents 
This section contains a brief outline of the contents of this thesis. 
As the data perspective is the most dominant perspective, attention is first paid to data 
modelling. In chapter 2, the conceptual data modelling technique PSM is defined. This 
chapter starts with an informal explanation of the concepts of PSM, followed by a definition 
of its syntax and semantics. 
A number of constraint types can be identified that are of particular practical relevance. 
These constraint types have an associated graphical representation in PSM. In chapter 3 
the formal semantics of these graphical constraint types is defined using algebraic operators. 
Chapter 4 focuses on theoretic results and deals with identification in PSM, complexity of 
verification of a subset of PSM, and the expressive power of PSM. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 
are partly based on [HW93] and [BHW91]. PSM is informally addressed in [HPW92b] 
and [HPW92c]. 
Not all constraints can be expressed using the graphical constraints introduced in chapter 3. 
Therefore, chapter 5 contains the definition of a more powerful constraint language for PSM. 
This constraint language is part of the language LIS Α-D which also supports the formulation 
of queries and updates (these are however addressed in chapter 7). LISA-D is defined in 
terms of path expressions. This chapter is based on [HPW93]. 
In chapter 6, task structures are defined, a technique for modelling processes. The semantics 
of task structures is defined by means of a translation to Process Algebra. This chapter 
concludes with an equivalence definition for task structures. Chapter 6 is based on [HN93]. 
In chapter 7, the techniques of chapters 2, 5 and 6 are integrated as to define a complete 
information modelling technique with both a data and a process perspective. This chapter 
is partly based on joint research with Eric R. Nieuwland. 
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Chapter 8 assesses the information modelling technique presented in this thesis with respect 
to the requirements of section 1.5. 
Appendix A gives an overview of the (non-standard) mathematical notation used in this 
thesis, while appendix В gives an overview of the graphical notations of the various concepts 
defined in this thesis. 
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Data Modelling 
2.1 Introduction 
The most frequently used conceptual data modelling technique is without doubt the Entity 
Relationship approach (ER). This approach was first described by Chen in [Che76]. In 
the mean time many extensions to his original model have been proposed (e.g. [EWH85]), 
which are all referred to as Extended ER (EER). Another approach to conceptual data 
modelling is NIAM, of which binary versions exist (see e.g. [VB82], [Win90]) as well as n-
ary versions (see e.g. [NH89], [H092]). In [Hal89] and [NH89] the ER approach and NIAM 
are compared. This comparison is briefly summarised in the next paragraph. 
As ER has, contrary to NIAM, more than one information bearing construct, namely re­
lationships and attributes, information analysts must know when to encode a fact as a 
relationship and when to encode a fact as an attribute of an entity. This choice is widely 
recognised as difficult. Furthermore, ER diagrams were not designed to be used for vali­
dation techniques that rely on example populations. Also, the more complex a constraint 
situation, the more awkward the ER (or EER) diagram becomes in comparison with the 
NIAM diagram. This problem is partly explained by the fact that ER does not focus on 
roles in relationships. In addition to that, ER can represent fewer constraints than NIAM. 
The above explains our choice for NIAM instead of ER as a basis for the conceptual 
lata modelling technique PSM that is defined in this section. PSM is short for Predi­
ctor Set Model, a term that reflects that this technique is an extension of the Predicate 
Vlodel [BHW91], inspired by set theory. The Predicator Model (PM) is a formalisation of 
ЧІАМ. Despite the choice for NIAM as the basis for PSM, many of the results in this chap­
ter and chapters to come, can also be applied to (E)ER and other conceptual data modelling 
-echniques based on the object-role principle, e.g. functional data models ([Shi81]). 
This chapter starts with an informal discussion of the concepts of PSM (section 2.2). As far 
is these concepts are also present in NIAM, the graphical conventions of NIAM are used, 
η section 2.3, meta-models, expressed in PSM, of Yourdon Entity Relationship Diagrams 
md Yourdon Data Flow Diagrams are presented, to provide two non-trivial examples of 
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PSM schemata. Then, the syntax of PSM is defined by defining the concept information 
structure (section 2.4). Informally, an information structure is a PSM schema without 
constraints. In section 2.5, the semantics of a PSM schema is defined in terms of the set of 
populations that it allows. A population represents an instantiation of a PSM schema. 
2.2 Informal introduction to PSM 
In this section, the concepts of PSM and many of its graphical conventions are explained 
informally. Particular attention is paid to the necessity of the additional modelling con­
structs provided by PSM, but not by NIAM. An overview of the graphical conventions of 
PSM can be found in appendix B. 
2.2.1 Label types, entity types and fact types 
In many conceptual data modelling techniques, a distinction exists between objects that 
can be represented directly and objects that cannot be represented directly. In ER, this 
distinction is reflected by the difference between entities and attributes, while in NIAM and 
PSM this distinction corresponds with the difference between entities and labels. Labels 
can be represented directly on a communication medium, while entities depend for their 
representation on labels. As a result, label types are also called concrete object types, as 
opposed to entity types which are referred to as abstract object types. The gap between 
concrete and abstract object types can only be crossed by special binary relationship types, 
called bridge types in [Win90] and reference types in [NH89]. Typical examples of label 
types are Name, Number and Code. A typical example of an entity type is Person. Graph­
ically, label types can be distinguished from entity types by the fact that their names are 
parenthesized. 
Identification deals with the question whether the instances of each object type can be 
denoted. This includes determining whether each entity can be denoted in terms of one or 
more labels. Identification is discussed in depth in section 4.2. 
One of the key concepts in data modelling is the concept of relationship type. Generally, a 
relationship type is considered to represent an association between object types. In NIAM 
and PSM, a relationship type is referred to as a fact type. In figure 2.1, the graphical 
representation of a binary fact type R between object types A and В is shown in the NIAM 
style. 
The corresponding ER diagram (using the graphical conventions of the Yourdon ER variant) 
is shown in figure 2.2. 
A fact type consists of a number of roles (r and s in figure 2.1), denoting the way object 
types participate in that fact type. A theoretical term for role, is predicator (a term first 
introduced in [FW88]). This term is explained by the fact that a fact type can be considered 
a predicate. A predicator then denotes a position in that predicate. Both the term role 
and the term predicator are used throughout this thesis. 
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Figure 2.1: A binary fact type in NIAM 
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Figure 2.2: The ER diagram corresponding to figure 2.1 
In figure 2.1, the roles г and s seem to be ordered, as a consequence of the graphical layout. 
This view corresponds to the tuple oriented approach, where a relation is denned as a subset 
of a Cartesian product. A disadvantage of this approach is that algebraic operators lack 
useful properties as commutativity and associativity. The modern approach is to use the 
mapping mechanism to describe relations, the so-called mapping oriented approach, see 
also [Mai88]. In PSM a fact type is therefore considered to be a set of predicatore. 
Fact types may be treated as object types, a process referred to as fact objectification. Fact 
objectification corresponds to the notion of aggregation as defined in [HK87]. In PSM, a 
fact type is always considered to be an object type. Graphically however, a fact type is 
only represented as an object type (by encircling it) if it plays a role in other fact types. 
An example of an objectified fact type is Enrollment in figure 1.2. 
For the visualisation of complex operations on PSM schemata (which are introduced in the 
next chapter) a functional drawing style can be convenient. This is explained by the fact 
that operations exist of which the application does not necessarily yield a valid PSM schema. 
In the resulting schemata, roles may participate in more than one fact type. The functional 
drawing style supports the representation of such schemata. A schema represented in the 
functional style is a labeled directed graph. An arrow labeled r is drawn from an object 
type Л to a fact type ƒ if and only if A plays role τ in ƒ. The diagram of figure 2.1 is 
represented functionally in figure 2.3. 
2.2.2 Power types 
The concept of power type in PSM forms the data modelling pendant of power sets in 
conventional set theory. An instance of a power type is a (nonempty) set of instances of 
its element type. The difference with power sets in set theory is that a power type does 
not generally contain all possible sets of instances of its element type. An instance of a 
power type is identified by its elements, just as a set is identified by its elements in set 
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Figure 2.3: The functional drawing style 
theory (axiom of extensionality), see also [HK87]. Power typing corresponds to the notion 
of grouping as present in the IFO data model ([AH87]), the notion of user-controllable 
grouping classes in SDM ([HM81]) and the notion of association in [Bro84]. 
ι 
Figure 2.4: A simple example of a power type 
A simple example of the application of power types can be found in the Convoy Problem 
([HM81]), depicted in figure 2.4. In this diagram, the object type Convoy is a power type 
with element type Ship. As a result, each instance of object type Convoy is a set of instances 
of Ship. Convoys are identified by their constituent ships, whereas ships are identified by 
a Ship-code, which is a label type. In the schema of figure 2.4 some graphical constraints 
occur. The black dot on the object type Ship is an example of a total role constraint and 
expresses that each instance of Ship has to play the role with role name has-name. The 
double arrow above this role is an example of a uniqueness constraint and expresses that 
instances of Ship play this role at most once. These constraint types are discussed in detail 
in sections 3.3 and 3.4. 
The Convoy Problem is not expressible in terms of a NIAM (or ER) schema. Consider for 
example the schema from figure 2.5. This schema only implicitly states that a convoy con­
sists of a number of ships: by means of role name contains. Contrary to figure 2.4, a convoy 
cannot be identified by its ships in this schema, and needs another form of identification, 
for example by the artificial introduction of a Convoy-code. This clearly is a violation of 
the Conceptualisation Principle. 
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Figure 2.5: NIAM schema of Convoy Problem 
The Convoy Problem is not very realistic, since normally one would not like a convoy to be 
identified by its constituent ships. This would imply that a convoy would become a different 
convoy when it looses one of its ships. A more realistic example is that of sample chemical 
reactions, a Universe of Discourse described in [Fal88]. A chemical reaction transforms 
a set of input substances with their associated quantities, and produces a set of output 
substances in corresponding quantities. 
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Figure 2.6: Chemical reactions in NIAM 
This Universe of Discourse could be modelled in a NIAM schema in terms of a quaternary 
fact type, as shown in figure 2.6 (together with a sample population). In this fact type, label 
type CR-code is used to identify chemical reactions. The entity type Substance describes 
which substances are subject to the chemical reaction and the entity type Quantity describes 
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in what quantity. The Input/Output indicator makes the distinction between input and 
output substances. 
A first problem with this solution is the superfluous identification of a chemical reaction. 
Only some chemical reactions are sufficiently important to have a name of their own. The 
others are only identified by their input and output substances and associated quantities. 
A second problem is that this solution does not allow for the addition of a chemical reaction 
by one elementary update. This is caused by the fact that in the schema of figure 2.6 several 
fact type instances are needed to denote one reaction. 
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Figure 2.7: Chemical reactions in PSM 
The use of a power type makes it possible to model this Universe of Discourse more ad-
equately. In the schema of figure 2.7, a chemical reaction is modelled as a relationship 
between a set of input Reagents, and a set of output Reagents. This schema is better 
understood by studying a sample population (see also figure 2.7). 
As can be seen from the sample population, the solution of figure 2.7 solves the aforemen-
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tioned update problem. In this schema, a chemical reaction corresponds to one fact type 
instance. The consequence is that an update operation of a chemical reaction can be con­
sidered as a single operation in the PSM schema. Furthermore, in the PSM schema neither 
a, separate identification for chemical reactions nor an Input/Output indicator is needed. 
About graphical conventions, it should be mentioned that in order to avoid confusion be­
tween fact objectification and power typing, a fact type occurring as an element type should 
be represented as an object type. This is the case for the fact type between Substance and 
Quantity in figure 2.7. 
2.2.3 Sequence types 
Sequence types can be compared to power types. The differences are that, in the case oi 
sequence types, the ordering of elements is important and elements may occur more than 
зпсе. Ал instance of a sequence type is a sequence (tuple) of instances of its element type. 
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Figure 2.8: Train composition 
\ simple example of a sequence type is shown in figure 2.8. In this schema, a Train is 
dentified by a T-code, has a sequence of Freight-cars and is controlled by a Locomotive. 
η NIAM (and ER) the representation of sequences requires the introduction of an entity 
.ype that explicitly records the ordering. In figure 2.9 the schema of 2.8 is represented as 
ι NIAM schema. Note that in the schema of figure 2.9, constraints are necessary to ensure 
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that Positions are consecutive and start with 1. These constraints are not necessary in 
schema 2.8. 
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Figure 2.9: Train composition in NIAM 
As another, less trivial, example, consider function overloading in a language like C++ 
([Str91]). In C++, a function name may represent several functions, each with different 
function definitions. However, functions with the same name must differ in number, type or 
ordering of their input parameters. The combination of an input parameter type sequence 
and a function name then uniquely identifies the function involved. From this identification 
also the output parameter type can be determined. This Universe of Discourse is modelled 
in figure 2.10. In this figure, the encircled u is an example of the graphical representation of 
a uniqueness constraint over several fact types. This constraint states that the combination 
of Parameter-type-sequence and Function-name uniquely determines a Function. 
A final example of the use of sequence types can be found in the meta-model of JSD 
entity structure diagrams (see section 1.5.3), shown in figure 2.11. From this meta-model it 
follows that an Action can be decomposed into a sequence of other Actions, that it can be a 
repetition of another Action and that it can be a choice between a number of Actions. The 
exclusion constraint ensures that for each Action at most one of these options is possible. 
Exclusion constraints are formally defined in section 3.6. Other, more complex, constraints 
are omitted in this meta-model. 
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Figure 2.10: Function overloading 
'he notion of sequence type is not elementary in PSM, as it is expressible in terms of 
eneralisation and fact objectification. This is elaborated upon in section 2.2.6, which deals 
'ith generalisation. Despite the fact that the concept of sequence type is not elementary, 
is treated as an independent concept, because this facilitates its use in the manipulation 
mguage to be introduced in chapter 5. 
1.2.4 Schema types 
chema objectification allows to define part of a schema as an object type. This object 
фе is referred to as schema type. An instance of a schema type is an instantiation of the 
ssociated schema part. Consequently, this schema part should be a valid PSM schema. 
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Figure 2.11: Meta-model of JSD entity structure diagrams 
An example of the use of schema types can be found in the meta-model of Activity Graphs. 
Activity Graphs [Sch84] are used for modelling processes and information passing between 
processes. Activity Graphs are bipartite directed graphs consisting of activities (processes) 
and states. States, which can be compared to flows in data flow diagrams, can be input for, 
or output of activities. In an Activity Graph, both activities and states may be subject to 
decomposition. 
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Figure 2.12: Sample Activity Graphs 
Two examples of Activity Graphs are shown in figure 2.12. In this figure, S\ is an example 
of a state and Αχ an example of an activity. State 5Ί is input for activity Αχ and activity 
Αι has state S2 as output. The Activity Graph on the right represents the decomposition 
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of activity Αχ 
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Figure 2.13: Meta-model of Activity Graphs 
The meta-model of Activity Graphs is shown in figure 2.13. In this figure, Activity-graph is a 
schema type. The decomposition relations are modelled by the binary fact types connecting 
Activity-graph and Activity, and Activity-graph and State. The total role constraints express 
that each State is input or output of an Activity and that each Activity has a State as input 
or output. 
Schema objectification is not elementary. Figure 2.14 shows how a schema type can be 
modelled using fact objectification and power typing. The idea is to construct a power type 
for each object type that is to take part in the schema type. Each of these power types is the 
base of a predicator that is part of a fact type. This fact type is to relate sets of instances of 
the object types involved in the schema objectification, which are part of the same schema 
instance. As such, this fact type models the schema type. In figure 2.14 constraints that 
ensure that an instance of a schema type is a valid population of its associated schema, 
ire omitted. Furthermore, it should be noted that this construction is only correct for 
schema types containing populations that assign nonempty sets of instances to each of the 
abject types in their decomposition, as power types are not allowed to contain the empty 
set. We will not consider constructions for schema types that may contain partially empty 
populations. 
rhough schema objectification is not an elementary concept, it is considered an independent 
:oncept for the same reason as mentioned for sequence types in the previous section. 
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Figure 2 14 Modelling a schema type 
2 . 2 . 5 S p e c i a l i s a t i o n 
Specialisation, referred to as subtypmg in NIAM, is a mechanism for representing one or 
more (possibly overlapping) subtypes of an object type Specialisation is to be applied 
when certain facts are to be recorded for specific instances of an object type only Suppose 
for example that only for adults, ι e persons with an age greater than or equal to 18, 
one is interested in the cars they own This situation is captured by the PSM schema in 
figure 2 15 
A specialisation relation between a subtype and a supertype implies that the instances 
of the subtype are also instances of the supertype (each Adult is a Person) For proper 
specialisation, it is required that subtypes are defined in terms of one or more of their 
supertypes Such a decision criterion is referred to as a subtype defining rule In figure 2 15 
the subtype defining rule for Adult is: 
Adult = Person has Age WITH Nr > 18 
The language used in the definition of this subtype defining rule is LISA-D, which is dis­
cussed in chapter 5 
Identification of subtypes is derived from their supertypes Therefore, as in the ongoing 
example, Persons are identified by a name, Adults are also identified by that name 
Specialisation relations are organised in so-called specialisation "hierarchies". A speciali­
sation hierarchy is ш fact not a hierarchy in the strict sense, but an acyclic directed graph 
Θ 
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Figure 2.15: A simple example of specialisation 
with a unique top. This top is referred to as the pater familias (see [DMV88]). In the 
example of figure 2.15, the pater familias of Adult is Person. 
Objects inherit all properties from their ancestors in the specialisation hierarchy. This 
characteristic of specialisation prevents non-entity types (e.g. fact types) from acting as a 
subtype. Consider for example the case that a ternary fact type is a subtype of a binary fact 
type. Clearly this leads to a contradiction. Problems do not occur when non-entity types 
themselves are specialised. Consequently, non-entity types always act as pater familias. 
As a more elaborate example of specialisation, consider a company where only for managers 
the telephone number is recorded, only for married employees the number of children they 
have, and only for married managers their life insurance. This Universe of Discourse can 
be modelled as in the diagram of figure 2.16 (adapted from [Fal86]). 
In this figure, the entity type Employee is the pater familias of the specialisation hierarchy. 
The entity type Mamed-manager is a subtype of both Manager and Mamed-employee. 
The subtype defining rules, again expressed in LISA-D, are: 
Manager = Employee is-manager-of 
Married-employee = Employee is-married 
Married-manager = Employee (is-married AND-ALSO is-manager-of) 
2.2.6 Generalisation 
Generalisation is a mechanism that allows for the creation of new object types by uniting 
existing object types. Contrary to what its name suggests, generalisation is not the inverse 
of specialisation. Specialisation and generalisation originate from different axioms in set 
theory (see section 4.5) and therefore have a different expressive power. 
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Figure 2.16: Example of a specialisation hierarchy 
Generalisation typically requires the covering of the generalised object type by its con­
stituent object types (or specifiers). Therefore, a decision criterion аз in the case of special­
isation (the subtype defining rule) is not necessary. Furthermore, properties are inherited 
"upward" in a generalisation hierarchy instead of "downward", which is the case for spe­
cialisation (see also [AH87]). This also implies that the identification of a generalised object 
type depends on the identification of its specifiers. From the nature of generalisation, it is 
apparent that a non-entity type cannot be a generalised object type. 
Figure 2.17 contains an example of generalisation. A formula may be either a single vari­
able, or constructed by some function (say ƒ) from simpler formulas. From the schema of 
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Figure 2.17: Example of generalisation 
figure 2.17 it is clear that instances from the object type Formula inherit the structure from 
the specifier from which they originate ( Variable or ƒ). 
The above example demonstrates that generalisation can be used to define recursive ob­
ject types. This is not possible in the IFO data model ([AH87]), where object types are 
hierarchical structures. In the Logical Data Model (see [KV85]), however, object types are 
directed graphs, which may contain cycles. 
The notions specialisation and generalisation as presented here, can be compared to spe­
cialisation and generalisation as presented in [HK87]. The only differences are that in their 
approach no subtype defining rule for specialisation is required and that they require spec­
ifiers to be disjunct. As the schema of figure 2.18 shows, specifiers of a generalised object 
type are not always disjunct in PSM. In this schema, the object types Plant-eater and 
Flesh-eater have the Omnivores in common. As a side remark, note that in this particular 
Universe of Discourse it is assumed that herbivores, omnivores and carnivores are elemen­
tary objects for which an identification is known {Η-id, O-id and C-id resp.). Therefore, 
generalisation is used instead of specialisation. 
As stated in section 2.2.3, sequence types are not elementary and can be modelled using 
generalisation and fact objectification. This is demonstrated in figure 2.19. In this figure, 
the unary fact type One-element-sequence captures the sequences consisting of only one 
element. The binary fact type Extend models the fact that a sequence extended at the end 
with an element, is again a sequence. 
2.2.7 Specialisation versus generalisation 
As stated before, generalisation and specialisation are quite different notions. Some situa­
tions can only be solved using specialisation (e.g. when complex subtype defining rules are 
involved, consider for example figure 2.15) and some situations can only be solved using 
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generalisation (e.g. when recursive structures are involved, as in the formula example). In 
NIAM, where the concept of generalisation does not exist, generalisation is usually mod-
elled as specialisation. This leads to violations of the Conceptualisation Principle as will 
be discussed in the following example. 
Consider a price list for individually priced products. A product is either a car or a house. 
A car is identified by a registration number, while a house is identified by the combination 
of its postal code and house number. For each product the price should be recorded. In 
NIAM this Universe of Discourse would be modelled as the schema in figure 2.20. 
We will argue that this schema suffers from overspecification. First, a special label type, P-
code, has to be introduced in order to identify Product. This is necessary since specialisation 
requires the subtypes Car and House to inherit their identification from their supertype 
Product. Secondly, a partition constraint between the subtypes Car and House is needed 
to express that these subtypes cannot have instances in common and that the union of their 
instantiations is the instantiation of the object type Product. Thirdly, a special fact type 
and a special object type, Product Type, are required for the formulation of the subtype 
defining rules of Car and House (see figure 2.20). However, these extra object types are not 
relevant from a conceptual point of view. Their introduction should therefore be considered 
as a violation of the Conceptualisation Principle. 
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Figure 2.19: Modelling a sequence type 
Using the concept of generalisation, these overspecifications are avoided. Figure 2.21 shows 
a more appropriate schema for this Universe of Discourse. In this schema, the label type 
P-code is no longer needed, since Product inherits its identification from Car and House. 
Furthermore, the partition constraint follows directly from the fact that specifiers of a 
generalised object type are disjunct, unless explicitly derivable otherwise (as in figure 2.18), 
and the fact that a generalised object type is covered by its specifiers. Finally, it should be 
remarked that as cars can be identified by their registration number, the name of the label 
type Reg-nr may be put below the name of the entity type Car. This convention is only 
allowed for identifying label types (see also section 4.2). 
2.3 Two examples of meta-models 
In this section two more extended examples of PSM schemata, both meta-models, are 
discussed. In section 2.3.1, a meta-model of Yourdon Entity Relationship Diagrams (ERD), 
is discussed, while in section 2.3.2, a meta-model of Yourdon Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) 
is discussed. Both techniques are treated in [You89]. 
In this section we will not deal with identification of the entity types occurring in both meta-
models. We will assume that appropriate label types can be found. Also, many of the more 
complex constraints will not be expressed formally, only those that can be expressed using 
the graphical constraint types present in PSM (formally defined in chapter 3). In [Ver93], 
an overview of the constraints that must be satisfied in the meta-models of Yourdon ERD 
and DFD, expressed in LISA-D (see chapter 5), can be found. This reference also contains 
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Figure 2.20. Specialisation instead of generalisation 
a meta-model of the integration of ERDs and DFDs expressed in PSM. 
2.3.1 Meta-model of Yourdon ERDs 
According to [You89], an ERD is a network model that describes the stored data layout of 
a system at a high level of abstraction. 
In figure 2.22 an example of an ERD according to [You89] is shown. In this diagram, Prod-
uct, Sale, Supplier and Customer are object types. The object type Customer has Regular 
Customer and Incidental Customer as subtypes. The object type Sale is an associative 
object type indicator of the relationship between Customer and Product. In this example, 
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Figure 2.21: Example of generalisation 
only the object types Customer and Supplier have attributes: name, address and city. In 
both cases, the data element name, which is underlined, identifies the object type involved. 
Figure 2.23 contains the meta-model of Yourdon's ERDs. In this meta-model Object-Type, 
Relationship and Data-Element are generalised into ER-Element, because they all have a 
Name. The fact type Participation captures the participation of Object-Types in Relation­
ships via Roles. The fact type Associatwe-object-type-mdicator captures the Relationships 
that are treated as Object-Types. Object-Types can have several subtypes, but can be sub­
type of at most one other Object-Type. The exclusion constraint between the roles with role 
names is-subtype-of and replaces expresses that an Object-Type cannot be both a subtype 
and an associative object type indicator. The total role constraint on three roles ensures 
that an Object-Type plays at least one of these three roles, i.e. is a subtype, an associative 
object type indicator or participates in a relationship. An Object-Type is described by a 
number of Data-Elements. A subset of these Data-Elements serves as the identification of 
that Object-Type. This is ensured by the subset constraint. 
2.3.2 Meta-model of Yourdon DFDs 
According to [You89], a DFD pictures a system as a network of functional processes. The 
main components of a DFD are processes, flows, data stores and terminators. 
A process transforms input into output. Processes have a process specification or are de­
composed into a DFD. Each process has a number. Control processes are a special kind 
of process. A control process does not process data, but coordinates other processes. The 
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Figure 2.22: Example of a Yourdon ERD 
Dperation of a control process is modelled by means of a state transition diagram. Termi-
nators represent external processes communicating with the system under consideration. 
Data stores model collections of data "at rest". Data stores may be external, which means 
that they are used for communication with the outside world. 
Flows represent data "in motion". Several types of flows exist. A simple flow has a source 
md a destination. Processes, data stores and terminators can be source or destination of 
simple flows. A complex flow consists of a set of flows converging to one other flow or a flow 
diverging into a set of other flows. Control flows represent triggers, i.e. signals or interrupts. 
An overview of the main notions of DFDs and their graphical representations can be found 
in figure 2.24. 
[n figure 2.25 a meta-model of DFDs is shown, based on the previous discussion. Some 
of the graphical constraints in this meta-model deserve some further explanation. The 
two exclusion constraints attached to binary fact types express that the source and the 
destination of a Data-Flow are different and that the source and the destination of a Control-
Flow are different. The two uniqueness constraints each over two fact types, express that 
no two Data-Flows with the same Name have the same DFD-Object as destination and 
that no two Data-Flows with the same Name have the same DFD-Object as source. The 
occurrence frequency constraint on the role with role name relates-to-lower-level expresses 
that a Data-Flow is related to at most two other Data-Flows on a lower decomposition level. 
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Figure 2.23· Meta-model of Yourdon ERDs 
The exclusion constraint attached to the power type Flow-Group states that a Data-Flow 
does not occur in more than one Flow-Group. 
2.4 Information structures 
In this section the formal syntax of PSM schemata without graphical constraints is defined. 
A PSM schema without graphical constraints is referred to as an information structure. 
\.n information structure is a structure consisting of the following basic components: 
1. A finite set V of predicators (roles). 
2. A nonempty finite set О of object types. 
3. A set С of label types. Label types are also object types: С CO. 
4. A set S of entity types (£ С O). 
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Figure 2.24: The main notions of Yourdon DFDs 
5. A partition Τ of the set V. The elements of Τ are called fact types. Fact types are 
also object types {T С O). The auxiliary function Fact :V—*T yields the fact type 
in which a given predicator is contained, and is defined by: Fact(p) = ƒ <=>• ρ 6 ƒ. 
6. A set G of power types. Power types form a special class of object types (G Ç O). 
7. A set <S of sequence types. Sequence types form a special class of object types (S Ç 0). 
8. A set С of schema types (C CO). 
9. A function Base : V —>0. The base of a predicator is the object type associated to 
that predicator. 
10. A function Elt : Ç U 5 —• Ό. This function yields the element type of power types and 
sequence types. 
11. A relation - < C C x O describing the decomposition of schema types. 
12. A binary relation Spec on object types, capturing specialisation. 
13. A binary relation Gen on object types, capturing generalisation. 
14. A many-sorted algebra V = (D, F), with D a set of concrete domains (e.g. string, 
natno) and F a set of operations (e.g. +). 
15. A function Dom : C-* D from the label types to the set D of concrete domains. The 
instances of a label type come from its associated domain (see section 2.5). 
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Figure 2.25: Meta-model of Yourdon DFDs 
Example 2.4.1 
Figure 2.26 shows the graphical representation of an information structure, i.e. an 
information structure diagram, that is defined by: 
V = {p,q,r,s,t,u,v,w,x} О = {A,B,C,D, E,F,G, f,g,h,i} 
Τ = { / , ¡ ? , /M} G = {E} 
5 = 0 С = 0 
ε = {A,B,C,D,G} L = {F} 
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Figure 2.26: Example information structure 
where ƒ = {ρ, q}, g = {г,з,1}, h = {и, ν} and i = {w,x}. With respect to the 
predicatore: Base(p) = В, Base(g) = A, Base(r) = f, etc. Furthermore, Elt(£) = A, 
DSpecB, CGtnD, and CGenG. Finally, it is assumed that Dorn(F) = W, o* this 
relation cannot be graphically represented. The set of natural numbers IN has to be 
one of the sorts of the many-sorted algebra V. This algebra is not important for this 
example and is therefore omitted. О 
Due to the different interpretation that will be given to label types, entity types, fact 
types, power types, sequence types, and schema types, these kinds of object types are all 
considered to be different. Therefore, they do not share elements. Furthermore, they are 
the only possible kinds of object types. 
[PSM1] |£U£UJFUSUSUC| = |£| + |£| + |:F| + \Ç\ + \S\ + \C\ 
[PSM2] £U£U.FU£USUC = 0 
2.4.1 Abstract and concrete object types 
Bridge types establish the connection between abstract and concrete object types. The term 
Bridge(/) qualifies fact type ƒ as a bridge type, and is an abbreviation for the expression 
3„,,€Р [ƒ = {Ρ, ?} A Base(p) € £ Л Base(g) £ £] 
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The set В = {ƒ € ƒ" Bridge(ƒ)} contains all the bridge types. As a consequence of the 
strict separation between the concrete and the abstract level, label types may only partici-
pate in bridge types: 
[PSM3] Base(p) € С => Bridge(Fact(p)) 
The predicators that constitute a bridge type b = {p, q} can be extracted by the operators 
concr and abstr. These operators are defined by concr(6) € 6 Л Base(concr(ò)) € £ and 
abstr(o) € & Л Base(abstr(6)) £ £ respectively. 
Example 2.4.2 
In figure 2.26, i is a bridge type with сопсг(г) = χ and abstr(z) = w. D 
2.4.2 Power types 
The element type of a power type is found by the function Elt. The relation between 
a power type χ and its element type Elt(x) is recorded in the fact type e
x
 = {€*,€£}, 
where Base(€£) = χ and Base(€|) = Elt(i). This fact type is assumed to be available foi 
each power type. Usually ex is treated as an implicit fact type, and not drawn in the 
information structure diagram. If this fact type is subject to constraints it needs to be 
graphically represented. 
_p Convoy 
-Convoy 
-Convoy 
Figure 2.27: Implicit fact type for power type Convoy 
Example 2.4.3 
Figure 2.27 extends figure 2.4 with the implicit fact type associated to power type Con-
voy. О 
Example 2.4.4 
In example 2.4-1 the implicit fact type associated to power type E was omitted for 
simplicity's sake. The precise definition should include fact type &E = {€^, £%} in T, 
with Base(6£;) = E and Base(e^) = Α. О 
The strict separation between abstract and concrete object types prohibits label types to 
act as element type: 
[PSM4] Elt(x) І С 
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2.4.3 Sequence types 
The element type of a sequence type is also found by the function Elt. The relation between 
a sequence type χ and its element type Elt(i) is recorded in the implicit fact type €x = 
{6*,€j}, where Base(e') = χ and Base(€j) = Elt(i). Contrary to power types, this fact 
type Ç.X is augmented with the position of the element in the sequence, via the implicit 
fact type @x = {@*,@І}, where Base(@J) = e* and Base(@i) = I. The object type I is the 
domain for indices in sequence types. To be more precise, I is a label type (I € C) having 
as domain the set of natural numbers (Dom(I) = IN). This object type is only present in an 
information structure if this information structure contains sequence types. 
Freight-cat-sequence 
hu of 
is-
controlled-
by 
conirols 
Figure 2.28: Implicit fact types for sequence type Freight-car-sequence 
Example 2.4.5 
Figure 2.28 extends figure 2.8 with the implicit fact types associated with sequence 
types. In this figure Fes is a shorthand for Freight-car-sequence. О 
Note that axiom PSM4 also applies to sequence types. 
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2.4.4 Schema types 
Schema types are decomposed into their underlying information structure via the relation 
X, with the convention that χ Чу is interpreted as " i is decomposed into y", or "y is part 
of the decomposition of x". 
The underlying information structure X
x
 of a schema type χ is derived from the object 
types into which χ is decomposed: O
x
 = \y € О \x-<y\. Analogously, the special object 
classes C
x
, £
x
, T
x
, Q
x
, S
x
 and C
x
 can be derived. The functions Base
z
, Elt
xi -<x, Specx and 
Gen
x
 are obtained by restriction to object types within O
x
. The following axiom ensures 
that a schema type is always decomposed into an information structure: 
[PSM5] ι € С => I
x
 is an information structure 
To each schema type χ and each object type у in its decomposition, an implicit fact type 
e
x > v = {€£_„, €¿„ J is associated, where Base(ex y) = χ and Base(e¿ v) = y. 
2.4.5 Specialisation 
The concept of specialisation is defined as a binary relation Spec, with the convention that 
α Speco is interpreted as "a is a subtype (specialisation) of b", or "6 is a supertype of a". 
The strict separation between abstract and concrete object types prohibits label types to be 
specialised. Furthermore, as subtypes inherit the structure of their supertypes, only entity 
types can act as subtype. 
[PSM6] {strictness) Spec C£ xO\C 
Specialisation networks are acyclic: 
[PSM7] (no cycles) aSpec+6 => -iòSpec+a 
In this definition Spec+ represents the transitive closure of Spec, which can be defined in 
the usual way. The reflexive transitive closure of Spec (which is not standard due to the 
signature of Spec) is defined as follows: 
Spec' = Spec+ U {(χ, χ) | χ e О } 
This relation is used in the definition of the pater familias relation П: 
П(о, 6) = α Spec* b Λ -> spec(ô) 
where spec(b) is an abbreviation for 3 l €o [6Specx]. The following lemma states that each 
object type has at least one pater familias. 
Lemma 2.4.1 ν
ο ε σ
3
ι ε σ
 [Π(α, b)] 
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Proof: 
Due to the fact that О is finite and specialisation networks are acyclic, we can define 
a function depth О —• IN as follows· 
{ 0 if->spec(x) 
1 + min depth(y) otherwise 
ζ Spec у 
The proof now follows by induction on the depth of an object type x. If depth(x) = 0, 
then ->spec(x) and therefore Π(χ,χ) since ζ Spec* x. If depth(x) = n+ 1, then an object 
type у exists, such that χ Spec у and depth(y) = n. Applying the induction hypothesis 
then yields that an object type ζ exists, such that П(у, ζ). Therefore, ->spec(z) and 
у Spec* z. This implies that χ Spec* ζ and consequently, Π(χ, ζ) • 
The following trivial lemma states that an object type is not a subtype if and only if it is 
its own pater familias 
Lemma 2.4.2 -ispec(x) <=» Π(χ,χ) 
A consequence of this lemma is that non-entity types have themselves as pater familias. 
Corollary 2.4.1 x g S => Π(χ,χ) 
While lemma 2 4 1 states that each object type has at least one pater familias, the following 
axiom ensures that an object type has at most one pater familias 
[PSM8] (unique pater familias) Π(α, 6) ЛП(а,с) =>· Ь = с 
Combining this axiom with lemma 2 4 1 yields that each object type has precisely one 
pater familias, i.e. V
aeo
3'(,6o ( n ( i , 6)]. For each α this unique 6 is denoted as П(а) From 
the definition of Π it follows directly that α Spec* П(а) and ->spec(n(o)) 
Lemma 2.4.3 Idempotency of IT П(П(а)) = П(а) 
Proof: 
Assume Π(ο) Φ Π(Π(α)). From Π(α) Spec* Π(Π(ο)) it then follows that a Í» € О exists 
such that П(о) Spec 6 and 6Spec" П(П(а)), П(а) Specb, however, implies that spec(n(o)), 
which contradicts the definition of П. • 
A subtype has the same pater familias as its supertype(s). 
Lemma 2.4.4 α Spec 6 =*· П(а) = П(Ь) 
Proof: 
Assume α Speco. From òSpec'n(ò) it then follows that α Spec* П(Ь). Also, а5рес*П(а). 
From axiom PSM8 it then follows that П(а) = П(6). О 
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2.4.6 Generalisation 
The concept of generalisation is introduced as a binary relation Gen, with the convention 
that α Gen b is interpreted as "a is a generalisation of 6", or "6 is a specifier of a". The 
strict separation between abstract and concrete object types prohibits the generalisation 
of label types. Furthermore, as generalised objects inherit the structure from the specifiei 
from which they originate, only entity types can act as generalised object types. 
[PSM9] (strictness) Gen Ç € χ О \ С 
Generalisation networks are acyclic: 
[PSM10] (no cycles) a Gen+ i> =• ->b Gen+ a 
In the remainder, gen(a) is used as an abbreviation for 3 l 6o[aGenx]. 
A Spec с 
л Gen в 
Figure 2.29: Conflicting generalisation and specialisation 
Generalisation and specialisation can be conflicting due to their inheritance structure. Con­
sider for example figure 2.29. In this figure, Л is a specialisation of С as well as a gen­
eralisation of B. The specialisation relation requires the identification of A to depend on 
the identification of C, while the generalisation relation requires the identification of A to 
depend on the identification of B. In terms of populations this contradiction can be for­
mulated in a different way. In this case, specialisation requires that, in every population, 
the instances of object type A are those instances of object type С that satisfy the subtype 
defining rule, while generalisation requires the instances of A to be exactly the instances of 
object type B. To avoid such conflicts, generalised object types cannot be subtypes: 
[PSM11] gen(o) =* -i spec(a) 
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2.4.7 Type relatedness 
Intuitively, object types can, for several reasons, have values in common in some instantia­
tion. For example, each value of object type χ is, in any instantiation, also a value of object 
type Π(ι). If xGeny, then any value of y in any population is also a value of x. A third 
example, where object types may share values is when two power types have element types 
that may share values. In this section, this is formalised in the concept of type relatedness. 
Formally, type relatedness is captured by a binary relation ~ on O. Two object types are 
type related if and only if this can be proved from the following derivation rules: 
[Tl] h ι ~ χ 
[T2] ι ~ y h y ~ χ 
[T3j Π(ι) = П(у) A y ~ z r - x ~ z 
[Т4] χ Gen y A y ~ z l - x ~ z 
[T5] χ, у € Q Л Elt(x) ~ Elt(y) l· χ ~ у 
[T6] ι, у e 5 Л Elt(i) ~ Elt(y) h ι ~ y 
[T7] O
x
 = Oy h χ ~ y 
Figure 2.30: Example information structure 
Example 2.4.β 
In figure 2.30, all object types are type related, except С and В (С </> В), С and E 
(С φ Ε), and С and F (С φ F). О 
Two predicatore, ρ and ς, are called type related if their bases are type related: Base(p) ~ 
Base(ç). 
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2.5 Populations 
The semantics of a data model is the set of its possible populations. This set is restricted by 
the object types occurring in that data model as well as by its constraints. In this section, 
we consider populations of information structures. Constraints are examined in the next 
chapter. 
In our approach, a population Pop of an information structure 
Ί = {V, О, С, £, Τ, Q, S, С, Base, Elt, Ч, Spec, Gen, V, Dom) 
is an assignment, which assigns a finite set of instances to each object type in О and which 
satisfies the rules that follow in the rest of this section. The expression lsPop(ï, Pop) denotes 
that Pop is a population of the information structure I. In that case, Pop is a mapping Pop : 
О —» ρ
ηη(Ω), where Ω is the set of instances that can occur in populations of information 
structures. This universe of instances is defined in definition 2.5.1. The set of all populations 
of information structure I is defined as P0P 2 = {Pop : О -» pña{íl) | lsPop(I, Pop)}. For the 
mathematical notation used, we refer to appendix A. 
Instances of a label type come from the domain associated to that label type via the function 
Dom : C-+D. Instances from entity types are abstract values, which do not come from a 
concrete domain. Instead, entities come from a special domain Θ, which is a (countable) 
set of unstructured values. 
The following definition defines the universe of instances. Instances from this universe are 
the only kind of instances that may occur in the population of any information structure. 
In this definition V' is the set of all predicators that may occur in an information structure 
and O' is the set of all object types that may occur in an information structure. These sets 
are necessary to make the definition of Ω independent of specific information structures. 
Definition 2.5.1 
The universe of instances Ω is inductively defined as the smallest set satisfying: 
1. \JD CQ. Instances from the sorts m the many-sorted algebra are elements of the 
universe of instances. 
2. QCfi. Elements from θ are elements of the universe of instances. 
3. x\ x„ € Ω Λ pi,...,pnÇV'=> {pi : Χι,...ρ
η
: x
n
] e Ω· In this case, the set 
{pi :x\ p
n
 : i„} denotes a mapping, assigning x, to each predicator p,. These 
mappings are intended for the population of f act types (see the Conformity Rule, 
axiom Pi). 
4- x\, • •., x
n
 € Ω =>· {xi,. · · ,x
n
} ε Ω. Sets of instances may occur as instances of 
power types (see the Power Type Rule, axiom P5j. 
5. Χι,..., x
n
 6 Ω => (xi, · • ·, Xn) € Ω- Sequences of instances may occur as instances 
of sequence types (see the Sequence Type Rule, axiom P7). 
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6. X
u
...,X
n
 С Ω Λ θ ι , . . . , Ο
η
 e С =S> {Ο
λ
 :Χ1,-..,Οη:Χη} 6 Ω· Assignments 
of sets of instances to object types are also valid instances. They are intended for 
the populations of schema types (see the Decomposition Rule, axiom Pll^. 
D 
The first population rule is the Strong Typing Rule, which expresses that instantiations of 
non-label types can only have instances in common, if they are type related. 
[PI ] χ φ у Λ χ, у І С => Pop(x) Π Pop(y) = а 
The population of a label type is a set of values, taken from its corresponding concrete 
domain: 
[P2] χ € С =* Pop(i) С Dom(x) 
Root entity types are entity types that are neither generalised, nor a subtype. This is 
Formalised as: Root(x) = χ € ί Λ -igen(i) Λ -ispec(x). The set of root entity types is 
denoted as Q. The population of a root entity type is a set of values, taken from the 
abstract domain 0. 
[P3] Root(x) =• Pop(x) С θ 
The population of a fact type is a set of tuples. A tuple t in the population of a fact type 
ƒ is a mapping of all its predicatore to values. The value assigned to a predicator should 
Dccur in the population of the base of that predicator. These requirements are captured by 
the Conformity Rule: 
[P4] χ e Τ Ay £ Pop(x) => у : χ - Ω Λ Vp€l [у (ja) € Pop(Base(p))] 
The population of a power type consists of nonempty sets of instances of the corresponding 
element type. This is called the Power Type Rule: 
[P5] χ e G Л у 6 Рор(х) =• у б p(Pop(Elt(x)))\{0} 
The implicit fact type ζ
χ
 that is provided for each power type x, relates sets in the popu­
lation of power type x, to their elements in the population of element type Elt(x). This is 
described in the Power Base Rule: 
[P6] χ e g =>· Ρορ(€χ) = {{€? : и, ei ·. ν} Ι u e Pop(x) л и е и } 
The Power Base Rule is a derivation rule for the population of fact type £
x
. Note that, 
in the formulation of this rule, it is not necessary to state that υ € Pop(Elt(x)), since this 
follows from the Conformity Rule. 
The population of a sequence type consists of nonempty sequences of instances of the 
corresponding element type. This is called the Sequence Type Rule: 
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[P7] χ e s л у e Ρορ(ι) =*> у e Pop(Eit(i))+ 
The population of the index type I is the set of possible indices. This set can be derived 
from the sequences occurring in the populations of sequence types (Active Index Rule). 
[P8] Pop(I) = {n e 1N\{0} | 3,6 S3u epo p (.) [|u| > n]} 
The populations of the implicit fact types €x and @XI provided for each sequence type x, 
are given by the Sequence Decomposition Rules. 
[P9] 1 6 5=»· Pop(€«) = {{€i : u, € , : v) | u G Ρορ(ι) Л 3iep„p(i) [к<;> = ν)} 
[PIO] x€S=> Ρορ(Ο,) = {{©J :u,@x:v}\uÇ Рор(б.) Л и(€'
х
)< > = и(£'х)} 
These rules act as derivation rules for € z and @z. 
The population of a schema type consists of populations of the underlying information 
structure. This is called the Decomposition Rule: 
[Pl l] xsCAye Pop(i) =î> hPop(I„y) 
The relations between instances occurring in the population of a schema type and instances 
occurring in the population of its constituing object types are recorded in the implicit fact 
types Ç.c,d- Their population is prescribed by the Decompositor Rule, which is a derivation 
rule: 
[P12] ι -<y => Pop(€«lir) = {{€!,„ : u, е£„ : υ] \ и 6 Ρορ(ι) Л и € ufo)} 
The following lemma states that instances occurring in an instance of a schema type, 
which is, as stated before, a population, are also instances of an object type part of the 
decomposition of that schema type. 
Lemma 2.5.1 χ Ч у =>· Vu€pep(l) [u(y) С Pop(y)] 
Proof: 
Assume x~<y, и 6 Pop(i) and ν € u(y). Applying the Decompositor Rule one can 
derive that {ex>w : u, € , „ : v\ ζ Pop(eIiV). From the Conformity Rule and the fact 
that Base(6
xy) = у it then follows that ν e Pop(y). G 
Respecting the specialisation hierarchy is captured by the Specialisation Rule: 
[P13] ι Spec y => Pop(i) Ç Pop(j/) 
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This rule does not require that instances of subtypes have to fulfil the subtype defining rule 
associated to the involved subtype. To express this requirement, a language for formulating 
subtype defining rules is necessary. Subtype defining rules are addressed in section 3.10. 
It should be noted at this point however, that subtype defining rules act as population 
derivation rules for subtypes. 
Respecting the generalisation hierarchy is captured by the the Generalisation Rule: 
[P14] gen(i) => Pop(i) = (J Pop(y) 
χ Gen у 
The Generalisation Rule, which clearly is a derivation rule, requires that the population of 
a generalised object type is the union of the populations of its specifiers. 
Example 2.5.1 
A sample population of the information structure of figure 2.26 is: 
{{p:b
u
q:ai},{p:b
u
q:a2}} 
{{r: {p:b
u
q:ai},3 :b
u
t : 31}} 
{{u: {ai},t/:6i},{u: {ab a2},v : gi}} 
{{w:b
u
x:n}} 
{{ai},{ai,a2}} 
In the above population 17, which is the only label, comes from the set of natural 
numbers IN (recall that Dom(F) = K). The instances a b a2, ¿>i and gx come from the 
abstract domain Q and are considered to be non-denotable by a user. Note that if the 
instance {w : c\,x : 17} ts added to the population of fact type i the conformity rule is 
violated, since c\ is not an element ofPop(C). The population of the implicit fact type 
€ E can be derived to be: 
Pop(A) = {oi,o2} 
Pop(ß) = {Ь,} 
Pop(C) = { 6 1 ι Λ } 
Pop(D) = {6J 
Pop(F) = {17} 
PoP(G) = Ы 
Рор(Л 
Pop(ff) 
Pop(A) 
Pop(t) 
Pop(E) 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Pop(eE) = 
{€£ : {ai}, e'B : fli}, {£PE : {ab o2}, €e£ : m},} 
{€%: {а
и
а2},е'Е:а2} J 
Remark 2.5.1 
The fact-oriented approach of NIA M requires that labels and entities occurring in the 
population of label types or root entity types, also occur m the population of fact types. 
In our approach, this will not be required for populations, rather, it will be treated as a 
property. Formally, a population Pop satisfies this property, denoted as Connected(Pop), 
хе£ие еРор(і)Эрер,в,и(і>)~іЭ,6р0р(р,сіо>)) ['(Ρ) = У] 
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Remark 2.5.2 
So far, information structures containing object types that cannot be assigned a pop-
ulation, using instances from Q as defined in definition 2 5 1, have been allowed. An 
example would be a power type having itself as element type (formally, an element 
g € G such that Elt(g) = g). The characterisation of these object types is postponed 
until section 4-2 2. О 
Dat» Modelling CL 2 
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Graphical Constraints 
3.1 Introduction 
Usually, not all possible populations of an information structure are valid, i.e. correspond 
with some state in the Universe of Discourse. Static constraints are used to restrict the 
set of possible populations of an information structure to those populations that do have a 
corresponding state in the Universe of Discourse. Dynamic constraints are used to restrict 
transitions between populations. 
Naturally, it is not possible, nor even desirable, to specify all static constraints graphically. 
Some types of static constraints however, occur frequently. A graphical representation 
then facilitates their specification and improves comprehensibility. Furthermore, some of 
these constraint types are important for the translation of a conceptual model to a concrete 
implementation. Uniqueness constraints for example, can be used for guaranteeing integrity 
and as a base for efficient access mechanisms. 
In this chapter, a number of these graphical constraint types for PSM are considered. Some 
DÌ these constraint types are very powerful and consequently have a complicated semantics 
(e.g. uniqueness constraints). In order to define the semantics of these graphical constraint 
types, a relational algebra is defined for PSM (section 3.2). 
Formally, a PSM schema Σ = (1,11) consists of an information structure ΐ and a set of 
constraints TL. A population of a schema should be a population of its information structure 
and satisfy its constraints: 
lsPop(E, Pop) = lsPop(I, Pop) Л
 г б 7 г [Pop (= r] 
The set of all possible graphical constraints of an information structure I is denoted by 
r ( J ) . Consequently, TZ С Г(1). The set of all populations of a schema Σ is defined as: 
ΡΟΡ
Σ
 = {Pop £ POPi | lsPop(E, Pop)} 
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3.2 A relational algebra for PSM 
The relational algebra has been introduced as a retrieval language for the Relational Model. 
In this section, a relational algebra is introduced for PSM as well, as a means for describing 
so-called derived fact types. Derived fact types are described by a relational expression, 
from which the type can be derived, and the population, on the basis of a population of 
the schema. The type of a derived fact type is referred to as its schema, which is a set of 
predicatore. 
The set of relational expressions that can be constructed for an information structure I is 
denoted as Tt{I). This set is inductively defined, giving the opportunity to use structural 
induction to prove a property for all its members. 
3.2.1 Relational expressions 
A relational expression is either a fact type or a relational operator applied to one (or more) 
relational expression(s). If it is a fact type, say ƒ, the schema of this expression is the set of 
predicatore in ƒ (Schema(/) = ƒ). Otherwise, the schema can be derived from the schemata 
of its constituing relational expressions. The population of expression г is given by the 
operator Val, which operates on a population and yields a set of tuples, each functions from 
Schema(r) to Ω- Naturally, for each fact type ƒ: Val[/] (Pop) = Pop(f). In each definition 
of Val[r] (Pop), with r a relational expression, it is required, but not explicitly stated, that 
its instances are functions from its schema to values from Ω: 
ί e Val[r] (Pop) =• ί : Schema(r) -• Ω 
The basic relational operators are union, difference, join, projection, selection, extension, 
unnest and strong unnest. First, union and difference are defined. Suppose г and s are 
compatible relational expressions, i.e. Schema(r) = Schema(s), then the union г Us and the 
difference r\s both are relational expressions, having schema Schema(r), and having the 
following populations: 
. Val[r U s] (Pop) = аЦг] (Pop) U Val[s] (Pop) 
. Val[r \ s] (Pop) = аІ[т·] (Pop) \ Val[a) (Pop) 
If г and s are relational expressions, then the join г M s is a relational expression, defined 
by: 
1. Schema(r K s ) = Schema(r) U Schema(s) 
2. Valjr M s\ (Pop) = [t | f[Schema(r)] e Val[r] (Pop) Л í[Schema(s)] € Val[s] (Pop)} 
From this definition, it is clear that if the intersection between Schema(r) and Schema(5) is 
empty, the join behaves like the cartesian product. For the definition of function restriction 
([" " l)i w e г е ^ е г t° appendix A. 
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Example 3.2.1 
Consider the information structure of example 2.4-1 and its sample population of ex­
ample 2.5.1. For the relational expression / M t t o e have: 
Schema(/ M г) = {p,q,w,x} 
Val[/« г] (Pop) = {{p : bltq : auw : bux : 17}, {p · buq • аг,и> : bux : 17}} 
D 
Suppose r is a relational expression, p i , . . . , p„ and qi,...,q
n
 are predicators, all qi,...,q
n 
different and p\,...,p
n
 € Schema(r), then the projection ΤΓ,ιρι,.,ίηΡηί7") is a relational 
expression, defined by: 
1. Schema(7T,lPl) ,,n P n(r)) = {qlt... ,qn} 
2. Уа1[7Г„.
рь
 ..,
n P n(r)] (Pop) = {< | Э.€ а І И ( Р о р ) 1<,<п [t(q.) = s(p.)]} 
This definition is in line with [SS86]. Note that the projection can be used to "rename" 
a predicator. Furthermore, the projection operator can be used to extend relations with 
new predicators. We will use 7Г
Р1> л ( г ) as a shorthand for 7TP1 pu „iPn ^ ( r ) . If τ is a set of 
predicators, then the notation 7Г
т
(г) is also used. This notation is correct, since the order 
of the predicators used for a projection is not important (a result of the mapping oriented 
approach). 
Example 3.2.2 
In the context of the same information structure and population of the previous exam­
ple, the relational expression 7Г ·,,,
 ç(ƒ) has the following schema and population: 
Schema(7Tvç,l:,(/)) = {y, ζ} 
Valley „,«,(ƒ)] (Pop) = {{y:a
u
z:al},{y:a2,z:a2}} 
О 
For the selection operator, the syntax and semantics of selection formulas need to be defined. 
Definition 3.2.1 
The set Φ containing the selection formulas is inductively defined as the smallest set 
satisfying: 
1. p,q£V' =Ф-р = с е Φ. 
2. ρξ.Τ>', c€\JD=ïp = cÇ Φ. 
3. / і , / г€Ф = ^ / ι Λ / 2 €Φ . 
l h e Φ => -.ƒ, e Φ. 
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Recall that V' is the set of predicatore, which can occur m information structures. Ü 
The following definition defines when a tuple occurring in the population of a relational 
expression satisfies a selection formula. This definition makes use of the inductive definition 
of*. 
Definition 3.2.2 
If t is о partial function from V to Ω, then 
1. t\=p = q if and only if t(p) = t(q) and t(p)l and t{q)l-
2. t\=p=cif and only if t(p) = с and t(p)[. 
3. t |= f\ Л fi if and only if ί ^ f\ and t f= fi. 
4. t^ ->fi if and only if not t |= f\. 
D 
If r is a relational expression, and F a selection formula (F € Ф), then the selection Up(r) 
is also a relational expression, according to: 
1. Schema(£7>(r)) = Schema(r) 
2. Va\[aF(r)] (Pop) = [t 6 Val[r] (Pop) 11 |= F) 
Example 3.2.3 
In the context of the information structure and the population of the previous exam­
ples, the relational expression <Ji=«(7r
s
,<(5) Ν 7Γ„(/ι)) has the following schema and 
population: 
Sche
m
a(at=v(K,it(g)MKu(h))) = {s,t,v} 
νϋΐΙσ(=υ(π,,ι(0)Μπ,,(Α))1(Ρορ) = {{s : bi,t : guv : щ}} 
Note that this relational expression is equivalent to the relational expression 
7Г. ,,í:(,„:í(fl) « 7Г„(Л) 
G 
The extension operator X extends a relational expression г with a new predicator α (α £ 
Schema(r)), counting the number of tuples with an equal τ-value (where r Ç Schema(r)), in 
the following way: 
1. Schema(x(r, τ, о)) = Schema(r) U {0} 
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2. Val[X(7-,r,a)](Pop) = 
( i | f[Schema(r)] e аІ[т·] (Pop) Λ ί(ο) = \{s € Val[r] (Pop) | t[r] = S[T] } | } 
This operator is a restricted version of the extension operator introduced in [CG85], which 
was introduced to handle GROUP BY queries in SQL. 
Example 3.2.4 
Suppose that in the information structure of example 2.4-1: 
Р°Р(Я = {{Ρ -bi,q: oi}, {p : b
u
q : a2}, {p : bj,q : ai}} 
The relational expression X(f, {p},x) then has the following schema and population: 
Schema(x{f,{p},x)) = {p,q,x} 
аІ[Х(/,{р},*)](Р°Р) = • 
ÍÍP 
{Ρ 
{{P 
6 ι , ς : α ι , ι : 2 } , | 
bltq: a2,x: 2}tj 
b2,q:a
u
x: 1} 
Figure 3.1: A functional view on unnesting 
The unnest operator is used to flatten nested fact types, i.e. fact types that contain predi­
catore having a base which is type related with a fact type. This operator has been defined 
for the NF2 data model in [SS86]. In PSM, an alternative, simplified, definition is needed. 
Let ρ be a relational expression, ρ e Schema(fl), and ƒ a fact type such that Base(p) ~ ƒ. 
(see figure 3.1). Let S = Schema(p)\{p}. Then μ'{ς) is a relational expression, defined by: 
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1. 5спета(д5($)) = föS 
2. аіЩд)] (Pop) = {ί U a[S] 11 6 Val[/] (Pop) Λ s € Val[p] (Pop) Λ s(p) = t} 
[n this definition the expression ί Ua[S] relies on the introduction of a tuple as a mapping, 
while a mapping is mathematically defined as a set of pairs. Note that if also another object 
type χ exists, which is type related with Base(p), its values are simply filtered out. If fact 
type ƒ is uniquely determined, one can write μ?(α) instead of μ*(ρ). 
Example 3.2.5 
Suppose that in the information structure of example 2.4-1: 
Pop(g) = {{r :{p:b
u
q·. αϊ},a :62,< :b3},{r : {p : b2,q : a2},s : b3,t:b2}}, 
then the relational expression ßrj{g) has the following schema and population: 
Schema(/^(3)) = {p,q,s,t} 
аІ
ІМ/Ы] (p°P) = {{P-buQ-a
u
s:b2,t:b3},{p:b2,q:a2,s:b3,t:b2}} 
α 
The relational expression pr¡{g) is not defined, if SnSchema(/) φ 0. In this case, it cannot 
эе guaranteed that the instances of Val[/¿J(p)J (Pop) are functions, they may be relations. 
Го avoid this, the strong unnest operator has to be applied. This operator ensures that the 
nstances in the resulting population are functions. 
L.et ρ be a relational expression, ρ e Schema(p), and ƒ a fact type such that Base(p) ~ ƒ. 
Jet S — Schema(<?)\{p} and Τ = ƒ Π S, then rf¡{g) is a relational expression defined by: 
1. Schema's)) = fuS 
2. Val[ijJ(ff)] (Pop) = 
[t U s[S] 11 € Val[/] (Pop) Л s 6 Valfo] (Pop) Л s{p) = t Л s[T] = s(p)[T]} 
Mote that in the case that Τ = a, the strong unnest operator behaves like the unnest 
jperator. For this operator, we will also omit fact type ƒ if this fact type can be determined 
jniquely. 
Example 3.2.6 
Consider the information structure of figure 3.2. Suppose that we want to unnest g via 
r, and subsequently via s. In this case the values in the population of μ'(μΓ(ο;)) are in 
general, depending on the population of g, not functions, but relations. This is a result 
of the fact that ρ and q are part of Schema(^r(p)). Strong unnesting however, avoids 
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Figure 3.2: Example information structure 
this problem. Suppose that the schema of figure 3.2 has as population of fact types f 
and g: 
Р
°Р(Л = {{p-ai,4-bi},{p:a
u
q:02}} 
'{r: {p:ai,q: b
x
},s: {p : a
u
q • bi},t : C]},1 
Pop(i) = · {T:{p:a
u
q:b1},s:{p:a1,q:b2}it:c2},i 
{r :{p: ai,q:b2},s : {p : a
u
q : b2},t : c3} 
then з\[ °{ т(дШ (Pop) = {{p : o b q : bu t : C l }, {p :altq: b2,t : c3}}- α 
3.2.2 B o o l e a n o p e r a t i o n s 
This section is concerned with boolean expressions. If b is a boolean expression, we will 
define when a population Pop satisfies this expression, notation: Pop =^ b. 
The test IsEmpty indicates whether a relational expression has an empty population: 
Pop [= IsEmpty(r) if and only if Val[r] (Pop) = 0 
A very important notion in relational algebra theory is that of functional dependency. Let 
г be a relational expression and let σ, τ Ç Schema (г). Then σ — +^ r is a boolean expression 
which is true in a population Pop (Pop |= σ —^» r) iff in this population, the σ-part of each 
instance in Val[r] (Pop) uniquely determines its τ-part. In that case, τ is called functionally 
dependent on a in т. Formally, Pop (= σ —^ > r iff: 
V I l V ev»i|r](p e p) [x[a] = y[a] => χ[τ] = у[т]] 
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Pop(p) = < 
Example 3.2.7 
Suppose that in the information structure of example 2.4-1, the population of fact type 
g is given by: 
'{r: {q : a
u
p : bi},3 : b
u
t : gi},' 
{r : {q:aup:bi},s:o2,t : ffi}, 
{r: {q:a2,p:b2},3: but:g3}, 
{r : {q:a2,p:b3},s:b2,t : g3} . 
In this population the boolean expression {r} —^ + {t} is true. The boolean expression 
{s} — *^ {t} however, и not true. О 
Comparing relational expressions is only useful in the case of relational expressions with 
different schemata, and particularly if the bases of the predicators involved can be matched. 
First we consider the subset operator. Let r and s be relational expressions. A function 
φ between Schema(r) and Schema(s) is called a match, if φ is a bijection between Schema(r) 
and Schema(s), such that Vpesch«m»(r) [p ~ Φ(Ρ)Υ ^n t n a t c a s e i P°P N г ^Ф s 'f a n d 0П'У 'f; 
VieVil|r](Po|>)3«ev»l[j)(Pop)VpeSch.n)a(r) \t[p) = и(ф(р))] 
Example 3.2.8 
In the population of example 3.2.7, the boolean expression 7C,(g) C{,
 :py 'Kp{ßT{g)) is 
true, while its reverse, Т^
Р
{^т{д)) Ç{P:«} Яі(<?) ω not true. The bijections [s : p) and 
{p : s] are matches as s ~ p m the information structure of example 2.4-1. О 
The equality operator can be defined using the subset operator: 
r
 —Ф s = (г Сф s Л s Сф-i r) 
The exclusion test ®¿ is defined by: 
Víevai[ri(Pop)- ,3 l l6vaiM(Pep)Vpes£h.ni»(r) (<(p) = " ( Ή Ρ ) ) ] 
Example 3.2.9 
In the context of the information structure of example 2.4-1 and its sample population 
of example 2.5.1, the boolean expression 7Γ„(/ι) ®{„.
 (j TTt(g) is not true. О 
3.2.3 Special operations 
The range operator θ
ρ
, where ρ is a predicator, coerces the population of a relational 
expression r, with Schema(r) = {p}, to the set of values that are taken by this single 
predicator: 
Val[0p(r)l (Pop) = {i(p) 11 € Val[r] (Pop)} 
Example 3.2.10 
In the sample population of example 2.5.1: аі[0,(7Г,(/))] (Pop) = {οι, α2} О 
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The range operator is not an algebraic operator, since it might yield values from entity 
types or label types, which are not mappings with as domain a set of predicatore (see e.g. 
example 3.2.10). The lift operator, which can be considered to be the reverse of the range 
operator, on the other hand, is an algebraic operator. This operator has as arguments a 
predicator and either an object type or a relational expression. The values in its result are 
mappings from this predicator to values occurring in the population of the involved object 
type or relational expression. Therefore, application of the lift operator yields a relational 
expression. Formally: 
1. Schem
a
(C(r)) = {p} 
2· Val[C,(r)] (Pop) = {t | i(p) € Val[r] (Pop)} 
Example 3.2.11 
In the sample population of example 2.5.1: аІ[£,(Л)] (Pop) = {{q : oi}, {q : 02}} Û 
If the instances occurring in the population of a predicator p, part of the schema of a 
relational expression r, can be ordered, then the extreme values can be calculated by: 
Val[min(r,p)l(Pop) = min(Val[flp(^(r))] (Pop)) 
Val[max(r,p)](Pop) = max(Val[0p(7Tp(7·))] (Pop)) 
3.2.4 Object Interpretation Structures 
Complex operations on an information structure, as needed in section 3.4 dealing with the 
definition of uniqueness constraints, do not always yield another information structure. In 
the resulting structures, roles may participate in more than one (possibly derived) fact 
type. Object Interpretation Structures can be used to visualise such complex operations 
on information structures. Object Interpretation Structures are sets of object types from a 
particular information structure and relational expressions associated with that information 
structure. Formally, an Object Interpretation Structure in an information structure I is a 
set N СОиЩІ). 
An Object Interpretation Structure N can be represented as a labeled directed graph, 
the Object Interpretation Graph, by choosing as nodes the elements from N and drawing 
edges from χ to у with label ρ iff ρ e V such that ρ 6 Schema(y) and Base(p) = x. 
This corresponds to the functional drawing style introduced for information structures in 
section 2.2.1. Note that this definition implies that object types, which are not fact types, 
are never the destination of an edge and that relational expressions, which are not fact 
types, are never the source of an edge. 
Remark 3.2.1 
The Object Interpretation Graph of an Object Interpretation Structure that contains 
relational expressions with predicatore that do not occur in the information structure, 
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e.g. predicatore introduced for renaming purposes, cannot be drawn. The reason for this 
is that for such predicators the function Base is undefined. For our purposes however, 
this does not pose any problems. • 
We will now define a number of auxiliary functions and relations for Object Interpretation 
Structures. For these definitions it is assumed that N is an Object Interpretation Structure 
in an information structure I and nÇ. N. 
The function children applied on a node η yields the nodes that are type related with a node 
which is source of an edge with destination n: 
ch¡ldren(/V,7i) = {x e N | 3peSch«ma(n) [Base(p) ~ x]} 
On the basis of this function a graph can be defined with as nodes the elements from N and 
arrows from χ to y iff χ € children(./V, y). The Object Interpretation Structure N is termed 
acyclic if this graph does not contain directed cycles. 
Leaves are nodes without children: leaf(7V, n) if and only if cW\\dren(N,n) = 0. The depth 
DÌ a node is given by the function depth defined by: 
depth(Ar,n) = if leaf(N, n) then 0 else 1 + max depth(7V,i) fi 
x€children(N,7i) 
This function is only defined when N is acyclic. Tops are nodes that do not have parents: 
iop(N, n) = ->3X£N [n e children(yV, 1)]. Superfluous nodes are top nodes that have a schema 
that is a proper subset of the schema of another node or top nodes that are also leaf nodes: 
superfluous(N, n) = top(7V, η) Λ {3x€N [Schema(n) С Schema(x)] V leaf(N, π)) 
The superfluous nodes in an Object Interpretation Structure can be removed by the oper­
ation reduce: 
reduce(N) = N\in £ N superfluous(7V, n) j 
\. node η in an Object Interpretation Structure ΛΓ can be replaced by a node χ as follows: 
N [x 4- τι] = {x} U N\{n) 
Let J be an information structure and r be a set of predicators from this information 
structure (r Ç V). The relevant Object Interpretation Structure with respect to 1 and r, 
0\S(J,T), is inductively defined as the smallest set satisfying: 
1. ρ € r =*• Base(p) € OIS( I ,T) Λ Fact(p) e OIS(J,r) 
2. Fact(p) e O I S ( I . T ) Λ 3, e F í c t ( p ) [Base(9) e OIS(I .T)] ^ Base(p) € OIS(I,r) 
3. x, у 6 OIS(I, г) Л path(x, z) Л path(r, y) =» ζ e OIS(I, r) 
where path(x, y) = χ ~ у V3pep [Base(p) ~ χ Λ path(Fact(p), у)]. Therefore, a relevant Object 
interpretation Structure does not contain relational expressions other than fact types. 
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Figure 3.3: Example information structure 
Example 3.2.12 
The relevant Object Interpretation Structure with respect to the information structure 
of figure 3.3 and the set of predicatori {u,q} is: 
0\S(Il{u,q}) = {A,B,C,D,f,g,h} 
3.3 Total role constraint 
An object type may have the property that in any population, all its instances must be 
involved in some set of predicatore. This property is called a total role constraint. 
Syntactically, a total role constraint τ is a nonempty set of predicatore, i.e. τ φ to Λ r Ç V. 
A total role constraint r only makes sense if all predicatore in r are type related: 
W [Ρ ~ я) 
A population Pop satisfies the total role constraint τ, denoted as Pop (= total(r), iff the 
following equation holds: 
U Pop(Base(ç)) = (J Vil[ff,(7r,(Fiet(g)))] (Pop) 
If for all populations Pop of schema Σ (lsPop(E, Pop)), Pop \= total(r), the assertion total(r) 
is true. We will write total(r) 6 1Z, if and only if r is a specified total role constraint in 
schema Σ = {1,7£). Obviously, total(r) e TZ ^ total(r). The reverse however is not true: 
total(r) φ total(r) e 7£. 
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Figure 3.4: Example of a total role constraint 
Example 3.3.1 
Consider the total role constraint {q,r} in the information structure of figure 3 4- The 
meaning of this constraint is. 
Pop(Bi) U Pop(B2) = аІ[в,(7Г,(Л)] (Pop) U аІ[0г(7Гг(О))] (Pop) 
A population that is excluded by this constraint is: 
Pop(B0 = {h'.ò,} Рор(Л = { {? ·6 2 ,ρ:α,}} 
Рор(Я2) = {62,63} Pop(ff) = { { r - 6 3 , 5 : C l } } 
Ρορ(Λ) = {a,} Pop(C) = { d } 
Рор(Д) = {6,, fc. M * } 
α 
3.4 Uniqueness constraint 
The uniqueness of values in some set of predicatore has become a widely used concept 
in database technology, both for guaranteeing integrity and as a base for efficient access 
mechanisms. In this section, the syntax and semantics of uniqueness constraints are defined. 
Three types of uniqueness constraints exist. Uniqueness constraints restricted to a single 
fact type, uniqueness constraints over several fact types and uniqueness constraints over 
objectification. First, focus is on some properties of functional dependencies. Subsequently, 
the three types of uniqueness constraints are defined. 
The following lemma expresses the fact that, given a nonempty population of a relational 
expression r, τ is functionally dependent on a in r if and only if values in г restricted to 
their r- and σ-parts all differ in their er-parts. 
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Lemma 3.4.1 Let г be a relational expression and r and σ sets of predicatore such that 
τ, σ Ç Schema(r). If Pop Y= lsEmpty(7·), then: 
Pop f= σ - A r <i=>- V a l [ m a x ( x ( ^ U T ( r ) , f f , a ) , a ) ] (Pop) = 1 
Proof: 
Assume Pop ψ IsEmpty(r). 
= > Suppose Pop (= σ - Α τ and Val[max(X(7rffUT(r),ff,a),a)] (Pop) > 1. Then x,y € 
Val[r] (Pop) exist, such that 
χ\σ] = ¡/[σ] Λ χ ¿у 
This implies that i[r] 7É у[т]. However, this contradicts the assumption that Pop f= 
σ —
τ
-* τ and therefore, ν3ΐ[ΓΠ3χ(χ(7Γ
συτ
(7·),σ, α), α)] (Pop) = 1. 
<^= Suppose Val[max(X(7TffUT(r),a,o),a)] (Pop) = 1. Then for each x,y e Val[r] (Pop), 
χ[σ] = y[a] => χ = у 
Naturally, χ = y ^ х[т] = у[т], therefore 
χ[σ] = y[a] => χ[τ] = у[т] 
and consequently, Pop f= σ - А т. С 
L e m m a 3.4.2 Pop ^= Schema(r) - A Schema(r) 
Proof: 
This is trivial as it states that: 
Vjuievii(r) (Pep) [x[Schema(r)j = ¡/[Schema (r)] =*· x[Schema(7·)] = y[Schema(r)]] 
С 
Definition 3.4.1 
Let r be a relational expression and σ be a set of predicators such that σ Ç Schema^) 
Pop ^ ¡dentifier(r, σ) if and only if Pop [= σ - A Schema(r). • 
A uniqueness constraint τ is a nonempty set of predicators, i.e. τ С Лт φ ta. К population 
satisfies a uniqueness constraint r, Pop |= unique(r), if and only if Pop f= identifierai-), τ). 
The operator ξ is defined in the rest of this section. 
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g 
f 
Figure 3.5: Uniqueness constraint over a single fact type 
3.4.1 Single fact type 
[f a uniqueness constraint r does not exceed the boundaries of a single fact type ƒ (i.e. 
г Q f), then ξ(τ) = f. In this situation, r is called a key of fact type ƒ. A fact type can 
have several keys. 
Example 3.4.1 
In figure 3.5, the uniqueness constraint τ = {ρ, q] exdudes the following population of 
fact type f: 
Р
°Р(Л = {{Р-аиЧ-Ьит:сі},{р: a
u
q: b
u
r : c2}} 
D 
Remark 3.4.1 
In [NH89J, graphically specified keys have to fulfil two syntactical requirements. Firstly, 
a key τ of an n-ary fact type f should cover at least η — I predicators: \f\r\ < 1, 
Secondly, a key τ of an n-ary objectified fact type f, i.e. \f\ = пЛ 3pe-p [Base(p) = ƒ], 
should cover all η roles, which means that τ = f. In this thesis, keys do not have 
to satisfy these requirements, as we consider them to be too restrictive. In general 
however, they serve as useful rules of thumb for the determination of fact types. О 
3.4.2 Joinable via common object types 
[f more than one fact type is involved in a uniqueness constraint, these fact types should 
be joinable wa common object types: 
Jn(r) = |Facts(r)| > 1 =• 3/Λ€ρ·*·Μ.Λί, [fV ~ я Λ Jn(r\/)] 
Two sets of predicators τ
χ
 and r2 are type related {τ\ ~ r2) if and only if З р Ё Т 1 3, е т , [ρ ~ q]. 
The expression Facts(r) denotes the set of fact types containing predicators from r: 
{Fact(p) | p e r } 
\ direct consequence of this requirement, is that in this type of uniqueness constraint, no 
entire fact type can be involved. 
e* 
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Figure 3.6: Syntactically incorrect uniqueness constraint 
Example 3.4.2 
The uniqueness constraint τ = {p,u} in figure 3.6, is not joinable via common object 
types due to the fact that q^t. О 
The uniqueness constraint r specifies a key for the derived fact type: 
ξ(
Τ
) = а
С
(т) «/eF.cf(r) ƒ 
Let р{т) = U Facts(r)\r be the set of predicatore that occur in the fact types involved in the 
uniqueness constraint, but not in the uniqueness constraint itself. The selection condition 
then is defined as follows: 
C[T) = Λ Ρ = Ч 
Figure 3.7: An example uniqueness constraint 
Example 3.4.3 
In figure 3.7, the uniqueness constraint τ = {ρ, s, ν} is specified. Consequently, Facts(r) 
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Figure 3.8: The same uniqueness constraint drawn functionally 
= {f>9>h}, ρ{τ) = {q,r,t,u} and therefore, С(т) = (q = г Л t = u). The condition 
unique(r) requires that τ is a key of 
{(r) = σ,
= Γ Λ 1 = Β( ƒ NjM/i) 
The condition "joinable vta common object types" is easily interpreted in the functional 
representation of the information structure (see figure 3.8) as a(n) (undirected) path 
connecting all fact types involved urn type related object types and predicatori not part of 
the uniqueness constraint. In figure 3.8, the arrows of predicatore part of the uniqueness 
constraint are represented in bold face. We will adopt this convention for the rest of 
this chapter. An example of a population of the fact types f, g and h that is excluded 
by this uniqueness constraint is: 
м л = { ί ρ : α ι , ? : ' 8 ΐ"} M , ) = { } г : ^ ' е ь ; : - ; б И 
Цр:аі,<7:6 9} J {{г : bg, s : е ь t : f7} J 
Ρο
Ρ
(
Λ
) = ( ¡ - ƒ — * > • } 
{{и: h,ν: gij J 
D 
Example 3.4.4 
figure 3.9 shows a peculiar uniqueness constraint, τ = [r, t]. Our interpretation leads 
to ρ(τ) = {p, q, s}, and consequently: 
identifier(ap=,Aï=,(/ M g), {r, t}) 
A population of the fact types f and g that is excluded by this constraint is: 
Рор(
Л
 = 1Ь:*,Я-.*.г:Щ _ Π* : a
u
 t: cl}A 
\{P-a2,q:a2,r : ò j J {{s :at,t: ci} ) 
D 
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Figure 3.9: Another uniqueness constraint 
Figure 3.10: Uniqueness constraint over implicit fact types 
Example 3.4.4 demonstrates that the graphical notation of uniqueness constraints is not 
powerful enough to allow for alternative join conditions (e.g. q = s). 
Example 3.4.5 
In figure 3.10, a uniqueness constraint over two implicit fact types is shown. Thii 
constraint is valid as €'D ~ £%. It ensures that each set in the population of powei 
type D does not have more than one element in common with sets in the population oj 
power type E. • 
3.4.3 Uniqueness and objectification 
The most complex type of uniqueness constraint involves objectification. In figure 3.11 an 
example of this type of uniqueness constraint is depicted. The functional representation ol 
the information structure is found in figure 3.12. 
In this example, τ = {s, и} is a joinable uniqueness constraint. This is not the case foi 
г = {ρ, s, и]. In order to make Facts(r) joinable, one has to look for the highest common 
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Ф 
e
 В 0- H h 
s u 
Figure 3.11: A uniqueness constraint over objectification 
Figure 3.12: Associated functional representation of figure 3 11 
descendants of the involved fact types Fact(p) = ƒ, Fact(s) = g and Fact(u) = Л, which is fact 
type ƒ. Now one has to flatten (unnest) the ancestor fact types g and h, until one arrives 
at the premises of the previous section (joinable via common object types). It should be 
remarked that the highest common descendant of a uniqueness constraint is not necessarily 
a fact type part of that constraint. 
A uniqueness constraint over objectification is invalid if it is ambiguous with respect to 
unnesting. This means that for a certain fact type that has to be unnested via one of its 
predicatore, several fact types exist that are type related with the base of this predicator. 
Therefore, for unnesting, an arbitrary choice for one of these fact types has to be made. 
7fi 
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Consequently, this type of uniqueness constraint is not meaningful. 
( A 
ПЪ/У 
1 гГ* 
g 
y-
h 
: ^ 
Э 
Figure 3.13: Complex uniqueness constraint involving generalisation 
Figure 3.14: Associated functional representation of figure 3.13 
Example 3.4.6 
As an example, connder the uniqueness constraint in figure 3.13. The associated func­
tional representation is depicted in figure 3. Ц. To arrive at the condition joinable via 
common object types, fact type h has to be unnested via predicator t. This unnest-
ing however, can be performed via either fact type f or fact type g. Therefore, this 
constraint is ambiguous with respect to unnesting. О 
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3.4.4 The Uniquest Algorithm 
The general interpretation of a uniqueness constraint can now be computed using the 
Uniquest Algorithm. The Uniquest Algorithm was introduced in [BHW91] for PM and later 
improved in [WHB92]. In this section, the algorithm is further improved and formalised, 
as well as extended for PSM schemata. 
The Uniquest Algorithm computes ξ(τ) as ξ(τ, OIS(T, τ)), where: 
( ( * • . * ) = 
if exists η € N such that τ С Schema(n) Л d*pth(/V, π) = 1 
then return η 
elif exists n€ N,p£ Schema(n)\T, ƒ e ЛГП^"висЬ that top(N, η) Л ƒ ~ Bast(p) 
then if exists j £ W n f such that g φ ƒ Λ g ~ Base(p) 
then error: ambiguous with respect to unnesting 
else return ξ [τ,rtáuct(N \ιΛ(η) <— η )J 
fl 
elif V
n e w
 (depth(W,7i) < 1] Λ Jn(N,r) 
then return <7с(лг,т) (И
П
бЛг,5с|1ет»(п)Пг,е0 ") 
else error: no joinable descendants 
fl 
This definition requires the following generalisations of Jn: 
Jn(/v» = 
|Facts(N,r)| > 1 => 3
n i m e F s c t j ( N i T) i n^m[Schema(n)\T~ Schema(m)\rA Jn(yV\{n},r)] 
where Facts(N, r) = {x 6 N -> leaf ( /V, x) A Schema(:r) П г / и } , and condition C: 
C{N,T)= Л = Я 
where p{N, τ) = {ρ e \т | 3 n € W [ρ € Schema(n)]}. 
The first test in the Uniquest Algorithm, checks whether the uniqueness constraint restricts 
itself to a single node η in the Object Interpretation Structure with depth 1. In this case 
the algorithm simply yields n. 
The second test determines whether unnesting is required. This is the case if a top node 
η exists, that contains a predicator p, not involved in the uniqueness constraint, which 
base is type related to a fact type ƒ. If more than one fact type exists, type related with 
the base of predicator p, the uniqueness constraint is ambiguous with respect to unnesting 
and therefore, syntactically incorrect. If fact type ƒ can be determined uniquely, ƒ and 
ρ are used to unnest node n. The algorithm then proceeds recursively with the resulting 
Object Interpretation Structure after unnesting, and reduction of nodes that have become 
superfluous. From this point on we will omit fact type ƒ in the unnest expression, as it can 
be determined uniquely. 
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The last test determines whether the fact types involved in the uniqueness constraint are 
joinable via common descendants. If not, an error is reported. Otherwise, the fact types 
involved are joined in the way described in section 3.4.2. 
It should be noted that the Uniquest Algorithm computes the value of ζ and therefore can, 
and in fact will, also be used for the definition of the semantics of other constraints. In this 
respect the name of the algorithm might be misleading. 
3.4.5 The Uniquest Algorithm: examples 
In this section examples of uniqueness constraints are investigated using the Uniquest Algo­
rithm. The results of the intermediate steps of the algorithm are shown by means of Object 
Interpretation Graphs of the associated intermediate Object Interpretation Structures. If 
the constraints are syntactically correct, their semantics will be given. 
3.4.5.1 A simple uniqueness constraint over objectification 
Let us consider the uniqueness constraint r = {p, s,u} of figure 3.11. In the Object Inter­
pretation Graph of the relevant Object Interpretation Structure (see figure 3.12), two tops, 
g and h, exist that are suitable for unnesting, g via predicator r, and Λ via predicator t. 
The choice for fact type g leads to the Object Interpretation Graph of figure 3.15. 
( h ) 
n'(g)) ( f ) ( D 
Γ—v\q χ—ν ^ ~ 
С ) A ) В 
Figure 3.15: Object Interpretation Graph after the first pass 
From this figure it is clear that fact type h has to be unnested via predicator t. This results 
in the Object Interpretation Graph of figure 3.16. 
In this figure, reductions have not been performed. In this Object Interpretation Graph, 
fact type ƒ is superfluous, since this fact type is a top and its schema is a proper subset of the 
nodes Schema(ηΓ{g)) and Schema(7j'(/i)). This reduction has been performed in figure 3.17. 
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Figure 3.16: Object Interpretation Graph after the second pass before reduction 
Figure 3.17: Object Interpretation Graph after the second pass 
From figure 3.17, it is clear that the condition joinable via common descendants is satisfied. 
The semantics of the uniqueness constraint is: 
identifier (pT(g) Η η\Η), {ρ, s, и}) 
Looking at this resulting join, it can be understood, intuitively, why fact type ƒ has been 
reduced. The reason is that this fact type would not have contributed to this join. 
A population, of the fact types ƒ, g and h, that is excluded by this uniqueness constraint 
is: 
Poptf) = | 
Рор(Л) = 
oi,9 : М Л 
ai,q: M J 
{p:a
u
q: bi},u : di},l 
{ p : a b g : 6 2 } , u : d i } J 
РОРЫ = ( ¡ r : ip : t t l , î : ; i } ; i : c i ! · ) 
[{r:{p:auq:b2},3 : Ci} J 
As an example of the occurrence of this uniqueness constraint in a concrete example, con-
sider figure 3.18. The schema in this figure models that Parts are used in Projects and 
that Parts can be supplied for particular Projects by a Supplier with a certain Priority. 
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Figure 3.18: A schema regarding parts and suppliers 
Informally, the uniqueness constraint states that no two different Projects use the same 
Part supplied by the same Supplier, with the same Priority. 
with 
...0... 
u 
Figure 3.19: Part of a possible Yourdon meta-model 
As another example of a concrete occurrence of this uniqueness constraint consider fig-
ure 3.19, derived from the meta-model of Yourdon DFDs as presented in [Ver9l]. In this 
meta-model, the uniqueness constraint models the fact that no two Data-Flows connected 
to the same DFD-Object, with the same Name have the same Direction. 
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3.4.5.2 A complex uniqueness constraint over objectification 
As an example of a less trivial uniqueness constraint over objectification, consider fig­
ure 3.20. The Object Interpretation Graph of the associated relevant Object Interpretation 
Structure, is depicted in figure 3.21. 
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Figure 3.20: Example of a complex uniqueness constraint 
The first step of the Uniquest Algorithm is to unnest top h via predicator i. This results 
in the Object Interpretation Graph of figure 3.22. 
In this Object Interpretation Graph, node i?'(/i) has to be unnested via predicator r, which 
results in the Object Interpretation Graph of figure 3.23. Now the condition joinable via 
common object types is satisfied. The semantics of this uniqueness constraint therefore is: 
identifier (σ„=,(ι Ν ηΓ(ηι{η))), {w,p, s,u}) 
A population, of the fact types, ƒ, g, h and i, that is excluded by this uniqueness constraint 
is: 
РОР(Я {{Р-аі,Я-Ьі}Л [{p-.auq-.bì} ƒ 
Pop(ff) = íir-.ip-.a^-.b^s-.crU 
{{г: {р:аі ,д:Ь 2 },л:сі} J 
Po (h) = H ¿ : { г : { P : ° b ì : i , i } . a : c i } . u : d i } . ì 
\{t :{r:{p:auq: Ьг},^ : c j .u : di) ƒ 
({v.buw.ei},} 
\{υ : b2,w : e j J 
Pop(t) 
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Figure 3.21: The associated Object Interpretation Graph 
Figure 3.22: Object Interpretation Graph after the first pass 
3.4.5.3 A uniqueness constraint requiring strong unnesting 
Suppose that in the information structure of figure 3.2 the uniqueness constraint r = {p, t] 
is specified. The corresponding Object Interpretation Graph is depicted in figure 3.24. 
The Uniquest Algorithm now has to choose whether fact type g has to be unnested via 
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Figure 3.23: Object Interpretation Graph after the second pass 
Figure 3.24: The associated Object Interpretation Graph 
predicator г or via predicator s. Suppose that predicator г is chosen, then unnesting of fact 
type g via г results in the Object Interpretation Graph of figure 3.25. 
From the Object Interpretation Graph of figure 3.25 it is clear that top т/г(р) should be 
unnested via predicator s. This results in the Object Interpretation Graph of figure 3.26. 
Now the first test of the Uniquest Algorithm succeeds. Consequently, the semantics of this 
constraint is: 
identifier ( W i s ) ) . ÍP .0 ) 
As explained in example 3.2.6, this situation requires strong unnesting instead of plain 
unnesting. A population, of fact types ƒ and g, excluded by this constraint is: 
м л - \\p'auq:b¿\) 
U p : ο ι , g : Ò2} J 
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Figure 3.25: Object Interpretation Graph after the first pass 
Figure 3.26: Object Interpretation Graph after the second pass 
Pop(p) = i { r : \{ r : {p:aïtq:bi},s : {p : auq : 6i},ί : c^,] {p:auq: b2},s : {ρ : auq : 62},ί : Ci} J 
3.4.5.4 Two erroneous uniqueness constraints 
[n figure 3.27, a uniqueness constraint over objectification is shown and in figure 3.28, the 
associated Object Interpretation Graph. Fact type g has to be unnested via predicator r. 
This results in the Object Interpretation Graph of figure 3.29. 
From this resulting Object Interpretation Graph it is clear that node Tf(g) is a top node, 
with depth greater than one. However, the second condition of the Uniquest Algorithm 
does not apply as unnesting via predicator s is not allowed due to the fact that s is part oí 
the uniqueness constraint. The Uniquest Algorithm therefore yields the error no joinabk 
descendante. 
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Figure 3.27: Example uniqueness constraint 
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( f ) 
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Figure 3.28: The associated Object Interpretation Graph 
As discussed in section 3 4 3, the uniqueness constraint of figure 3.13 is ambiguous with 
respect to unnesting. The second condition of the Uniquest Algorithm succeeds, as fact 
type h can be unnested via predicator t. However, due to the fact that both g ~ Base(t) 
and ƒ ~ Base(t), the error ambiguous with respect to unnesting is generated. In this figure, 
the uniqueness constraints τ = {q,u} and ν = {s,u} would be correct. The semantics of 
the uniqueness constraint {q, u), for example, is: 
identifier (TJ'(/I),{Í,IX}) 
3.4.5.5 A uniqueness constraint with specialisation 
As a final example of a uniqueness constraint, consider figure 3.30. This constraint requires 
unnesting of g via predicator г and fact type ƒ (as Base(r) ~ ƒ). The semantics of this 
constraint is: 
identifier (rf{g),{s,q}) 
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Figure 3.29: Object Interpretation Graph after the first pass 
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Figure 3.30: Uniqueness constraint involving subtyping 
3.5 Occurrence frequency constraint 
Uniqueness constraints are used to express the fact that instances of object types may play 
a certain combination of roles at most once. This restriction can be generalised as follows: 
if a certain combination of object type instances occurs in a set σ of predicatore, then this 
combination should occur at least η and at most m times in this set. This is denoted as: 
frequency(a, n, m) 
Formally, Pop [= frequency(ff, n, m) iff: 
Pop HSEmpty(É(a)) ^ ( V f 1 ^ | » 
r r- r/v»\ // ^ Val[max(X(£(ff), σ, α), α)] (Pop) < m 
Of course this implies: 
Pop |= unique(a) Pop \= frequency(cr, 0,1) 
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<=>· Pop |= frequency(a, 1,1) 
Note that frequency(£7,0,0) is a very strong condition, as it constrains ξ{σ) to the empty 
population. 
G r 
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Figure 3.31: Example of an occurrence frequency constraint 
Example 3.5.1 
The occurrence frequency constraint frequency({<7, s}, 0,0) in figure 3.31 ensures: 
аІ[0
Р
(7Г„(Я)] (POp)nVal[0r(7Tr(S))] (Pop) = 0 
This can be alternatively formulated as: 
Ρ ο
Ρ
μ π
ρ
( / ) ® { ρ . Γ } π Γ ( ρ ) 
We will come back to this example in the next section. О 
3.6 Set constraints 
Other frequently occurring types of constraints are the so-caJled set constraints. Let σ and 
r be nonempty sets of predicatore, and φ a match between a and r, then: 
1. Pop (= subset¿(ff,T) if and only if Pop (= π
σ
 [ξ{σ)) С
ф
 7TT (f (τ)) 
2. Pop μ equal¿(a, r) if and only if Pop f= 7Γ„ (f (σ)) =
φ
 7Γ
Τ
 (£(τ)) 
3. Pop (= exclusion,^, r) if and only if Pop f= 7Γ, (ξ(σ)) ®ф 7Г
Г
 (£(r)) 
Usually, the matching φ is immediate from the context, and is omitted. In figure 3.32 
however, an example of an exclusion constraint is shown where the matching is not clear 
from the context. The matching could be either {p : r, q : s} or {p : s, q : r}. 
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Figure 3.32: An example exclusion constraint 
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Figure 3.33: Example of a complex exclusion constraint 
Example 3.6.1 
The semantics of the exclusion constraint of figure 3.33 is: 
π„,, (σ,_ρ(Λ и ƒ)) ® π... (σ_
Ρ
(ΐ и g)) 
The matching {и : w,q : s) is omitted, because it can be derived from the schema. A 
sample population of the fact types f, g, h and i, excluded by this constraint is: 
Pop(A) = {{и : 6i,f : αϊ}} Pop(/) = {{ρ : a
u
q : Cj}} 
Рор(г) = {{w : bi,v : a2}} Pop(g) = {{r : a2,$ : Cj}} 
D 
Example 3.6.2 
Figure 3.34 shows a constraint ensuring symmetry for a homogeneous binary fact type. 
a 
Example 3.6.3 
The occurrence frequency constraint of figure 3.31 is specified as an exclusion constraint 
m figure 3.35. О 
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Figure 3.34: A symmetric homogeneous relation 
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Figure 3 35 Occurrence frequency constraint as exclusion constraint 
Example 3.6.4 
As the set constraints make use of the ξ operator, these types of constraints can also be 
specified for objectified structures. An example is shown in figure 3 36 The semantics 
of this constraint is-
h Ç Kp¡c(V'(g)) 
Again, the matching {t : p, и : s} is clear from the schema. A population of the fact 
types f, g and h excluded by this constraint is-
Р
° Р ( Л = {{Р-а\,Я-Ьі}} Pop(g) = {r : {p . altq • òi},a : Ci} 
Pop(h) = {{t:ai,u : c2}} 
This population would be correct if Pop(h) = {{i • o b u : c^}} О 
3.7 Enumeration constraint 
An enumeration constraint is used to explicitly restrict the values of a label type to an 
enumerated domain. If / is a label type and V a set of values, then Pop =^ enumeration^, V) 
iff: 
Pop(i) С V 
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Figure 3.36: Subset constraint over objectification 
An alternative formulation is: 
Dom(i) = V 
An example of an enumeration constraint can be found in figure 2.20, where the population 
of label type PT-code is restricted to the values 'House' and 'Car'. 
3.8 Power type constraints 
In this section, some typical constraint types for power types are defined. Similar constraint 
types can be devised (and formally defined) for sequence types and schema types. This will 
not be done however. 
3.8.1 Power exclusion constraint 
A power type may have the property that in any population all its instances are disjunct. 
This property can be expressed using a power exclusion constraint. Graphically, this con­
straint has the same representation as the exclusion constraint for fact types, but it is 
connected to the power type involved. In figure 3.37 an example of a power exclusion con­
straint is shown. This power exclusion constraint expresses that a Student should not be a 
member of several Tutorial-groups. 
The power exclusion constraint of figure 3.37 can be expressed by means of a key on the 
implicit fact type associated with the power type Tutorial-group, as shown in figure 3.38. 
This is not always possible as power exclusion constraints may also be specified for subtypes 
of power types. These subtypes do not have an associated implicit fact type. 
Formally, a power exclusion constraint pow.exclusion(p) refers to an object type g with П(р) € 
G- A population Pop satisfies a power exclusion constraint pow_exclusion(g), denoted as 
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Figure 3.37: Example of power exclusion constraint 
Tutorial-
group 
^Tutonal-group 
:TuionaJ-group 
:Tulona1-group 
Figure 3.38: Power exclusion constraint of figure 3.37 as key on implicit fact type 
Pop (= pow.exclusion(p), iff: 
Vx.ygPopfo) [хПуфе>=>х = у] 
3.8.2 Cover constraint 
The requirement that every instance of a certain object type has to occur in an instance of a 
power type can be expressed by a cover constraint. Graphically, this constraint is depicted 
as a total role constraint connected to the power type involved. An example is shown in 
figure 3.39: each Student should be a member of at least one Tutorial·group. 
Tutorial-
group ( · ) 
Í Student J 
Figure 3.39: Example of cover constraint 
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Tutorial-
group ^ 
:Tuional-group 
^Tiiional-group 
:P 
-Tuional-group 
Figure 3.40: Cover constraint of figure 3.39 as total role on implicit fact type 
The cover constraint of figure 3.39 can be expressed by means of a total role constraint on 
the implicit fact type associated with the power type Tutorial-group, as shown in figure 3.40. 
Again, a cover constraint cannot always be expressed as a total role constraint on an implicit 
fact type, as a cover constraint may also be assigned to a subtype of a power type. The 
population of the subtype should then cover the population of the element type of its pater 
familias. 
Formally, a cover constraint cover(^) refers to an object type g with Π(ρ) e Q. A population 
Pop satisfies a cover constraint cover(p), Pop |= cover(p), iff. 
U M j ) = Pop(Elt(nfo))) 
Naturally, it is possible to combine the power exclusion constraint and the cover constraint. 
In this way it can be expressed that the population of an object type is a partition of the 
population of the element type of its pater familias. An example is shown in figure 3.41: 
each Student should be a member of precisely one Tutorial-group. 
Tulonal-
group (g) 
Figure 3.41: Example of partition constraint 
3.8.3 Set cardinality constraint 
It may be the case, that instances of power types have a minimum or maximum number 
of elements. A set cardinality constraint ensures that the instances of a power type (or 
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a subtype of a power type) consist of at least η and at most m elements (n and m are 
arbitrary natural numbers). Graphically, a set cardinality constraint is depicted as an 
occurrence frequency constraint connected to the object type involved. For an example 
consider figure 3.42: Tutonal-groups should consist of at least 2 and at most 3 Students. 
Figure 3.42: Example of set cardinality constraint 
Formally, a set cardinality constraint cardinality^, n,m) consists of an object type g with 
n(ff) e G and two natural numbers (n, m € К). A population Pop satisfies a set cardinality 
constraint, Pop (= cardinality^, n,m), iff: 
V
xePop(9) [n < |x | < m] 
3.8.4 Membership constraint 
A membership constraint is used to express that instances should be element of other in­
stances. Consider for example figure 3.43, which is an extension of the convoy example of 
section 2.2.2. A convoy can have & flagship. The membership constraint expresses that the 
flagship of a convoy should be part of that convoy. 
Convoy 
( ( Ship 
has 
^ - ^ is-f 
-as-Па 
lagshi| 
gship 
>-of 
Figure 3.43: Example of membership constraint 
A population satisfies a membership constraint, Pop =^ member(p, q), where p, q ε V, iff: 
*6Vil[f({p.9})](P»p)=>í(p)eí(g) 
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3.9 Specialisation constraints 
In this section two constraint types for subtypes are defined. 
Let φ С £ Λ φ φ 0 be a family of entity types, i.e.: 
W * [ n ( x ) = n(»)] 
The lowest common ancestor of φ is denoted as Γ\(φ), and is defined by: 
1. V i e ,[iSpec+n(¿)] 
2. Vxe¿ [χ Spec+ y] =>• Π(</>) Spec* y 
A subtype exclusion constraint over a family of entity types φ expresses that the populations 
of the involved entity types are disjunct. A population Pop satisfies the subtype exclusion 
constraint φ, Pop |= sub.exclusion(^), iff: 
V*,„6* [хфу=* Ρορ(ι) Π Pop(y) = 0] 
The subtype exclusion constraint has the same graphical representation as the exclusion 
constraint for fact types. It is connected to the specialisation arrows that have an entity 
type from φ as source. 
A total subtype constraint over a family of entity types φ expresses that the union of the 
populations of the involved entity types should be equal to the population of the lowest 
common ancestor of φ. Naturally, this requires that the lowest common ancestor is defined 
for φ. A population Pop satisfies the total subtype constraint φ, Pop f= sub_total(<£), iff: 
Pop(n(¿)) = [J Ρορ(ι) 
хеФ 
The total subtype constraint has the same graphical representation as the total role con­
straint. It is connected to the specialisation arrows that have an entity type from φ as 
source. 
Example 3.9.1 
In figure 3.44, 'Ле total subtype constraint {D, F} is specified. The lowest common an­
cestor of this family of entity types is B. Consequently, the semantics of this constraint 
is: 
Pop(B) = Pop(£») U Pop(F) 
D 
Subtype exclusion constraints and total subtype constraints may be combined to express 
subtype partition constraints. An example of a subtype partition constraint can be found 
in figure 2.20. 
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Figure 3.44: Example of a total subtype constraint 
3.10 Subtype defining rules 
In this section, a first definition of subtype defining rules is presented. Informally, a subtype 
defining rule, for a specific subtype, is a decision criterion that can be used to determine 
whether an instance of its pater familias is also an instance of that subtype. Subtype 
defining rules are expressed in the relational algebra of section 3.2. Although this algebra 
is not very powerful, many frequently occurring kinds of subtype defining rules can be 
expressed. In chapter 5, a more powerful and comprehensible language for the expression 
of subtype defining rules is defined. 
A subtype defining rule is considered to be a constraint, SubRule(s,r), where я is a subtype 
(spec(θ)), and г a relational expression having a singleton schema {p} with sSpec+Base(p). 
This subtype defining rule is satisfied iff: 
Pop(S)= Π Pop(t)nVal[0p(r)](Pop) 
M Spec С 
For each subtype a subtype defining rule is required. More than one subtype defining rule 
is not allowed, as this may lead to contradictions. The unique subtype defining rule for 
subtype s is denoted as SubRule(s). 
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Cyclic subtype defining rules are not allowed, for example, a subtype defining rule for a 
subtype a that depends on a subtype of a. This can be formalised by introducing Objects(r) 
as the set of object types needed to evaluate г and a dependency notion >. An inductive 
definition of the operator Objects is: 
Objects(/) 
Objects(r U s) 
Objects(r \ s) 
Objects(r N s) 
Objects(^i:pi „„.p») 
Objects(tff(r)) 
Objects(X(7-,r,o)) 
Objects(/i?(3)) 
Objects^)) 
Objects(Cp(x)) 
{Base(p) |p€ ƒ} 
Objects(r)UObjects(a) 
Objects(r) 
Objects(r) U Objects )^ 
Objects(r) 
Objects(r) 
Objects(r) 
Objects(p)UObjects(/) 
Objects(i>)UObjects(/) 
if ι 6 0\F then χ else Objects(i) fi 
Informally, α >6 is to be interpreted as "a depends on 6", i.e. object type a can only be 
populated if object type 6 can be populated. Formally, an object type α depends on an 
object type 6, α > b, if and only if this can be proved from the following derivation rules: 
[Dl] α >bAb >cl· α >c 
[D2] а > α h- еггог(а) 
[D3] а > Ь Л еггог(б) Ь еггог(а) 
[D4] aSpecib а >Ь 
[D5] а € Objects(SubRule(6)) г- Ь > а 
[D6] ь,0с.пь [Ь > с б = с б > а error(6)] Η о > с 
[D7] г- Fact(p) > Base(p) 
[D8] h о > Elt(o) 
[D9] а -< ò h о > b 
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f\A Cv 
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Figure 3.45: A simple subtype hierarchy 
The predicate error indicates whether an object type depends on itself or on an object type 
that depends on itself. To avoid cyclic subtype dependencies, subtypes should not satisfy 
this predicate: 
Vie£,,p«(i) h error(x)] 
In section 4.2.3, it will be proved that object types (not only subtypes) that satisfy this 
predicate are not structurally identifiable. 
Example 3.10.1 
Consider the subtype hierarchy in figure 3.45. The subtype defining rule 7TP(/) is not 
valid for subtype B, as В € Objects(7Tp(/)) and therefore, В > В and error(5). G 
Example 3.10.2 
Consider the schema of figure З.46. In this figure the subtype defining rule 7Γ((/ι) for 
В would not be valid. As E € Objects(7T((/i)), В > E (rule Ό5). According to rule D6, 
E > B. Application of the rules Dl and D2, then yields error(ß). О 
3.11 Schema type constraints 
So far, constraints specified for object types in the decomposition of a schema type, had 
to be satisfied by the global population of those object types. It is possible to restrict 
these constraints to the instances of the schema type as these instances are populations 
themselves. This means that each instance of the involved schema type should satisfy the 
constraint. Formally, these types of constraints consist of a schema type с ζ С and a 
constraint r € Г(Х
С
), specified for the information structure associated with schema type 
с A population Pop satisfies such a constraint, Pop f= schema_constr(c, r), iff: 
ViePop(c) [x \= r] 
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Figure 3.46: Another subtype hierarchy 
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Chapter 4 
Identification, Verification L· 
Expressiveness 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter focuses on the issue of identification in PSM and theoretical results regarding 
complexity of verification and expressive power. 
On the one hand identification involves determining whether each entity can be represented 
in terms of labels, on the other hand identification involves determining whether substruc-
tures exist that can only be populated with certain peculiar populations (for example, 
using instances that do not have a finite representation). Section 4.2 addresses the issue of 
identification. 
While identification deals with the populatability of information structures, verification 
deals with the populatability of schemata (section 4.3). As a consequence of constraint 
contradictions, schemata may be only partly populatable. Various types of constraint 
contradictions exist. These various types can be characterised by schema properties as 
defined in section 4.3.1. Section 4.3.2 deals with the complexity of the verification of two 
important schema properties. 
Sections 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 each deal with the expressive power of PSM. In section 4.4 it is 
investigated to what extent PSM can be modelled in PSM. Section 4.5 is concerned with the 
relation between the axioms of set theory and PSM. In section 4.6 a translation of context-
free grammars to PSM schemata is given. This demonstrates that the expressive power 
of context-free grammars can be embedded in PSM. From a practical point of view this is 
relevant in the context of multi-media and office automation where document structures 
are usually described by means of context-free grammars (in the style of SGML [Smi89], 
[IS086] or ODA [IS089], [HKN89]). 
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4.2 Identification 
Labels can be represented directly, while entities depend for their representation on labels If 
two different entities have exactly the same properties, and are therefore connected (directly 
or indirectly) to the same labels, they cannot be distinguished A population in which 
entities with the same properties are equal is called weakly identified Weak identification 
is the topic of section 4 2 1 
Weak identification is a property of populations Structural identification is a property of 
schemata and guarantees that each population is weakly identified Furthermore, an infor­
mation structure that is structurally identifiable does not have substructures that can only 
be populated with certain "peculiar" populations (a precise characterisation is provided in 
section 4 2 3) The population of such substructures could, for example, require instances 
that do not have a finite representation These instances have been excluded from popula­
tions in definition 2 5 1 Structural identification therefore acts as a well-formedness rule for 
PSM schemata In section 4 2 2, structural identification is defined, while in section 4 2 3 
theoretical results with respect to structural identification are formulated and proved 
4.2.1 Weak identification 
Labels are considered to be representable directly Consequently, labels are identified by 
themselves Entities on the other hand can only be represented by their properties There­
fore, entities with the same properties are not distinguishable The properties of entities 
are recorded by the facts in which they participate 
A population Pop of an information structure X is called weakly identified, Weakld(I, Pop), 
if and only if all entities in Pop which have the same properties are equal 
v
e
ee
Vi,yePop(e) [ldProp(i, y) => χ = y] 
where ldProp(a;, y) is defined as 
V/
e
^v i e P o p ( / ) [t [x =y]e Ро Р (Я л í [у = χ] e POP(ƒ)] 
where t [χ = y] is tuple i where each occurrence of ι is substituted by an occurrence of y 
t[x = y] = Xp e ƒ .if t(p) = χ then y else t(p) fi 
The lambda notation used in this definition is borrowed from the lambda calculus, see 
eg [Bar84] 
Weak identification is typical for systems that deal with complete knowledge only Weak 
identification guarantees that no naming conflicts for objects can occur It does not ensure, 
however, that every object has a name. 
Example 4.2.1 
The information structure diagram of figure 4 1 consists of only one entity type Iti 
population consists of one entity χ Consequently, this population is weakly identified 
Note that χ is an anonymous object, it does not have a name • 
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Θ 
A 
Figure 4.1: Population which is weakly identified 
© 
A 
Figure 4.2: Population which is not weakly identified 
Example 4.2.2 
In figure 4-2 the information structure diagram of the previous example has a popula­
tion that is not weakly identified. Both entities χ and y do not have any properties. 
D 
4.2.2 Structural identification 
Weak identification is an important property, as it ensures that all objects can be ad­
dressed uniquely. In this section, it is considered how this property can be guaranteed from 
constraints in a schema. 
A PSM schema Σ is called structurally identifiable, Structld(E), iff: 
1. Each label type occurs in some total role constraint: 
ν»
€
£3
τ
ςτ.3
ρ 6 τ [Base(p) = ι Λ total(r) € K\ 
The motivation behind this rule is to ensure the absence of unused labels. 
2. All objects can be identified: 
V i e o [Identifiable(x)] 
The predicate Identifiable is defined using derivation rules. An object type is identifiable if 
and only if this can be proved from these derivation rules. 
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4.2.2.1 Label types 
Label types (except the index type I) are structurally identifiable. 
[IDT1] ι € £ \ Ш h Identifiable(x) 
The index type I (only present if there are sequence types) is structurally identifiable if a 
sequence type exists that is structurally identifiable. 
[ I D T 2 ] 3 i e S [Identifiable(x)] h Identifiable(I) 
The reason for this exception is the fact that the index type is the only label type that has 
ι derivable population. The index type depends for its population on the population of 
sequence types. 
4.2.2.2 Root entity types 
[ I D T 3 ] Root(e) Λ 3
τ
ςν [Identification^, τ)] h Identifiable(e) 
[η this derivation rule Identification^, τ) is defined as follows: 
1. unique(r) 6 TZ 
The set of predicatore τ is to serve as an identification for root entity type e. In­
stances of e can then be denoted by means of their specific combination of τ values. 
To this end, the combination of τ values should be unique for every instance of e. This 
can be guaranteed if τ is a uniqueness constraint. 
2. VpeT3!çeF,ct(P) [q І τ] 
For each predicator ρ in r there should be exactly one predicator q in the same fact 
type not in r. This unique predicator is denoted as со(т,р). The base of this predicator 
should be root entity type e: Base(co(r,p)) = e. 
3. VpeT [unique({co(r,p)}) e Tl Л total({co(r,p)}) € ft] 
Each instance of e should have precisely one p-part in т. 
4.
 р е т
 [ldentifiable(Base(p)l 
The bases of the predicatore in r have to be identifiable. 
Conceivably, a particular root entity type e could have several sets r of predicatore such 
that Identification(r, e). To facilitate the denotation of entities, a topic which is addressed in 
detail in section 5.4.2.10, the choice for one of these sets should be explicitly recorded in a 
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PSM schema. To further facilitate these denotations, the order of the predicatore in such a 
set τ also has to be recorded. This way the use of predicatore in entity denotations can be 
avoided, as the position of a particular part of a denotation determines the corresponding 
predicator from r. Therefore, for each entity type, r should be an ordered set of predicatore. 
The partial function Ident : Q>—V+, from now on part of each structurally identifiable 
schema Σ, records the choice of τ for each root entity type e and the order of the predicatore 
in т. This function should be such that for the identification of each root entity type e, 
set(ldent(e)) can be chosen for r in rule IDT3. The auxiliary partial function Copred :V~V 
yields the unique copredicator of each predicator involved in structural identification via 
Ident' 
Copred(p) = co(set(ldent(e)),p) 
for that unique (!) root entity type e for which ρ € set(ldent(e)). 
Θ 
У
2
-
f 
ч 
Θ 
Figure 4.3: Simple identification 
Example 4.2.3 
Consider the schema of figure 4-3- In this schema X is identifiable, as it is a label 
type. Entity type A can be identified by choosing τ = {q}. In that case, unique(r) 
and ldentifiable(Base(g)). Furthermore, со(т, q) = p, Base(p) = A and total({p}) and 
unique({p}). Usually, the situation of figure 4-3 is abbreviated, the name of the label 
type is then simply put below the name of the entity type. This convention has often 
been applied in chapter 2. 
Assuming that fact type f is identifiable (the identification of fact types is addressed 
in section 4-2.2.4), the whole schema is structurally identifiable as all its object types 
are identifiable and its only label type is involved m a total role constraint. For this 
schema, the functions Ident and Copred are trivial: \dent(A) = (q) and Copred(ç) = p. 
Q 
Example 4.2.4 
Suppose that m the schema of figure 4-4, the entity types Χ, Y and Ζ are identifiable. 
For the identification of Α, τ = {q,r,t} has to be chosen. In this case the function 
Ident cannot be determined on the basis of the schema alone, two possible choices for 
Ident(j4) are for example, (q,r,t) and (t,r,q). The function Copred however, can be 
determined uniquely and is given by: 
Copred(g) = ρ Copred(r) = ρ Copred(í) = s 
D 
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нЭ 
Figure 4.4. Abstract example of complex identification 
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Figure 4.5 Unique reference but not identifiable 
Example 4.2.5 
Consider the schema of figure 4-5. Even if it is assumed that С and Y are identifiable 
В cannot be identified The only choice for τ is {t}. The problem with this choice, 
from a formal point of view, is that t does not have a unique copredicator. 
Informally, it is clear that m this schema every instance of В is associated with a 
unique instance from Y. Therefore, no problems exist from a static point of view. 
There are, however, problems from a dynamic point of view. If an instance is to be 
added to the population of В its denotation has to be specified. This denotation has 
to be the denotation of an instance ofY. The new instance of В has to be associated 
to that instance of Y m the population of fact type f. This, however, requires the 
participation of an arbitrary instance ofC, as well. О 
Example 4.2.6 
Figure 4-6 contains a concrete example of complex identification. Each label type is 
involved m a total role constraint. Entity type Community con be identified by choosing 
^ 
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Figure 4.6. Concrete example of complex identification 
r = {y} (compare example 4-2-3). Entity type Street con then be identified by choosing 
τ = {w,u}. Finally, entity type Address can be identified by the set of predicators 
{s,q}. 
For this schema the function Ident could be defined as follows: 
ldent( Address) = {s,q} Ident(Street) = (ш,и) 
Ident(Community) = (y) 
This would allow a denotation of addresses in the form (C-name, S-name, H-nr). The 
function Copred « uniquely determined: 
Copred(q) = ρ Copred (5 ) = г 
Copred (u) = t Copred(w) = ν 
Copred(y) = χ 
a 
4.2.2.3 Non-root entity types 
A subtype is structurally identifiable if and only if all the object types needed for the eval­
uation of its subtype defining rule as well as all its supertypes are structurally identifiable: 
[IDT4] spec(i) Λ V
v e 0 b j e c t, ( S u b R u l e ( i ) ) u { i e 0 | l S p e c z } [Identifiable^)] Ь Identifiable^) 
A generalised entity type inherits its identification from some of its specifiers. In some 
:ases the identification of a specifier may depend on the identification of its generalised 
type Therefore, it is not required that a generalised type is identifiable if and only if ali 
its specifiers are identifiable. Formally· 
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Figure 4.7: Non-identifiable information structure with specialisation and generalisation 
[IDT5] gen(i) Λ 3
ν 6 σ [χ Gen у Λ Identifiable^)] h Identifiable(i) 
Example 4.2.7 
The information structure of figure 4-7 consists of four non-root entity types and is not 
identifiable, even if one assumes the existence of correct subtype defining rules. Entity 
type В can only be identified if its only specifier D can be identified (rule IDT5J. 
D is a subtype and can only be identified if its direct supertype С can be identified 
(rule IDT4^. Identification of entity type С requires the identification of entity type 
A, which identification depends on the identification of B. Therefore, in order to 
prove that В is identifiable, one has to prove that В is identifiable. Evidently, this is 
impossible. Ρ 
4.2.2.4 Fact types 
Fact types depend for their identification on the bases of their constituent predicatore: 
[ I D T 6 ] ƒ € Τ Λ V p e / [ldentifiable(Base(p))] l· Identifiable^) 
Figure 4.8: Cyclic unary fact type 
1ПЯ 
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Figure 4.9· Two fact types contained in a cycle 
Example 4.2.8 
The information structure depicted m figure 4-8 consists of a single fact type A = {p} 
where Base(p) = Fact(p) = A. Therefore, this fact type is not identifiable. The fact 
types in figure 4.9 are not identifiable either. Proof that f can be identified requires 
proof that g can be identified. However, proof that g can be identified requires prooj 
that f can be identified. Note that these three fact types cannot be populated with 
instances from Ç]. In section 4-2.3 the relation between structural identification and 
populatability will be formalised. Π 
Figure 4.10: Schema of an infinite list 
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Example 4.2.9 
As stated before, the identification of a specifier may depend on the identification of 
its generalised type. The formula example of figure 2.17 serves as an example. In this 
case, the identification of Formula depends on Variable. Foci type f, a specifier of 
Formula, depends for its identification on Formula. 
An example of an information structure combining fact objectification and generalisa­
tion that is not identifiable is shown m figure 4-10. The problem is that object type 
Infinite-list depends for its identification on its only specifier, a fact type, which on its 
turn depends for its identification on Infinite-list. • 
From the definition of structural identification it is clear that the presence of unique names 
for facts does not guarantee that the involved fact type can be identified. In figure 4.11 
for example, each fact in the population of fact type ƒ is associated with a unique label 
from label type L via fact type g. The identification of fact type ƒ however, depends on 
the identification of entity types A and B. 
β — 
Θ 
Figure 4.11: Standard names but not identifiable 
In order to facilitate the textual denotation of facts, the function Ident is augmented with 
the fact types. For each fact type ƒ, set(ldent(/)) = ƒ. In that case, facts can be denoted 
without mentioning their predicators, as they are clear from the textual ordering. 
4.2.2.5 Power types and sequence types 
Sets and sequences depend for their denotation on their constituent elements, therefore, 
power types and sequence types depend for their identification on their element types. 
[IDT7] χ e Q U S Л ldentifiable(Elt(i)) I- Identifiable(z) 
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Figure 4.12: Identifiable generalised object type 
Example 4.2.10 
Assuming that entity type С is identifiable m figure 4-12, power type В is identifiable, 
since its element type A may derive its identification from С. О 
Example 4.2.11 
In the schema of figure 2.10, the entity type Function may derive its identification 
from Function-name and Parameter-type-sequence. Sequence type Parameter-type-
sequence derives its identification from its element type Parameter-type, which on its 
turn « identified by label type Pt-name. ü 
4.2.2.6 Schema types 
Schema types can only be identified if all object types in their decomposition can be iden-
tified. 
[IDT8] ι € С Л V„
e 0 i I < v [ldentifiable(y)] h Identifiable(i) 
4.2.3 Theoretical results 
In this section, focus is on the theoretical consequences of the definition of structural iden­
tification 
The set of atomic object types A consists of the label types and the root entity types: 
А = С U Q The following corollaries are trivial 
Corollary 4.2.1 (Atomic Anchorage Rule) Structld(E) => V l €^3 p e^ [Base(p) = x] 
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For root entity types this can be sharpened: 
Corollary 4.2.2 Structld(E) =» VieeEp£p [Base(p) = ι Λ total({p}) € П] 
Each population of a schema of which all root entity types are identifiable is weakly iden­
tified. 
Theorem 4.2.1 Let Σ be a PSM schema. 
V e € C [Identifiable(e)] =* VPep6poPi: [Weakld(I, Pop)] 
Proof: 
Suppose that every root entity type of schema Σ is identifiable. Let Pop be a population 
of Σ, i.e. IsPop^, Pop). Let χ be a root entity type in Σ and let t\ and ег be instances 
of Pop(x), having precisely the same properties. Assume that χ is identified via a set 
of predicatore т. Then, e\ and e<¡. maintain via the fact types of τ relations with the 
same objects. From the umcity of τ, one can then conclude ei = ег, and therefore 
Weakld(I, Pop). О 
another important consequence of structural identification is that it guarantees that each 
population is connected. 
Theorem 4.2.2 Let Σ be a PSM schema. 
V e e G [Identifiable(e)] => р0рерорЕ [Connected(Pop)] 
Proof: 
Suppose Ve6ß [Identifiable(e)] for a schema Σ. From the definition of identification and 
corollaries 4 2.1 and 4.2.2 it follows that for each root entity type and each label type a 
predicator exists, involved in a total role constraint, which has that label type or root 
entity type as base. Therefore, each label and each entity, occurring in the population 
of a root entity type, occur in the population of a predicator. О 
Remark 4.2.1 
Connectivity in NIAMis m fact a stronger notion than connectivity as defined in sec­
tion 2.5. NIAM stipulates that entities should not only occur in the population of some 
predicator, but in the population of some predicator not involved in the identification 
of the root entity type involved, as well. This requirement can be formalised as: 
VeeeV*€Pop(e)3J>€p\Iet(ldent(i))3lePop(F»ct(p)) [*(p) = A 
In [Hal89], Halpm argues that sometimes it is necessary to allow the recording of the 
mere existence of an entity. Such entities are termed lazy entities. Lazy entities do not 
fulfil the aforementioned strong connectivity requirement. Along with Halpm we think 
that it is not always desirable to exclude lazy entities. Therefore, we do not require 
populations to fulfil the strong connectivity requirement. О 
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In some cases it may be difficult to establish whether non-root entity types fulfil the iden­
tification requirements. The following lemma, based upon topological sort (see [Knu75]), 
may then be useful. 
Lemma 4.2.1 A PSM schema Σ = (J, Ti) is structurally identifiable if and only if all its 
root entity types and the index type are identifiable and a function h : О —» IN exists 
such that: 
1. S¿0=*3,
€S[h(s)<h(l)] 
2. spec(x) Л у € {ζ € Ο Ι χ Spec ζ } U Objects(SubRule(i)) => h(y) < h(x) 
3. gen(x) =>· 3
v e 0 r I G i l M , [%) < Λ(ι)] 
4. ι € ^ " Λ ρ € ι = > · /i(Base(p)) < h(x) 
5. χ € GUS => Λ(ΕΙι(ι)) < h(x) 
6. і е С Л і - ( у ^ h(y) < h(x) 
Proof: 
=>- Define h(x) for each object type χ as the number of steps required to prove that χ is 
identifiable. 
•*= By induction on h(x). О 
We now focus on the relation between identifiability and populatability. First we will show 
that if an object type is structurally identifiable, a population can be found that assigns a 
nonempty set of instances to this object type. To proof this, we need to be able to augment 
a population of an information structure with new instances. Obviously one can only add 
instances to non-derivable object types. For the moment, we consider generalised object 
types, the index type and implicit fact types to be derivable. As a result of the addition 
of instances to non-derivable object types, the population of derivable object types may 
have to be adapted. For this purpose, the function G is introduced, which operates on 
partial populations (i.e. populations that satisfy all population rules except those dealing 
with derivable object types): 
G(Pop) = 
λ ι € О. if gen(x) then |J Pop(y) 
y,x Gen у 
elif ι = I then {n € K\{0} | Э . ^ Э ^ р ^ . ) [|j,| > n] } 
elif ζ = € , for J € С then { { e j : u ,€j : υ} | u € Pop(ff) Λ υ e u } 
elif χ = € . for 5 € 5 then { {e ; : u, &' : ι>} | u 6 Рор(з) Л З
і е Р о р ( І ) [и < 4 > = υ] } 
elif χ = О. for s e S then { { 0 ¡ : и, ®\ : υ} | u e Рор(б.) Л u(€;)<„> = u(6j) } 
еІіГ χ = € , , , for у Чг then { { e j i t : u, €* , : ν } | u € Pop(y) Λ υ e u(z)} 
else Pop(x) 
fi 
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The following lemma demonstrates that the function G can be used to add an instance to 
a non-derivable object type. 
Lemma 4.2.2 Let χ be a non-derivable object type, Pop € POPj and г € Ω such that 
Pop' = Xz e O.if z = x then Pop(z) U {г} else Pop(z) fi 
is a population of the information structure J which satisfies all population rules 
dealing with non-derivable object types, then: 
^"(Pop') € POPx 
Proof: 
First we have to prove that Goc(Pop') is a valid expression. To this end, we proof 
that the computation of G°°(Pop') can be performed in a finite amount of time. This 
requires two steps. In the first step it has to be proved that G is a monotonously 
increasing function with respect to a relation С defined on (partial) populations. 
Pop Ç Pop' <=> V i e 0 [Pop(x) Ç Pop'(x)] 
This follows straightforwardly from the definition of G. In the second step we have to 
find an upperbound for the computation of ¿/"(Pop'). Let V be the set of instances 
that occur in Pop' (i.e. (J ran(Pop')) united with all possible instances of implicit fact 
types and the index type I that can be constructed from the instances in (Jran(Pop'), 
then: 
G°°(Pop')ÇÀieO.V 
Finally, we know that Pop' satisfies the rules for non-derivable object types, the defini-
tion of G guarantees that C^Pop') also satisfies the rules for derivable object types. 
D 
The following definition defines the union of two populations. 
Definition 4.2.1 
If Pop e POPj and Pop' € POPj, then: 
Pop U Pop' = λχ € O.Pop(x) U Рор'(х) 
D 
If two populations of an information structure do not share abstract instances, then their 
union is also a valid population of that information structure. 
Lemma 4.2.3 If J is an information structure and Pop e POPj and Pop' € POPj such that 
U ran(Pop) Π (J ran(Pop') П = 0, then: 
Pop U Pop' e POPj 
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Proof: 
This requires a straightforward investigation of the various population rules. The 
condition U ran(Pop) Π U ran(Pop') Π 9 = 0 is needed to avoid a violation of the Strong 
Typing Rule. • 
Theorem 4.2.3 If Σ = (I, TL) is a PSM schema and i e O , then: 
Identifiable(x) =>· 3p
opepopT [Pop(x) φ e¡\ 
Proof: 
We apply induction to the length η of identification proofs for x. If η = 1, then χ is a 
label type (not the index type) and can therefore be populated with an instance from 
Dom(x) (as a concrete domain is assumed to be nonempty). Let с be an element of 
Dom(x), then: 
Xz € ΟΛί ζ = χ then {с} else 0 fi 
is a valid population of the information structure J . In case the induction proof for χ 
requires η + 1 steps, we have to distinguish the following cases: 
• If χ is the index type I, then a sequence type у exists that can be identified in 
η steps. Each population Pop that assigns a nonempty set of instances to y, also 
assigns a nonempty set of instances to x. 
• If χ is a root entity type, then χ can be populated with an instance θ from 0. 
According to lemma 4.2.2, 
G°°(Xz € O.if ζ = χ then {0} else 0 fi) 
is a valid population of I. 
• If χ is a subtype, then its direct supertypes can be proved identifiable in η steps. 
Application of the induction hypothesis then yields that for each of these super-
types a nonempty population can be found. Let Pop be a population assigning a 
nonempty set of values to a supertype of x. This population then also assigns a 
nonempty set of instances to Π(χ) (according to the Specialisation Rule). Let α 
be in Ρορ(Π(χ)), then 
G°°{\z € ΟΛί χ Spec* 2 then Pop(z)u{a} else Pop(z) fi) 
is a valid population of I assigning a nonempty population to χ (lemma 4.2.2). 
• If χ is a generalised type, then χ has a specifier which can be proved identifiable 
in η steps. Therefore, a nonempty population for this specifier exists (induction 
hypothesis). In this population, the instances of this specifier are also instances 
of x. 
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• If χ = {pi,...,p
m
} is a fact type, then Base(p1),..., Base(pm) can be proved iden­
tifiable in at most η steps. Application of the induction hypothesis then yields 
that for each of these bases a population can be found that instantiates them. If 
χ is an implicit fact type, one of these populations also assigns a nonempty set 
of instances to x. If χ is not an implicit fact type, then let PopP I,..., Pop,^ be 
populations assigning nonempty populations to the bases of each predicator p, of 
fact type x. Without loss of generality we may assume that these populations do 
not share abstract instances from Θ- The population 
Pop = [ J Po P p > 
i , l<i<m 
instantiates all these bases (lemma 4.2.3). Suppose that 
«Η € Pop(Base(p,)),..., am e Pop(Base(pm)) 
The following population then instantiates χ (see lemma 4.2.2): 
G°°(\z € O.if ζ = χ then Pop(z) U {{pi : o b . . . , p m : om}} else Pop(z) fi) 
• If χ is a power type, then Elt(x) can be proved identifiable in at most η steps. 
Application of the induction hypothesis then yields that a population Pop can be 
found that instantiates Elt(x). Suppose a € Pop(Elt(x)), then 
σ°°(λζ € O.if z = x then Pop(z) U {{a}} else Pop(z) fi) 
is a valid population of information structure I (lemma 4.2.2). 
• If ι is a sequence type, then Elt(i) can be proved identifiable in at most η steps. 
Application of the induction hypothesis then yields that a population Pop can be 
found that instantiates Elt(x). Suppose a € Pop(Elt(x)), then 
G<*(\z € O.if ζ = χ then Pop(z)U {(a)} else Pop(z) fi) 
is a valid population of information structure X (lemma 4.2.2). 
• If χ is a schema type, with the object types 0\,..., O
m
 in its decomposition, then 
G°°{\z € O.if ζ = χ then {{Ot : 0 , . . . . Om : 0}} eke 0 fi) 
is a valid population of information structure J (lemma 4.2.2). 
D 
rhe reverse of theorem 4.2.3 is not true for various reasons. Evidently, a root entity 
type can always be populated (when constraints may be discarded), but is not always 
identifiable. Also, a schema type can always be populated with the empty population of 
its underlying information structure, but is not always identifiable. In addition to that, 
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consider figure 4.13. Suppose that in this schema, SubRule(B) = 7TP(/), then population 
Pop defined by: 
Ρορ(Λ)«{βι} Рор(Я) = {<ц} Рор(Л = {{ρ : οι}} 
is a valid population of this schema. Neither A nor B, however, is structurally identifi­
able. Therefore, in order to link populatability with identifiability, we need a new class of 
populations. 
s~ G 
* 
1 
1 G 
"\ 
μ 
) 
) 
f 
Figure 4.13: Populatable schema, but not structurally identifiable 
The problem with the population of the schema of figure 4.13 is that it cannot be con­
structed, as in order to construct it, instances have to be added to derivable object types 
directly. To capture the notion of constructable populations, we adapt the definition of G, 
as from now on we also consider subtypes to be derivable object types. 
Definition 4.2.2 
The set of derivable object types is denoted as Ή and is defined as: 
{x££ |-^ο<«(χ)}υ{Ι}υ{€» | i e ö U 5 } u { @ I |z € 5 } и { €
І і
 \x-<y} 
The function Я is based on the definition of G. The function H, however, also computes 
the populations of subtypes using the subtype defining rules. 
Я(Рор) = 
Ax € O. if tpec(i) then f) Pop(y)nVil[SubRule(x)](Pop) else G(Pop)(i) fi 
r.zSpccj 
The function Closure is defined by 
Closure(Pop)(i) = | ^ (Pop)(x) if V;>< [Я''(Рор)(аО = Я'(Рор)(х)] 
undefined otherwise 
The function Strip operates on a population and discards the values assigned to derivable 
object types. 
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Definition 4.2.3 
If Pop is a population of an information structure I, then Strip(Pop) is a partial popu­
lation that does not assign values to derivable object types: 
Strip(Pop) = Xx e O.if i e W then 0 else Pop(i) fi 
α 
A population that is completely determined by the values assigned to the non-derivable 
object types, is constructable. 
Definition 4.2.4 
The set of populations that can be constructed f or an information structurel is denoted 
as POPj and is defined by: 
POP£ = (Pop € POPj I Closure(Strip(Pop)) = Pop} 
D 
A special class of constructable populations are those populations that do not assign 
partially empty populations to schema types. These populations are needed, as a non-
identifiable schema type can always be populated with partially empty populations. 
Definition 4.2.5 
The set of constructable populations, which do not assign partially empty populations 
to schema types, POP", is defined by: 
POP? = {Pop e POP| I . к ^ ^ ^ .бЛри [s(d) φ г]} 
α 
Theorem 4.2.4 Let Σ = (I, TZ) be a PSM schema such that all root entity types are 
identifiable: 
V , e e [Identifiable(ç)] 
Furthermore, all object types used in subtype defining rules are necessary for the 
evaluation of their associated subtypes: 
VpepePOpyVajef^ fwcW [ ρ °ρ(*) φ в => Vveobj«tj(SubRuie(i)) [Pop(y) φ 0]] 
Then for each object type χ € О: 
ЗрвреРОР? [Ρορ(ι) Φ e] =>• Identifiable(i) 
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Proof: 
Let Σ = (J, 11) be a PSM schema fulfilling the above requirements, and Pop € POP". 
We prove that: 
V i e 0 [Ρορ(ι) φ 0 => Identifiable(i)] 
To this end we introduce a refinement of the function H: 
J(Pop') = 
if 
elif 
elif 
elif 
elif 
elif 
elif 
elif 
elif 
elif 
elif 
elif 
fi 
ipec(i) 
gen(i) 
z = I 
χ = e , for g ζ Ç 
χ = e , for $ e S 
χ = Ο, for » € S 
χ = € , , , for y -< Ζ 
χ E QuC 
I E ; 
ι ε Q 
χ e S 
χ €C 
We define the minimal construction level of an object type y as the minimal number 
of iterations m for which: 
Jm{Xx e 0.и)(») ?i 0 
Evidently, an object type y has a minimal construction level if and only if Pop(y) φ 
0. We will prove that each object type that has a minimal construction level m is 
identifiable, by induction on τη. The basis of this induction is m = 1. In that case, χ is 
either a label type (although not the index type) or a root entity type. In both cases, 
we know that χ is identifiable. In the induction step, we assume that each object type 
that has a minimal construction level less than or equal to m, is identifiable. Let χ be 
an object type having a minimal construction level m+1. The following cases can be 
distinguished: 
• If ι is the index type I, then a sequence type exists with a minimal construction 
level m. According to the induction hypothesis, this sequence type is identifiable. 
Consequently, I is identifiable (rule IDT2). 
• If χ is a subtype, then its direct supertypes and the object types involved in its 
subtype defining rule have a minimal construction level less than or equal to m. 
Application of the induction hypothesis then yields that these object types are 
identifiable. Consequently, χ is identifiable (rule IDT4). 
then f i Pop'(y)nVal[SubRule(i)](Pop') 
y.iSpacy 
then U Pop'(y) 
j , r Gen у 
then {n € W\{0} | 3 , e 5 3 , e P e p . ( . ) [|y| > n] } 
then { { e ; : u , € j : « } | u e Pop'(j) Ли € u} 
then { { e ; : u, e ; : v] | и € Ρορ'(ί) Λ 3 i e P o p . ( I ) [u<.> = ν] } 
then { { © J : * . © ; : « } Ι и € Рор'(е.) Л «(€;)<„> = *(€',) } 
then { { e j , , : и, €*
ж
 : υ} | u € Pop'(y) Λ « € u(z) } 
then Pop(x) 
then {i 6 Pop(x) | Vp6 l [t(p) e Pop'(B.se(p))] } 
then {t € Pop(x) | V.et [s 6 Pop'(Elt(x))]} 
then {t € Pop(x) | V .
€
„ t ( 0 [a € Pop'(Elt(x))]} 
then {t e Pop(x) | ν * , .< i [t(d) С Pop'(<¿)]} 
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If x is a generalised type, then at least one of its specifiers has a minimal construc­
tion level m and consequently, is identifiable (induction hypothesis). Therefore, χ 
is identifiable (rule IDT5). 
If a; is a fact type, then its bases have a minimal construction level of at most 
m. Using the induction hypothesis, we may conclude that all these bases are 
identifiable. Therefore, ι is identifiable (rule IDT6). 
If ι is a power type or a sequence type, then its element type has a minimal 
construction level m. Application of the induction hypothesis then yields that 
this element type is identifiable. Consequently, χ is identifiable (rule IDT7). 
If ι is a schema type, then all its constituent object types have a minimal con­
struction level of at most m (a consequence of definition 4.2.5). Application ol 
the induction hypothesis then yields that all these object types are identifiable. 
Consequently, χ is identifiable (rule IDT8). 
f ζ is an object type, which satisfies the predicate error (see section 3.10), then χ is not 
dentifiable. 
ГЬеогеш 4.2.5 error(x) =*• -i Identifiable(z) 
Proof: 
We will only give a brief outline of this proof. First it should be proved that if χ >y, 
then either χ is not identifiable or the shortest identification proof for χ is longer than 
the shortest identification proof for y. This can be proved by induction on the number 
of steps required to prove that χ > y. The result then easily follows by considering 
rules D2 and D3. О 
f all root entity types and the index type are identifiable, then object types that are not 
dentifiable satisfy the predicate error. 
ГЬеогет 4.2.6 If Ve€Q [Identifiable(e)] Л Identifiable(I), then: 
-i Identifiable^) => error(x) 
Proof: 
Suppose that all root entity types and the index type are identifiable. A function 
/ i : 0 - » K U {со} can then be defined such that: 
1. χ > у =>• h(x) > h(y) 
2. gen(x) ^ h(x) > min h(y) 
y.xGen у 
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where > is an extension of the ordering relation on natural numbers with oo > oo and 
пек [oo > n]. Furthermore, it is required that h(x) is minimal for every x. 
Using the definition of Λ we will proof that -ierror(x) if and only if Λ(χ) € ti. First, 
we proof that h(x) = 0 0 ^ error(x). There are three possible causes for /i(x) = 00: 
• X > X 
• x > у Л h(y) = 00 
. gen(x) Л VïiXG.n|, [fi(y) = 00] 
By induction on the number of steps needed to conclude that h(x) = 00, it can be 
proved that error(x) (using rules D2, D3 and D6). Therefore, -ierror(x) =*· h(x) € IN. 
If h(x) € H, then the assumption error(x) leads to the conclusion that either χ > χ 
or a ζ exists such that χ > ζ Л г > ζ. As both cases imply that h(x) = 00, we may 
conclude that ->error(x). Therefore, Λ(χ) € IN => -ierror(x). 
The proof now easily follows by proving that h(x) € IN =*• Identifiable(x) by induction 
on Л(х). • 
4.3 Verification 
If an object type, which is not a root entity type, is not structurally identifiable, it cannot 
be populated with populations from POP" (theorem 4.2.4). Such object types can eas­
ily be detected by application of lemma 4.2.1. It is possible however, that as a result oi 
constraint contradictions, an object type can be instantiated by a population of the infor­
mation structure, but not by a valid population of the schema. In section 4.3.1, various 
kinds of constraint contradictions are identified. These constraint contradictions can be 
characterized by schema properties. Section 4.3.2 deals with the complexity of verifying 
two important schema properties in the context of PM. 
4.3.1 Schema properties 
The empty population of a schema Σ = {I, 71), 0 E , is defined by: 
lsPop(1,0E) Λ V i e 0 [иЕ(і) = 0] 
As it can be proved that the empty population satisfies the constraints (theorem 4.3.1), it 
is sufficient to require that 0 E is a population of J . An alternative definition for 0£ is: 
λχ e 0.0 
The law of the excluded miracle states that no information can be derived from the empty 
population. 
Lemma 4.3.1 (law of the excluded miracle)
 г е
ц(і) [Val[r] (0 E ) = 0] 
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Proof: 
The proof uses structural induction on the construction of relational expressions. 
Atomic relational expressions, i.e. fact types, obviously have an empty population. 
To prove the induction step, one has to assume that r and s are relational expressions 
with an empty population. Application of the various relational operators then again 
yields a relational expression with an empty population. Π 
The empty population fulfils all constraints: 
Theorem 4.3.1 lsPop(E, 0 E ) 
Proof: 
The definition of the empty population ensures that lsPop(T, 0 E ) . Most types of con­
straints ensure certain relationships between (populations of) relational expressions. 
As all relational expressions on I have an empty population (lemma 4.3.1), these types 
of constraints are satisfied. This is easily checked for each type of constraint. Other 
types of constraints, e.g. the constraints for power types, have not been defined using 
relational expressions. It is however easily verified that these types of constraints are 
satisfied in the empty population. As a result lsPop(E, 0 E ) · α 
Evidently, a schema which only allows the empty population is not desirable. But there are 
Dther forms of "emptyness" that are not desirable. For example, one would at least require 
that every atomic object type of a schema can be populated. A schema where all atomic 
abject types can be populated is called local atomic populatable. Formally: 
LocAtomPop(E) = ν,,^ΞρορεροΡι; (Ρορ(α) / и] 
Figure 4.14: A non-local atomic populatable schema 
Example 4.3.1 
The schema of figure 4-Ц " not local atomic populatable, due to the fact that entity 
type A cannot be populated. The occurrence frequency constraint implies that f cannot 
be populated. As the total role constraint states that each instance of A has to occur 
in f, the population of A has to be empty. О 
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An analogous property can be defined for ail object types. A schema is called local object 
populatable, if and only if each object type can be populated: 
LocObjPop(E) = Vieo3poPePOPE [Pop(x) φ <в] 
Naturally, local object populatability is a stronger notion than local atomic populatability 
(А С O). 
g 
Figure 4.15: A non-local object populatable schema 
Example 4.3.2 
Let Pop be a population of the schema of figure 4.15. The equality constraint states 
that 
а
|[0
р
(7Г
р
(Я)] (Pop) = Val[0
r
(7T
r
(fl))J (Pop), 
while the exclusion constraint states that 
аі[0„(7Г
р
(Я)] (Рор)П аІ[0
г
(7Г
г
Ы)1 (Pop) = 0. 
Therefore, Pop(/) = 0 and Pop($) = a. This implies that the schema of figure 4-15 is 
not local object populatable. Ü 
The previous properties require that a population exists for each object type. This does not 
mean that a population exists, that populates each object type. A schema is called global 
atomic populatable if and only if a population exists, that populates each atomic object 
type: 
GlobAtomPop(E) = Эр
ор
€
р0рЕ о€.д [Pop(a) ¿ 0] 
Naturally, global atomic populatability implies local atomic populatability. 
Example 4.3.3 
The schema of figure 4- IS is local object populatable, but not global atomic populatable. 
A population Pop cannot instantiate atomic object types А, В and С at the same time. 
Due to the total role constraints on {q}.and on {s}, the fact types f and g would have 
to have nonempty populations, which is impossible as in that case instance a would 
have to occur in the populations of predicators ρ and r, contradicting the exclusion 
constraint. Π 
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Figure 4.16: A local object populatable schema which is not global atomic populatable 
Global object populalabihty is defined as: 
GlobObjPop(E) = 3 P o p e p o p E V i e o [Ρορ(ι) φ и] 
This definition implies that a global object populatable schema is also global atomic pop­
ulatable. 
S 
{a} 
f 
Ρ 
>-
) ¿ 
Гі' 
В 
-Η 
э 
э 
Figure 4.17: A non-global object populatable schema 
Example 4.3.4 
The schema of figure ^.П is not global object populatable, since this would require a 
population where both ƒ and g have nonempty instantiations. This is impossible, as 
explained m the previous example. О 
A schema can be global object populatable, but still exhibit constraint peculiarities. A 
schema is called significantly populatable if and only if it does not contain constraints which 
can be proved to be too weak. Formally, let I be an information structure and с and d be 
constraints in -T(J). Constraint с is at least as restrictive as constraint d in information 
structurez, c\\-zd, iff: 
VpopePOPj [Pop И с => Pop (= с') 
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A schema Σ = {1,7£) is called significantly populatable iff: 
Signif(E) = -іЭсбяЗ^егт [ р„рбР0Р
Е
 [Pop |= с'] Λ d\\-z с А с Κτ с'] 
f 
g 
Figure 4.18: A non-significantly populatable schema 
Example 4.3.5 
Figure ^ .18 shows a schema which is easily seen to be global object populatable. How­
ever, it is clear that the uniqueness constraints specified are not in harmony with the 
subset constraint. We will show that this schema, which we will refer to as Σ = (X, IV), 
is not significantly populatable. Suppose that a population Pop G РОРд exists, such thai 
Pop К unique({r}). In that case, fact type g contains two instances with the same r-
component. Due to the subset constraint however, these instances would also have to 
occur in the population of fact type f contradicting its uniqueness constraint. There­
fore, Vpopgpopj; [Pop |= unique({r})]. Furthermore, unique({r})lh
r
 unique({r, $}) but noi 
unique({7-, s})H-
x
 unique({r}). Π 
4.3.2 Complexity of verification 
In this section, the complexity of the verification of schema properties is considered in the 
context of PM. Therefore, the results in this section also apply to NIAM (naturally also to 
PSM). Focus is on the two most important schema properties, global atomic populatability 
(section 4.3.2.2), and global object populatability (section 4.3.2.3). For a schema Σ = 
(Χ,ΤΖ), \fl\ is the size of the problem. We will prove that determining whether a schema is 
global atomic populatable and determining whether a schema is global object populatable 
are both NP-coinplete problems. To this end, we will use the 3-D matching problem 
(section 4.3.2.1). 
4.3.2.1 The 3-D Matching Problem 
The 3-D matching problem is often used for proving NP-completeness results and is a gen-
sralisation of the well-known marriage problem. The 3-D matching problem is formulated 
as follows ([GJ79]): 
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Let M Ç W χ Χ χ Y, where W, X and Y are disjoint sets having the same 
number of elements q. The problem is to determine whether M contains a so-
called matching, i.e. a subset M' Ç M with q elements, such that no two elements 
of M' agree in any coordinate. 
This problem is known to be NP-complete (see [GJ79]). Without loss of generality, we 
assume that every element of W, X and Y occurs in some element of M (which is easily 
checked). If this is not the case, no matching is possible. Note that due to this assumption 
a matching problem is completely determined by the set M. 
Example 4.3.6 
Let W = {wuw2}, X = {χχ,Χι}, Y = {У\,Уг}, and 
M = {{w
u
X2,y2) ,(w2,xuyi) ,iwi<xuyi)}, 
then M' = {{wi,x2,y2¡ ,{v)2,Xi,yi)} is a matching of M. О 
4.3.2.2 Global atomic populatability 
In this section, the translation of a 3-D matching problem M to a PM schema Σ(Μ) is 
described. The translation is such, that M has a matching if and only if Σ(Μ) is global 
atomic populatable. Consequently, determining whether Σ(Μ) is global atomic populatable 
is an NP-complete problem. 
Θ 
{χ} 
L 
f
 P. 
f, 
J 
чИ 
Э 
Figure 4.19: A fact type between l
x
 and ez 
For each element χ e WllXUY, a. fact type f
x
 = {p
x
,q
x
) is introduced (see figure 4.19), 
with Base(p
x
) = l
x
 e С and Base(<j
x
) = e
x
 € £. The enumeration constraint ensures that 
label type lx can only contain x. The uniqueness and total role constraints allow ex to be 
identified by label type lx. 
For each element m G M two fact types are introduced. For m = (w,x,y) the fact types 
/m = {rm ,sm , tm} and f'm = {um,vm,zm} are as shown in figure 4.20. Fact type fm is 
intended to be populated with an instance corresponding to m. A nonempty population of 
f'm will correspond to m 6 M'. 
The matching conditions (each element of W, X and Y should occur in the matching, and 
no two elements of M' may agree in any coordinate) are transformed into total role and 
exclusion constraints (respectively) for each element χ e WliXuY (see figure 4.21). 
Obviously, this transformation takes not more than polynomial time. The correctness of 
this transformation is expressed by the following theorem. 
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Figure 4 20 Two fact types for each m e M 
Figure 4 21 Matching conditions via constraints 
Theorem 4.3.2 M has a matching ·*=• GlobAtomPop(E(M)) 
Proof: 
Let M' С M be a matching From M' we construct a population Pop, such that every 
atomic object type is populated. For each label type íIf Pop(ix) = {x} For each 
entity type ex, Pop(ex) = {θ
χ
}, where θ
ζ
 e Θ. Each θ
χ
 is linked to χ via bridge type 
f
x
 Let m = (w, x, y) be an element of M The population of each fact type f
m 
then consists of the single fact {r
m
 . 9
w
,s
m
 : 9
x
,t
m
 : θ
ν
). If m 6 M', then Pop(/¿,) = 
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{{u
m
 :
 ш
,
 т
 : в
х
,г
т
 : θ
ν
}}, otherwise, Pop(/¿,) = 0. This population satisfies all 
constraints and populates all atomic object types. 
·<= Assume GlobAtomPop(E(M)) and let Pop be a global atomic population of Σ(Μ). A 
matching can now be defined as: 
Af '={mGAf | P o p ( ƒ » ) * * } . 
because exclusion and total role constraints ensure the matching conditions. • 
The previous theorem implies that determining whether a schema is global atomic pop-
ulatable is an NP-hard problem. To prove that this problem is NP-complete, one has to 
show that it is in NP. This can be accomplished by proving that checking whether a specific 
population fulfils all constraints can be performed in polynomial time. 
4.3.2.3 Global object populatability 
In this section, the complexity of verification of the schema property global object popu­
latability is considered. A transformation of a matching problem M to a schema Σ(Μ) is 
described such that M has a matching if and only if Σ(Μ) is global object populatable. 
The first step of this transformation is the same as in the previous section (see figure 4.19). 
e w 
/ "® \ 
Figure 4.22: Subtype hierarchy for W 
For the sets W, X and Y, entity types ew, ex and ey have to be created. It has to 
be ensured that each of these entity types will contain, in every population, precisely the 
abstract entities representing the elements of its associated set. This can be achieved by 
defining subtype hierarchies for each of the entity types ew, ex and ey. Figure 4.22 shows 
the hierarchy for ew- The constraint ensures that entity types е
Ші
 do not have instances 
in common and that the population of ew is the union of the populations of each eWx. 
We ignore the subtype defining rules for ew, ex and ey as well as object types for their 
identification as they are of no importance here. 
Next, the fact types f
m
 (m € M) are introduced as in the previous section. We also 
introduce a fact type fu as a container for the elements of M (see figure 4.23). The fact 
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β χ 
fm 
- α> -
e w ND 
Figure 4.23: A fact type for each element of M 
types f
m
 and fu are related via a subset constraint, ensuring that each element of f
m
 is 
also an element of f м- However, fu is restricted to precisely these elements by ensuring 
an upper bound \M\ on its number of instances, as shown in figure 4.24. 
£4 (7\ fu 
φ 
\ 
/"""Ν 
i (Lì 1 \ ( ' ) 
(i |м|) 
Figure 4.24: A fact type for the set M 
For M' a fact type ƒ«- is defined in the same way as fu has been defined for M. The 
special conditions of the matching problem are now represented by a combination of total 
role and uniqueness constraints (see figure 4.25). The total role constraint on the predicator 
of fu1 having ey as base, ensures that each instance of ey participates in fu', while the 
uniqueness constraint on this predicator ensures that each instance of ey participates at 
most once. Due to the subset constraint all instances of ju' also occur in fu- The following 
theorem now follows straightforwardly. 
Theorem 4.3.3 M has a matching GlobObjPop(E(M)) 
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f* 
Figure 4.25: A fact type for the matching 
4.4 PSM in PSM 
To provide a first indication of the expressive power of PSM, this section investigates to 
what extent PSM is powerful enough to model itself. 
Figure 4.26 shows a PSM schema modelling part of the syntax of PSM schemata. In this 
schema, power type Τ has as element type V, modelling the fact that fact types are sets 
of predicatore. The partition constraint models the fact that every predicator occurs in 
precisely one fact type. Every predicator is related to precisely one instance from O, its 
base, via fact type Base. The fact types Spec and Gen model the Spec and Gen relations. 
The exclusion constraints ensure that if a Spec 6, then neither α Gen b nor b Gen a. The object 
types G and S are generalised into object type G U S. Each instance from this object type 
is related via fact type Elt to precisely one instance of object type 0\C, its element type. 
The decomposition of schema types is captured by fact type -<. 
The object type Subtype is a subtype of object type £ and is to contain those entity types 
that are subtypes (see figure 4.27). Therefore, its subtype defining rule is: 7T,(Spec). Each 
subtype has a subtype defining rule, which is a relational expression. This is modelled by 
the fact type between the object types Subtype and 7Z.(X). 
Object type H{T) is recursively defined. A small part of its definition is shown in fig­
ure 4.28. This schema models that each fact type is a relational expression, that the union 
of two relational expressions is also a relational expression and that a projection is syn­
tactically determined by a relational expression and two ordered sequences of predicatore. 
The other relational operators can be modelled analogously. It should be noted that many 
of the restrictions that have to be imposed on the construction of relational expressions, 
for example that the two ordered eequences of predicatore involved in a projection should 
have the same length, cannot be expressed using only the graphical constraints of PSM. 
/£\ 
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ΘΘ 
Figure 4.26: The information structure 
Го capture the semantics of relational expressions as well, a powerful constraint language 
is required. 
In schema 4.29, the total role constraint and the occurrence frequency constraint are mod­
elled. A total role constraint is a set of predicatore, therefore object type Total-role-
constraint is a power type with as element type V. An occurrence frequency constraint 
is also a 6et of predicatore in combination with a lower bound and upper bound. These 
lower and upper bounds come from a label type Range which has as domain the set of 
natural numbers united with infinity (co). 
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Λ, 
I Subiype è — 
hu-as-
subíype-defining-
rule 
9í(i) 
Figure 4.27: Subtypes 
Figure 4.28: Relational operators 
In the schema of figure 4.30, the set constraints are modelled. The three types of set 
constraints can be modelled as a combination of two ordered sets of predicators. 
Figure 4.31 shows that an enumeration constraint can be modelled by a relation between 
object type С and object type Ω. It is possible to model the precise construction of object 
type Ω in PSM. This will not be done however, as this construction is analogous to the 
construction of ЩІ). 
The power type constraints of PSM are modelled in figure 4.32. The cover constraint and 
the power exclusion constraints can be modelled by means of unary fact types associated 
to object type 0\C. They are not associated to object type Ç, since they may also be 
specified for subtypes of power types. If for an object type a set cardinality constraint is 
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OccurTcncc-frequency-
constraint has-u-lowu bound 
has-as-
upperbuund 
(Range) ¡ 
{1.2,....} 
U 
Figure 4.29: Total role and occurrence frequency constraints 
Disjoint-rolc-
sequcnce 0 
disjoinl-
iom 
Equal-rolc-
sequcncc 
Θ 
equal-to 
Subset-role-
scquencc 
Θ 
fluhscl-of 
Figure 4.30: Set constraints 
specified, then both an upper bound and a lower bound must be specified. This is ensured 
by the equality constraint. The membership constraint is captured by a binary fact type 
on V, as syntactically it consists of two predicatore. 
The specialisation constraints are modelled in the PSM schema of figure 4.33. Both the 
subtype exclusion constraint and the total subtype constraint can be modelled by means 
of power types having as element type Subtype. Again, the constraint stating that the 
subtypes involved in these constraints have to come from the same specialisation hierarchy, 
Figure 4.31: Enumeration constraints 
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is-mcmbCT*of cover exclusion 
has-os-
lower-cardj nality 
has-as-
upper-cardi nality 
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{1.2,....} 
U 
{«} 
Figure 4.32: Power type constraints 
Total-
sublype-
consnaiol 
( Í Subtype J j 
Sublypc-
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œnslrainl 
1 ( Subtype ] I 
Figure 4.33: Specialisation constraints 
cannot be expressed. 
Figure 4.34: Populations 
Object types can be populated with instances from Ω, see figure 4.34. The many rules that 
populations must fulfil cannot be graphically expressed. 
4.5 Motivation from the axioms of set theory 
In this section, the relevant axioms of set theory (see e.g. [CAB+72]) are compared with 
the type construction mechanisms in PSM. The purpose of this comparison is to further 
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investigate the expressive power of PSM and to motivate its type construction mechanisms. 
First, it should be noted that there are two fundamental differences between PSM and set 
theory, making too formal a comparison impossible: 
1. In set theory every object is a set, elements of sets are also sets. PSM on the other 
hand is based on the type-instance dichotomy. 
2. The Axiom of Extensionality, 
V, [z e χ «=> ζ € y] => χ = y, 
states that if two sets contain exactly the same elements, they are equal. A set is 
therefore completely characterised by its extension, i.e. its elements. In PSM however, 
object types are not characterised by their instances. Two different object types may 
have the same instantiation in some population. An object type is characterised by 
its intension, which is reflected in its name. 
4.5.1 Specialisation 
The Subset Schema (Comprehension Schema) is an axiom schema, that allows for the 
construction of a new set 6 by restricting a set о via selection formula φ, in the context ol 
sets Χχ,... ,x
n
-
Vj,faeò <!=*> {у€аЛф(х
и
...,х
п
,у))] 
The superset α is essential in this schema, omission would yield the well-known Russell 
paradox, which results from choosing the selection formula φ(χ) = χ $ χ. The paradox 
then is derived from the expression b € b. 
The Comprehension Schema corresponds to the notion of specialisation in NIAM and PSM 
(see section 2.2.5). In PSM, b would be defined as a subtype of o. Formula φ then corre­
sponds to the subtype defining rule. 
Pop(6) = | x Ι χ e Ρορ(α) Λ φ{χ)} 
4.5.2 Derivation 
The Replacement Schema is a more general schema than the Comprehension Schema. A 
formula φ is considered, that has a functional behaviour: 
•φ(χι ,...,x
n
,u,v)A ф(х
и
 ...,x
n
,u,w)=>v = w 
A new set 6 can be constructed by applying φ to all elements of a given set o. The elements 
of b are exactly those у which correspond, under φ, to some χ in a: 
V
v
[y6 6 *=> З
х
[х£аАф(х1,...,хп,х,у)]] 
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In this schema each ι € a is "replaced" by its corresponding y. The Replacement Schema 
corresponds to the notion of derived object types (derived information). 
Pop(ò) = [y I 3, [χ Ε Ρορ(α) Λ φ, у)]} 
The population of Ь then is defined in terms of the population of α and derivation rule φ. 
To express complex derivation rules, a constraint language has to be introduced for PSM. 
The graphical constraints are, in general, not powerful enough for this purpose. 
4.5.3 Power type 
The set of all subsets of a certain set is referred to as the power set of that set. Formally, 
the power set of a set χ is defined as: 
p(*) = {y \yQx} 
The Power Set Axiom ensures the existence of this operator. This notion of power set 
corresponds to the notion of power type in PSM. Instances of power types are sets of 
instances of their element type, though not necessarily all possible sets of those instances. 
4.5.4 Generalisation 
The rationale for the notion of generalisation can be found in the Union Axiom. This axiom 
states that one can construct a set 6 from a set a, by uniting all elements of a. The set ό 
is denoted as U o. 
[Ja = {ζ I 3y[y 6 af\z € y]] 
In the context of PSM, U a would correspond to a generalised object type with the object 
types corresponding to the elements of α as specifiers. As an example, suppose α = {χ, у}, 
then (see figure 4.35): 
1. U{i,y} Geni 
2. U{x,y)Gmy 
Application of the Generalisation Rule then yields: 
Pop(U{a, 6}) = Pop(a) U Pop(6) 
4.5.5 Enumeration 
The Pair Set Axiom states that if χ and у are sets, then another set exists, denoted as 
{x, y), which has exactly χ and y as members. 
V,[*6z ·*=* (t = xVt = y)] 
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(U{x,y}) 
/ N 
/ 4 
Θ Θ 
Figure 4.35: Union of object types 
The Pair Set Axiom can be partly "simulated" in PSM by the use of an enumeration 
constraint. Let L be a label type, then the population of L can be restricted to objects 
ι and y by specifying the enumeration constraint enumeration L, {x, y]). In that case, for 
each population Pop: 
Pop(L)C{i,j,} 
It is however clear that this construction does not precisely capture the Pair Set Axiom, 
which is not surprising as this axiom crosses the type-instance boundary. The point is that 
χ and y should correspond to object types from the schema, a relation which is not formally 
established by the previous construction. Furthermore, label types cannot be used in the 
construction of other object types, while sets constructed with the Pair Set Axiom can be 
used in the construction of other, more complicated sets. Finally, the population of label 
type L is a subset of {x, y} and not necessarily equal to this set. 
A precise translation would require a new type construction mechanism in PSM, allowing 
to define object types whose instances are other object types. This can be compared to 
the concept of metaclass in TAXIS [MBW80]. In PSM, this type construction mechanism 
could be captured by a relation Inst Ç 0\C χ £. If α Instò, object type α is an instance of 
object type b. Formally: 
3V60\£ [î/Insti] =Φ· Ρορ(ι) = {ζ 6 0\C | г Insti} 
The incorporation of such a type construction mechanism in PSM has many consequences, 
e.g. for identification, and we will leave its incorporation in PSM and an investigation of its 
practical relevance in the context of information modelling as a topic for future research. 
4.5.6 Finite hierarchy 
The Axiom of Foundation states that sets are hierarchically constructed, there are no 
infinitely descending element chains. 
V
x
 [ι φ 0 => 3„ [y e ι Л у Π χ = 0]] 
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This axiom is not needed for the construction of sets, rather it prevents sets from having un-
desirable properties. As such, it can be compared to the notion of structural identification. 
Consider for example a power type A, which has itself as element type, i.e. Elt(A) = A. 
This object type, which is not structurally identifiable, would correspond to a set A for 
which A Ç p{A). Obviously, this set is only well-formed if it is empty. 
4.6 Relation with context-free grammars 
In this section, a translation of context-free grammars to PSM schemata is described. 
This demonstrates that PSM is at least as expressive as context-free grammars. Since 
context-free grammars are often employed for describing hypertext information structures 
(see for example [BW90b], [SDBW91]), the translation also shows the suitability of PSM 
for describing hypertext information structures. 
Definition 4.6.1 
A context-free grammar G is a tuple (Ν, Σ, П, S), where N is a finite set of nonterminal 
symbols, Σ is a finite set of terminal symbols, S £ N is the initial symbol and Π is α 
set of production rules of the form A — H J where A £ N and ω & (Nö Σ)*. О 
In the remainder, only production rules with a nonempty right-hand side are considered. 
This restriction is not very severe, as only the possibility of generating the empty string 
is lost (see for example [Har78]). The empty string would correspond to an information 
structure without object types. 
We describe the translation Δ of a context-free grammar G to a PSM schema A(G). Each 
symbol of G is interpreted as an entity type. Each terminal symbol is interpreted as an 
entity type, which can be directly identified by a label type. Let ι be a terminal symbol, 
then its associated entity type ι is identified by label type l
x
 (see figure 4.36). 
© 
Figure 4.36: Translation of terminals 
Let Ρ e Π be a production rule, and let Ρ be of the form t —» sit..., sn. This rule results 
in a generalisation relation in A(G), where entity type t is a generalised object type having 
as specifier an objectified fact type FP. This fact type consists of predicatore P}lt...,P"n, 
where for each 1 < ι < n: Base(P,'i) = Sj. In figure 4.37, the translation of production rule 
Ρ is depicted graphically. This concludes the description of translation Δ. Note that power 
types do not result from this translation. 
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Figure 4.37: Translation of production rules 
Figure 4.38: Example of translation of context-free grammar 
Example 4.6.1 
Let G be the context-free grammar with the following production rules: 
P:A -f aA 
Q.A -» bb 
In figure 4-38 the resulting PS M schema A(G) is shown. • 
It is important to note that the PSM schema resulting from the translation of a context-
free grammar does not explicitly show the order of the symbols in the right-hand side of 
production rules. This corresponds to a mapping oriented view to the right-hand side of a 
production rule, rather than the usual tuple oriented view. 
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I 
I 
Ij 
Θ 
в 
Θ 
m 
Θ 
Figure 4.39: A simplified translation of t —* s+ 
In some cases it is convenient to allow grammar rules of the form i - » s + . A rule t —* s+ 
is a shorthand for the rules i - n and t —* st. When such rules are employed, sequence 
types can be used in the translation of a grammar. In figure 4.39 a simplified translation 
of the production rule t —• s+ is shown, in case this rule is the only production rule foi 
nonterminal t. The following example makes full use of this simplified translation. 
Example 4.6.2 
Consider the follotving grammar in the style of SGML (¡IS086]) for describing the 
structure of a book. 
Translation of this grammar 
book 
contents 
chapter 
sections 
section 
title 
string 
results in 
-* 
— • 
-
- • 
—» 
— 
-» 
title contents 
chapter"1" 
title sections 
section"1" 
string 
string 
char+ 
the PSM schema if figure 440. 
Grammars can be incorporated more concisely in a PSM schema via the grammar box. An 
example of a grammar box is shown in figure 4.41. The grammar box takes as inputs the 
object types that correspond to terminal symbols. The output of the grammar box is the 
object type corresponding to the start symbol. 
Grammars can have nonterminals that are not productive. A nonterminal χ is called not 
productive if it cannot generate a sequence of terminals (i.e. L(x) = e). A grammar with 
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contents 
/ 
@ 
sections 
Figure 4.40: Example of translation of SGML structure 
only productive nonterminal symbols is called universally productive. The test of this 
property can be done in linear time [Наг78]. The following theorem shows that a schema 
resulting from the translation of a context-free grammar is structurally identifiable if and 
only if that context-free grammar is universally productive. 
Theorem 4.6.1 Let G = (Ν,Σ,Π, S) be a context-free grammar and let A(G) be the 
corresponding PSM schema, then: 
тблгЗ^еЕ· [Τ Α ω] «¡=» V l€W [Identifiable(i)] 
Proof: 
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I 
I 
i 
book 
contents 
chapter 
sections 
section 
title 
string 
— 
-· 
— 
— 
—· 
title contents 
chapter + 
title sections 
section + 
string 
string 
char + 
Τ 
char 
Figure 4.41: A grammar box 
= > Let h : N U Σ —» N be a function such that h(n) is the minimal number of steps 
needed to generate a terminal string from n. Obviously, h(x) = 0 for each terminal x. 
Furthermore, h is defined for each nonterminal, as each nonterminal is assumed to be 
productive. Note that for each nonterminal η a production rule Ρ : η —» 3\,...,з
т 
exists, such that h(n) > h(s,) for each 1 < ι < т. 
Let Η : θα -* IN be a function from the set of object types O
c
 in A(G) to the set of 
natural numbers, defined as follows: 
# ( n ) = 2 *h(n) iomeNUE 
H(FP) = l + maxí/YBaseíp)) for Ρ e Π 
p€Fp 
H(lx) = 0 for i e Σ 
We ignore the bridge types between label types and entity types corresponding to 
terminals, as they are not important here. 
Suppose η is a nonterminal. Let Ρ : η —* s\,...,s
m
 be the production rule such 
that h(n) > k(st) for each 1 < ι < та. From A(n) > Л(з,), it can be derived that 
2*h(n) > 2*Л(а,) + 1 and therefore, tf(n) > H(FP). Consequently, function Я fulfils 
the requirements of lemma 4.2.1. Furthermore, each root entity type is identifiable 
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as each root entity type corresponds to a terminal. Application of lemma 4 2.1 now 
yields that A(G) is structurally identifiable. 
< = Let Я : OQ—»K be a function fulfilling the requirements of lemma 4.2.1. By using 
induction on то, we prove that each object type x, for which H(x) < m, is productive 
as a nonterminal. If m = 0, this is obviously true, as for no nonterminal x, H(x) = 0. 
Let г be an object type for which # ( r ) = m, for some m > 0. Object type r, which 
corresponds to a nonterminal, then has a specifier FP such that H{FP) < H(r). Fact 
type Fp corresponds to a production rule Ρ : r —* s\,..., s
n
. Therefore, H(r) > #(s,) 
for each 1 < ι < п. Applying the induction hypothesis then yields that each of the a„ 
that is a nonterminal, is productive. This implies that nonterminal г is productive. 
D 
Having embedded context-free grammars in PSM, it is interesting to note that PSM can 
handle some forms of context sensitivity as well. To fully deal with context sensitivity 
however, a powerful constraint language is needed. 
Figure 4.42: A fragment of the syntax of a programming language 
Example 4.6.3 
Consider a small fragment of the syntax of a programming language, the part that 
deals with the declaration of variables and the assignment of expressions to variables. 
This fragment is described by the PSM schema of figure 4-42- A declaration statement 
defines the data type of a variable. An assignment statement assigns the value of an 
expression to a variable. The subset constraint expresses that a variable has to be 
declared when it acts as a source of an assignment statement. This obviously is a 
property that can be handled by a context-sensitive grammar, but not by a context-free 
grammar. On the other hand, the requirement that the type of an expression should 
correspond to the type of the variable in an assignment statement, cannot be expressed 
m PSM (m general). Π 
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Chapter 5 
Constraint Modelling 
5.1 Introduction 
From the investigation of the expressive power of PSM, as performed in the previous chap-
ter, it has become clear that a constraint language is needed which is more powerful than 
the graphical constraints as defined in chapter 3. This constraint language should not be 
graphically oriented entirely, since this would lead to very complex PSM schemata, as a 
Universe of Discourse contains, in general, many constraints. In order to maintain compre-
hensibility, the constraint language defined in this chapter makes use of the natural language 
approach of NIAM. The first step of the NIAM design procedure results in a number of 
sentences capturing the structure of the Universe of Discourse. The names of object types 
and roles originate from these sentences. Consequently, using these names in the formula-
tion of queries and constraints yields (generally speaking) results very close to the original 
formulation in natural language of these queries and constraints. The first language to pur-
sue this idea was the language RIDL (Reference and IDea Language [DMP84], [Mee82]). 
RIDL, however, never received much acceptance as it did not have a formal syntax and 
semantics and was based on the restricted binary version of NIAM (see e.g. [VB82]). 
In this chapter, the part of the language LISA-D (Language for Information Structure and 
Access Descriptions) dealing with constraints is defined (the part of LISA-D dealing with 
transactions is defined in section 7.4.1). LISA-D can be considered as a redesign of RIDL 
with a functionality far exceeding that of RIDL. The formal semantics of LISA-D is defined 
by means of a translation to path expressions. The language of path expressions is quite 
primitive, yet relatively powerful (more powerful than the relational algebra defined in 
section 3.2). As path expressions are based on multisets, this chapter starts with a formal 
definition of multisets and operations on multisets (section 5.2). Section 5.3 then presents 
the formal definition of path expressions. The set of path expressions for a given information 
structure J , is denoted as ~P£(I). In section 5.4 path expressions are used to define the 
semantics of information descriptors in LISA-D. Information descriptors constitute the basic 
building blocks of constraints in LISA-D (section 5.5). 
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5.2 Multisets 
Multisets [Lew85], also known as multiple membership sets [Lev79], or bags [РагЭО], differ 
from ordinary sets in that a multiset may contain one element more than once. A multi­
set can be denoted by an enumeration of its elements, e.g. jfa, a, о, с, d, с, (Л. The empty 
multiset then simply corresponds to the empty set 0. Other than through enumeration, 
multisets can be constructed by application of the union or difference on other multisets. If 
X is a multiset, then #(o, X) denotes the number of occurrences of a in X. This operator 
is subject to the following axioms: 
[MSI] #(a,0) = O 
[MS2] #(a, | b | ) = if о = b then 1 else 0 fi 
[MS3] #(аДиУ) = #(оД) + # ( а ) 
[MS4] #(a, X\Y) = max(0, #(a, X) - #(a, Y)) 
Two multisets are equal if they contain the same elements the same number of times: 
[MS5] V
e
 [#(a, X) = #(a, Y)) => X = Y 
The membership operator for multisets takes the occurrence frequency of elements in a 
multiset into account: 
a€
nX <!=» #{a,X) = n 
In the remainder of this chapter, a € X is used as a shorthand for #(a, X) > 0. As a 
result, а £ X is equivalent to a €° X (or #(a, X) = 0). Multiset X is a subset of multiset 
Y,XCY, if and only if: 
„ [ # ( а , Х ) < # ( а , У ) ] 
Multiset X is a proper subset of multiset Y, X С Y, if and only if: 
XCYAXjtY 
The intersection of two multisets can be defined using the difference operator: 
Χ η Y = X\X\Y) 
Lemma 5.2.1 # ( α , X n Y ) = min(#(a,Χ),#(ο,Υ)) 
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Proof: 
#(α,ΧΠΥ) = т а х ( 0 , # ( а , Х ) - # ( Х \ У ) ) 
= max(0, #(а, Χ) - max(0, #(o, X) - #(α, У))) 
= if #(α, Χ) > #(α, У) then #(α, У) else #(а, X) fi 
= т т ( # ( а , Х ) , # ( о , У ) ) 
Nonempty multisets can be denoted in two different ways. The extensional denotation 
simply enumerates the elements of the multiset: 
Ь «4 = Ы и --- и Ы 
The second kind of denotation is based on bag comprehension. Let C(a, n) be a predicate 
such that for each α exactly one η exists, such that C(a, n). A multiset can then be denoted 
by means of the bag comprehension schema [Boi92]: 
{ог|с(о,п)} 
This set is an intensional denotation of the multiset X that is determined by: 
C{a,n) <*=*> a € " X 
Doubling a multiset is defined as follows: 
sv(M) = {(x,x)r\xenM} 
The projection of a multiset M of pairs on its first component is defined as: 
7Ti(M) = [j{xr\(x,y)enM} 
ν 
The projection on the second component, 7Γ2(Μ), can be defined analogously. 
The operator Lin converts a tuple to the corresponding multiset: 
Lin(x)= и { Ь 4 
i<«<M 
Example 5.2.1 
Lin ( {α, b, с, d, а) ) = |[а, о, Ь, с, d | G 
A special version of the union-operator, operating on a multiset of sets, is: 
MM=Lr\n= Σ *!} 
^ 11 I ле'мліе-4 U 
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Example 5.2.2 
W {{a, 6}, {a, b}, {b, c}} = Ja, a, b, b, b, c} D 
A set can be coerced to a multiset by means of the Multi operator: 
Conversely, a multiset can be coerced to a set by means of the Set operator: 
Set(A") = {a \aeX) 
The size of a multiset X is defined as: 
1*1 = Σ #(«.*) 
α 
Example 5.2.3 
|{α,α,α,6,ο}| = 5 D 
5.3 Path expressions 
Path expressions describe derived fact types in a style closely following the underlying in­
formation structure. Path expressions can be constructed from elements of the information 
structure (predicators, object types) and a number of operators. They are evaluated with 
respect to the current population of the information structure at hand (in the rest of this 
chapter we assume the existence of a fixed information structure I ) . In its elementary form, 
a path expression corresponds to a path through the information structure, starting and 
ending in an object type. Intermediate object instances, although needed for the evaluation 
of path expressions, are discarded in their final result. The advantage of this approach is 
uniformity, as it always leads to evaluation results in the form of binary relations. To com­
pensate for the information that may be lost by discarding intermediate object instances, 
these binary relations are, in general, multisets of tuples. More complex forms of path 
expressions may be inhomogeneous, i.e. their evaluation may lead to tuples from differ­
ent domains. Path expressions are therefore interpreted as inhomogeneous binary multiset 
relations. 
The syntax of path expressions is presented as an abstract syntax. In [Mey90] the motiva­
tion for the use of an abstract syntax is stated as follows: 
The use of abstract syntax rather than concrete syntax as a basis for studies of 
programming languages is representative of an important trend in software en­
gineering: the move towards a higher-level view of software objects, emphasising 
deep structure rather than surface properties. Concepts such as abstract data types 
are another example of this trend. 
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The semantics of path expressions is defined using denotational semantics (see e.g. [Sto77]). 
The semantics of each syntactical construct is defined in terms of other syntactical con­
structs, and ultimately in terms of multisets as defined in the previous subsection. An 
important role in denotational semantics is played by the environment, which represents 
the state of a program. In the case of path expressions, the environment is the population 
of the information structure. 
As a simple path expression corresponds to a (directed) path through the information struc­
ture, a simple path expression is interpreted as the description of a relation between the 
object type at its begin and the object type at its end point. As a result of uniting simple 
path expressions with different begin and end points, path expressions, however, may be 
inhomogeneous. Such path expressions lead to inhomogeneous binary relations. Conse­
quently, the semantics of a path expression is defined as a binary relation over (multiple) 
object types. We found it convenient to treat these binary relations tuple oriented, as 
opposed to the mapping oriented approach to tuples in the population of fact types. As a 
result, the domain for these inhomogeneous binary multiset relations is derived from Ω in 
the following way: 
Çlre = {x\s«(X)çn2} 
The definition of path expressions uses the following syntactical categories: constant, multi-
set, object type (O), predicator (V) and path expression CP£[X)). The naming conventions 
are: с for constants, M for multisets, X, X\,..., X„ for object types, ρ for predicatore and 
P, Pi,...,P
n
, G, S and Q for path expressions. The function 
μ-.νεχ POPi -• uve 
is used to define the semantics of path expressions. 
First we introduce the atomic path expressions. The empty path expression (βνε) and the 
neutral path expression (Ipt) are atomic path expressions. Constants, multisets, object 
types and predicatore can also be interpreted as atomic path expressions. In the following 
definition, the operator · represents functional composition. 
name 
empty path 
neutral path 
constant 
multiset 
object type 
predicator 
expr 
0 p f 
\vt 
с 
M 
Χ 
Ρ 
/¿Цехрг] (Pop) 
a 
ΜιιΙίΐ(Ω x Ω) 
sq#}) 
Sqr(M) 
Sqr · Multi Pop(X) 
{(«(pMÌ'IeePop-Factf jOj 
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Example 5.3.1 
Let Pop be the sample population, defined m example 2 5.1, of the information structure 
diagram of figure 2.26, then 
/¿[16] (Pop) = 
μ[|5,5,7]|](Ρορ) = 
μ[/](Ρο
Ρ
) = 
да(pop) = 
16 16 
5 
5 
7 
5 
5 
7 
{Р-ЬиЯ 
{p-bi,q 
{θι,02} 
•αϊ} 
:α 2} 
{p-.buq-ai} 
{ρ .-61,9:02} 
{и {ai},v:bi} 
{u:{ai,a2},v 51} 
A number of operators ала functions are available for the construction of composed path 
expressions. First we introduce the unary operators. They allow for the reversal of a path 
(*"), the isolation of the front elements of a path (ƒ•), the removal of multiple occurrences 
(ds), the determination of the number of elements in a path expression (Cnt), the addition of 
the elements in a path expression (Sum) and the determination of the minimum or maximum 
element in a path expression (Min and Max) The power set of a path expression P, p P, 
yields a path expression with all sets of instances occurring in the first component of P. 
The unary operators are defined in the following table. 
name 
reverse 
front 
distinct 
count 
sum 
minimum 
maximum 
power set 
expr 
P~ 
f Ρ 
di Ρ 
Cnt Ρ 
Sum Ρ 
Min Ρ 
Max Ρ 
pp 
μ[βχ
Ρ
Γ] (Pop) 
{ < 9 , ρ ) Γ | < Ρ , 9 ) Ε η μ Η ( Ρ ο ρ ) | 
Sqr 7Γι μ[Ρ] (Pop) 
Multi Set /X[P](Pop) 
Sqr({|//[P](Pop)|}) 
Sqr ( |[E»e-*i мИ(Р.р)n x x} ) 
Sqr ({mm 7ΓΊ · β[Ρ] (Pop)}) 
Sqr ({max 7Гі · β[Ρ] (Pop)}) 
S q r ^ l z Ç T I V / i l P K P o p ) } ) 
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Example 5.3.2 
In the situation of the previous example: 
μκΐ(ρβρ) = 
μίΜ(ρορ) = 
MHfp)I(Pop) = 
M[Cnt(f p)\ (Pop) = 
^ICnt(ds(fp))](Pop) = 
The last two examples show that not always Cnt(P) = Cnt(ds(P)). In the case tha 
Pop(i) = {{u/. 61,χ . 17}, {w : Ь
ь
і • 18}} instead of {{w • bltx . 17}}: 
//[Sum 1] (Pop) = 
μ[Μιηχ!(Ρορ) = 
μ[Μβχχ1(Ρο
Ρ
) = 
μ(ρ(«)](Ρορ) = 
{u: {αϊ},υ. δι} 
{u {αι,α 2},υ·0ι} 
fri 
fri 
fri 
fri 
fri 
2 2 
44 
M 
{αι,ο2} 
35 35 | 
17 17 
18 18 
0 
{fri} 
{5ι} 
{61.51} 
0 
{bil 
ы 
{fri, Pi} 
Paths can be extended in several ways Concatenation (o) is the most elementary operato] 
For extending paths. The Cartesian product (x) uses the begin values of both path expres­
sions involved Furthermore, the usual set operators (П, U and — ) are available. Thes« 
Dperators are formally described in the following table· 
name 
concatenate 
product 
intersection 
union 
minus 
expr 
PoQ 
PxQ 
PnQ 
P\JQ 
P-Q 
μ[εχ
Ρ
Γ] (Pop) 
U {<P, ?>Гх г а | <P,r> €" ß[P] (Pop) Λ (r, q) €" 'μ[«](Ρορ)) 
U {[(р,<г)Гхт Ι (Ρ,г) e" μ[Ρ] (Pop) л (q,s) е г а ß[Q] (Pop)} 
μΐΡΐ(Ρορ) η μ[(?1(Ρο
Ρ
) 
μ(Ρ](Ρο
Ρ
) и μ[<?](Ρορ) 
μ[Ρ](Ρο
Ρ
) \ μΜ(Ρορ) 
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Example 5.3.3 
If Pop is the population of example 2.5.1, then: 
M b β Π (POP) = 
/ ф о и ~ о е Р о € ^ ] ( Р о р ) = 
МИ χ (f p)] (POP) = 
μ[(7ηΐ>](Ρορ) = 
μ[ρυσ](Ρορ) = 
μ[ϋ-ϋ] (Pop) = 
Ьг 
h 
6ι 
Si 
Si 
αϊ 
αϊ 
α2 
аг 
bi 
fr. 
6ι 
Si 
Si 
αϊ 
α2 
Ol 
αϊ 
Oj 
¿1 
6ι 
Ьі 
Ьі 
і>1 
{Ρ 
ÍP 
Si 
Si 
Ьі,?:аі} 
bi,q : α2} 
Functions and binary relations from the many-sorted algebra V = {D,F) can be used in 
path expressions. 
name 
function application 
binary relation 
expr 
f(Pi,...,P
n
) 
PRQ 
Д[ехрг] (Pop) 
see below 
see below 
If ƒ is an n-ary function, then function application of ƒ on η path expressions yields a path 
expression where the front elements result from function application on all possible front 
element combinations of the path expressions involved. 
μ[/(Λ,..·,Ρ„)1(Ρορ) = 
{(Ли, • · · , Ï „ ) , * ) Î* I V!<,<„ [i. e тгi • μ[Ρ,] (Pop)] л (xnìx) e* μ[Ρ„] (Pop)} 
Example 5.3.4 
For any population Pop: 
μ[45 + 25] (Pop) = | 70 | 25 
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If R is a binary relation, then path expression PRQ is a concatenation of Ρ and Q via 
elements of R. 
¿i[PRQ](Pop) = 
U{(«.»>Г х т Ι (ν,χ) e» μ[Ρ] (Pop) л (y,w) e r a μ[<?](Pop) л (x,y) e R¡ 
Example 5.3.5 
Let Ρ and Q be path expressions and Pop a population such that: 
μ[Ρ](ρ
ορ
) = 
μ[<?1(Ρορ) = 
Then: 
αϊ 
α2 
16 
20 
18 
18 
17 
19 
6ι 
ь2 b3 
b3 
μ[Ρ<<?](Ρο
Ρ
) = 
αϊ 
Ol 
αϊ 
d j 
h 
Ьз 
b3 
62 
Special constructs are available for data type conversions. Elements in a path expression 
can be grouped according to a grouping criterion, they can be ungrouped and they can be 
ordered according to an ordering criterion. 
name 
grouping 
ungrouping 
ordering 
expr 
φ(Ρ,θ) 
T(P) 
ip(P,S) 
μ[εχ
Ρ
Γ] (Pop) 
see below 
5ςΓ^-7Γι·μΐΡΐ(Ρορ) 
see below 
Grouping path expression P, according to a grouping criterion G, is performed by appli­
cation of the function ψ οτι Ρ and G. The elements to be grouped are part of the first 
component of path expression P. Path expression G specifies a grouping criterion for these 
elements. Suppose g € 7Γ2 • Ll[G] (Pop), then Kg is defined by: 
Kg = {i 6 7Г: · μ [ Ρ ] (Pop) | (x,g) e ß[G] (Pop)} 
The result of grouping Ρ according to G can then be defined as: 
A W - G)\ (Pop) = Mu\ti{{(Kg, g) | g € 7Г2 · ß[G] (Pop) Л K3 ф 0 }) 
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alice 
john 
тагу 
peter 
jane 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Example 5.3.6 
Suppose that Ρ « α path expression that evaluates, m the context of a population Pop, 
to: 
μ[ρ] (Pop) = 
The first component of Ρ contains a number of persons, while the second component 
is ignored as it is of no interest for this example. Path expression G records the 
programming languages persons are familiar with: 
μί<?](Ρορ) = 
Grouping Ρ according to G leads to: 
ß№P,G)](PoP) = 
alice 
alice 
john 
тагу 
peter 
beri 
cobol 
pascal 
cobol 
pascal 
fortran 
basic 
{alice, john} 
{alice, тагу) 
{peter} 
cobol 
pascal 
fortran 
Note the absence of both jane and bert m the grouping. Ungroupmg the result of 
φ(Ρ, G) yields: 
μ[τ(№σ))](Ρο
Ρ
) = 
alice 
alice 
john 
тагу 
peter 
alice 
alice 
john 
тагу 
peter 
Example 5.3.7 
A partition of singletons is obtained by ψ{Ρ,γ Ρ). • 
Example 5.3.8 
Path expression ψ{Ρ, Ρ x с), where с is an arbitrary constant, consists of one instance 
having as first component a set containing all instances occurring m the first component 
of path expression Ρ and as second component constant c. • 
sorting the result of path expression Ρ according to a sorting criterion S, can be achieved 
эу application οί ψ on Ρ and S. The sorting criterion may be weak (for example S = <Sj>£), 
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allowing more than one ordering of the elements, or too strong, in which case any ordering 
fails. A tuple s is called compatible with sorting criterion S over Ρ in population Pop, 
compatible ,^ S, P, Pop), iff: 
1. 5 contains all elements of 7ΙΊ • ¡J\P\ (Pop) in the same frequency: 
Lin(i) = 7r l / i lPl(Pop), 
2. the order of elements in s does not conflict with the ordering rules from S, i.e. for each 
i,j such that 0 < г < j < \s\: 
Э„1іИ [(so>,Ух) e μ[Ρ] (Pop) Л (3<і>< у2) e μ[Ρ] (Pop) Л (y2,Уі) І μ [ 5 ] (Pop)] 
The result of sorting now is defined as: 
μ[ψ(Ρ, 5)1 (Pop) = Sqrijaî1 | compatible ,^ 5, P, Pop)}) 
Example 5.3.9 
Suppose that Ρ is a path expression that evaluates, in the context of a population Pop, 
to the following set of persons with their age: 
μ[Ρ](Ρο
Ρ
) = 
alice 
John 
тагу 
peter 
jane 
21 
18 
39 
42 
27 
These persons can be sorted on their age as follows: 
Ді ЧЛ <?<<?)] (Pop) = Sqr (john, alice, jane, тагу, peter) 
where Q = f [P~). α 
Example 5.3.10 
If no sorting criterion (S = &τ>ε) is imposed on P, then μ[ψ(Ρ, ¡Sp¿)\ (Pop) contains 
all orderings of elements in the first component of μ[Ρ] (Pop). О 
The following construction mechanism for path expressions corresponds to the transitive 
closure of a binary relation. 
name 
closure 
expr 
P + 
μ[εχ
Ρ
Γ] (Pop) 
Multi ( (J Set·/¿[closure^,Ρ)] (Pop)) 
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The expression closure(n, P) represents a closure of path expression Ρ in η steps and is 
recursively defined as follows: 
closure(0,P) = Ρ 
closure(n+l,P) = closure(n, Ρ) ο Ρ 
Example 5.3.11 
Let Ρ be a path expression and Pop α population such that: 
μ[Ρ] (Pop) = 
In that case: 
μ[Ρ4(Ρο
Ρ
) = 
αϊ 
αϊ 
Οι 
α 2 
αϊ 
αϊ 
αϊ 
α 2 
Οι 
αϊ 
0.1 
аз 
Οι 
α 2 
аз 
Оз 
Typically, the confluence operator is used when different sorts of information are to be 
integrated. For example, name, day of birth, salary and address of each employee. The 
confluence operator is used in chapter 7 for the definition of LISA-D queries. 
name 
confluence 
expr 
[Pu-..,Pn\Q] 
Д[ехрг] (Pop) 
see below 
If P i , . . . , P
n
 and Q are path expressions then [Pi, . . . , P„ | Q] is a path expression, referred 
to as the confluence of P i , . . . , P
n
 under Q. Informally, evaluation of the first component of 
this expression leads to sequences of elements, occurring in the first components of the P< 
(where the i should correspond to the position of the element in the sequence), each related 
to the same element occurring in the second components of the Pi and also occurring in 
the first component of Q, while the second component then contains this shared element. 
Formally: 
μ№ P„ IÇ] ] (PÔP) 
U {«*ι *-> ,*>т*»»-*^ I v12£.Sll [(**.«> e*^  μ[Λ] (Pep)] J 
x€*VM[<J](Pop) 
The effect of the condition can be neutralised by choosing Q = l-pc. As a shorthand, we 
define: [Pu..., Pn] = [P, Pn | lre]. 
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Example 5.3.12 
Suppose that Pi, Р
г
 and Q are path expressions and that Pop is a population such that: 
μ[Ρ,](Ρο
Ρ
) = 
Then: 
АФУ(Рор) = 
μ[<?](Ρορ) = 
αϊ 
α2 
аз 
а* 
Òl 
Ьі 
ί>2 
Ьз 
I I 
І 2 
I I 
Zi 
I j 
1 3 
I I 
I I 
I 2 
І 2 
Xl 
X2 
μ[[Ρι,Ρ2\0}](Ρο?) = 
(а,, 6,) 
(αϊ Л ) 
(α2,ί»ι) 
(аг.бі) 
(аз, Ь2) 
(аз,Ь3) 
Хі 
хі 
I I 
I I 
І 2 
І 2 
The elements occurring ¡η a population are collected by the following path expression: 
ActVals = (J ι 
The definition of the active complement -> (see [Mai88]) uses this path expression. 
Definition 5.3.1 
Let Ρ be a path expression then: -> Ρ = ActVals — ƒ Ρ О 
A set (sequence) of path expressions can be converted to a path expression consisting of sets 
(sequences) constructed from the front elements, by using the set (sequence) constructor. 
The set and the sequence constructor are used for the denotation of instances from power 
and sequence types respectively. 
name 
set 
construction 
sequence 
construction 
expr 
{Pl,...,Pn} 
(Pl,---,Pn) 
Д[ехрг](Рор) 
Double-Set( U 7Γι · ß[Pi\ (Pop)) 
1<·<η 
Sqr · Multi({(n x
n
) | Vi#in[xi € 7Г, · μ[Ρ<] (Pop)]}) 
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The function Double is defined as follows: 
Double(x) = {(i,x)} 
Usually the path expressions P\,...,P
a
 used in a set 01 sequence construction contain on I) 
one value. It should be noted that we allow the number of path expiessions involved in set 
or sequence construction to be zero. 
Example 5.3.13 
Let P, Q be path expressions and Pop α population such that: 
μ[Ρ](Ρορ) = о, t, 
μ[<31(Ρορ) = с! h 
Then: 
μΙ{Λ<?}](Ρο
Ρ
) = 
/•í[C.<?>](Pop) = 
{ai, ci} 
(ai, ci) 
{tti.Ci} 
(ai , Ci) 
The schema constructor allows for the definition of a path expression which is a denotation 
of a function of object types to path expressions. This constructor is used for the denotation 
of instances from schema types. In those cases, the path expressions involved (possibly zero) 
contain at most one element. 
name 
schema 
construction 
expr 
sc(Xl:Pl Xn:Pn) 
/¿[expr] (Pop) 
Double ({<*!, i f t) , . . . , (*„,&.)}) 
with y, € 71"! · μ[Ρ>] (Pop) for each 1 < i < η 
[η some cases, the evaluation of a path expression needs to remain interpretable as a path 
expression. For this purpose, we introduce the freeze operator f, which operates on elements 
rf Ω?£ (in the definition represented by ω
νε
). Evaluation of this operator applied to an 
îlement of Opt simply yields this same element: 
name 
freeze 
expr 
\ω
νε 
/¿[expr] (Pop) 
ωνε 
LSR 
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5.4 Information descriptors 
In this section, the abstract syntax and the semantics of information descriptors in LISA-
D are defined. Information descriptors form the basis of LIS AD. They are used for the 
specification of constraints (see section 5.5), updates (see section 7.4.1.1) and queries (see 
section 7.4.1.2). Most examples in this section are taken from the schema of figure 5.1, 
which captures information about presidents of the USA. This Universe of Discourse served 
as a unified example in a special issue of the ACM Computing Surveys ([FS76]) and was first 
enunciated in [WBGW73]. It should be noted that the schema of figure 5.1 only captures 
part of this Universe of Discourse. Furthermore, in this schema only keys are present, as 
other constraints are not important. 
One of the most important design criteria of LISA-D is readability. Expressions in LISA-
D should look natural (as much as possible) and their formal meaning should be close 
to their intuitive meaning. Furthermore, LISA-D should allow for elegant descriptions of 
information needs. Note that this does not imply the exclusion of "unelegant" descriptions. 
In fact, LISA-D is a very liberal language, not many expressions are syntactically excluded. 
An important step in the definition of LISA-D is the introduction of names for the various 
mathematical objects occurring in the information structure at hand (e.g. object types). 
This makes the actual use of these abstract objects in LISA-D expressions possible. 
5.4.1 The assignment of names 
Object types are assigned a name by the function 
0tim:O-*tf, 
where Я is a set of names. Different object types have different names: 
ONm(ii) = ONm(x2) => Χι = i 2 
The partial function Obj ://>-> О is the left-inverse of ONm, and relates object type names 
to their corresponding object type: 
V*ec> [Obj(ONm(i)) = i] 
In order to improve readability, χ rather than Obj(z) is written, if no confusion can occur. 
The context should clarify whether χ is used as an information descriptor, or as a shorthand 
for Obj(x). 
To predicatore, an identification name may be assigned via the partial function 
PUm:V~S/ 
Identification names should be unique for predicatore belonging to the same fact type: 
PNm(p) = PNm(ç) => ρ = q V Fact(p) φ Fact(ç) 
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Figure 5.1: Part of an information structure dealing with American presidents 
Predicatore of different fact types may have identical identification names. The operator 
. : λί χ Λ/Ί-» V retrieves the predicator that is associated with a given identification name 
within a fact type (if existing): 
VpeP[ONm(Fact(p)).PNm(p)=p] 
For unique identification names, the fact type name may be omitted. Object type names 
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and identification names should be different: 
ran(ONm) Π ran(PNm) = 0 
In binary versions of NIAM (e.g. [Win90] or [VB82]), special names are introduced for 
predicatore, in order to form readable sentences over the information structure. These 
names, referred to as role names, are those names that occur in NIAM schemata close to 
roles. To avoid confusion, we refer to role names as connector names as they correspond to 
special connections (which can be described by means of path expressions) through (binary) 
fact types. Connector names are recorded in the partial function 
RNmrT'^A/' 
Object type names and connector names should be different: 
ran(ONm) П ran(RNm) = 0 
In figure 5.1 connector names are assigned to all predicatore of binary fact types that are 
not a bridge type. Generally speaking, the connector name of a predicator is not identical 
to its identification name as it serves a different purpose. 
As examples of the use of connector names, the sentence 
Hobby of President 
specifies all hobbies of presidents, while the sentence 
Hobby of President having-as-spouse Politician 
specifies all hobbies of presidents with a spouse involved in politics. In NIAM terminology, 
such sentences are called deep structure sentences. They form the basis of the NIAM mod­
elling procedure, and act as a natural language intermediate between application domain 
expert(s) and system analyst(s). Deep structure sentences can be interpreted uniquely if 
each valid combination Object-Name Role-Name Object-Name has a unique interpretation in 
the information structure. This is called the Role Identification Rule (see [Win90]). A 
combination nx np ny is valid if a predicator ρ exists such that: 
ONm(Base(p)) ~ nx 
RNm(p) = np 
and a predicator q € Fact(p), q φ ρ, such that: 
ONm(Base(g)) ~ ny 
The combination nx np ny has a unique interpretation in the information structure, if pred­
icatore ρ and q are unique. In binary NIAM, the restrictions that have to be imposed on 
the assignment of connector names to guarantee uniqueness of ρ and q axe not very severe, 
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though it should be noted that in the case of homogeneous symmetric binary fact types it 
is not always natural to be forced to assign different connector names to the predicatore 
involved. In non-binary NIAM, however, the situation is different. Consider for example 
figure 3.9. The combination ONm(B) RNm(r) ONm(.A) cannot be uniquely interpreted in this 
information structure, as it cannot be resolved whether one has to go from object type В 
to object type A via predicatore г and ρ or via predicatore г and q. Note that it does not 
matter which connector name is assigned to predicator r. We therefore choose a different 
approach for the interpretation of combinations nx np ny. In this approach, we allow ar­
bitrary path expressions to be named. Connector names then simply correspond to path 
expressions of a specific form. Furthermore, ambiguity is resolved, by taking the union of 
all possible interpretations (see section 5.4.2.1), instead of by imposing restrictions on the 
assignment of names. 
As a simple example consider the (ternary) election relation in figure 5.1. To find all persons 
contesting in an election, it would be natural to be able to formulate 
Person contesting-in Election. 
The name contesting-in then is used to denote the path expression pi °V2~- Another example 
is 
Nr-of-votes of Person. 
In this expression, the name of is to be interpreted, in the context of Nr-of-votes and Person 
as the path expression p 3 op,*
-
. 
The partial function 
Path : О x OxM^TE 
assigns, in a given context (two object types), a path expression to a name. The name 
η then can be used as a denotation for a path connecting two object types. In this case, 
name η is said to be a defined name. The definition of the Path function is spread across 
this section. At this point, it can be stated that this function contains at least: 
1. Names of object types. The name ONm(x) of object type χ represents path expression 
x: 
Path(x,x,ONm(x)) = χ 
2. Identification names. If ρ is a predicator having an identification name, then this 
name, PNm(p), describes a path from the base of ρ to its corresponding fact type: 
Path(Base(p), Fact(p), PNm(p)) = ρ 
3. Connector names. If predicator ρ of binary fact type ƒ = {p, g} has a connector name, 
then this name is interpreted as in RIDL: 
Path(Base(p), Base(g), RNm(p)) = ρ o q"~ 
provided ƒ is not a homogeneous fact type with ambiguous connector names (i.e. 
Base(p) = Base(g) Л RNm(p) = RNm(ç)), in which case: 
Path(Base(p), Base(g), RNm(p)) = ρ о q~~ U q ο ρ " 
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5.4.2 Syntax and semantics of information descriptors 
As stated before, LISA-D has a very liberal syntax, especially for information descriptors. 
Some information descriptors are very specific, some are very general, others may not 
even make sense. Rather than excluding senseless information descriptors syntactically, 
the semantic interpretation will yield a void meaning for such constructs. Static semantics 
checks can detect such flaws in information descriptors. In this thesis, however, we will pay 
only marginal attention to static semantic checks. 
The syntax of LISA-D is based on a number of syntactical categories. In this section, 
the category Information Descriptor is introduced. The underlying elementary syntactical 
categories are: Var for variables and Λί for names. The syntactical category Var is the 
disjoint union of the syntactical categories IVar and RVar, which are explained later. The 
naming conventions for instances of these syntactical categories are as follows: P, P', P 1 ( 
Pi, 0, Q are elements of the syntactical category Information Descriptor, ν is an element 
of the syntactical category IVar, w an element of the syntactical category RVar, and η an 
element of the syntactical category ΛΛ 
The semantics of the syntactical category Information Descriptor is given by the valuation 
function 
D : Information Descriptor χ ENV —> VE 
that maps information descriptors on path expressions. This valuation function is defined 
inductively on the structure of information descriptors, a recurrence rule is associated to 
each syntactical construct of the syntactical category Information Descriptor. An infor­
mation descriptor has to be evaluated in the context of an environment. This environment 
contains the current values of the variables, and is a partial function from Vor to VarRange. 
The set VarRange is defined as 
ίίνε
 u
 Constant Denotation 
Variables from IVar can only have values from Ωρε and variables from RVar only from 
Constant Denotation. This is formalised in the definition of assignments in section 7.4.1.3. 
ENV is the set of all possible environments, therefore, e € ENV implies e : Vary- VarRange. 
5.4.2.1 Atomic information descriptors 
The basic building blocks for LISA-D information descriptors are the defined names of AÍ, 
as introduced in the previous section. The meaning of a name is obtained as the sum of all 
possible interpretations as recorded by the Path function. Variables are another elementary 
construct for information descriptors, as they are used to store intermediate results. The 
meaning of a variable (from IVar) is its current value in the environment preceded by the 
freeze operator f as its meaning should be a path expression. Variables from Л аг сап 
be interpreted as information descriptors if their value in the enviroment is a constant. 
Formally, the meaning of the elementary constructs is: 
D[nJ(e) = \JPath{x,y,n) 
Pith(x,v,n)i 
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DMW = {£«> ifeHl 
otherwise 
n i Κ λ — Í €(w) ^ е ( ш ) і ал^ a constant 
1
 ' ^ ' ~ I я-ρε otherwise 
Some examples of atomic information descriptors are names for object types (e.g. Year), and 
connector names (e.g. winning). 
Example 5.4.1 
As a more complex example, consider the information descriptor bom-in. Assuming that 
m schema 5.1, for each predicator the identification name is identical to the connector 
name (if present), the meaning of this information descriptor is: 
D[born in] (e) = Birthyear.born-in 
U Birthyear.born-in о being-birthyear-оГ" 
U Birthstate.born-in 
U Birthstate.born-in o being-birthstate-of~ 
5.4.2.2 Concatenation of information descriptors 
Atomic information descriptors as such are rather limited. The atomic information descrip­
tor born-in, for instance, has a very general meaning. More useful information descriptors 
can be constructed by concatenation: 
D i f i f i d W = D[F,](e)oD[P2](e) 
A crucial effect of concatenation is that it significantly reduces the number of possible 
interpretations of the names involved. Both information descriptors Pi and P2 may have 
a large number of interpretations, if they are used in the context of each other, many of 
these interpretations do not apply anymore. An extreme example would be that of both 
information descriptors having no meaning in each other's context due to the fact that there 
is no connection between the object types involved. The information descriptor born-in Hobby 
serves as an example: 
D[born-in Hobby] (e) = D[born-in] (e) o Hobby 
= B-pt 
Note that it can be statically decided whether a connection exists between two information 
descriptors, which are both defined names. This fact is captured by the first filter property: 
Lemma 5.4.1 Suppose щ and n2 are names, then: 
D [ n i n 2 ] ( e ) = (J Path(x,Zi,ni)oPath(i2,î/,n2) 
cond(z,y ,ζι,«?) 
where cond(x, y, zlt z2) = z\ ~ z2 Λ Path(x, Z\,щ)1 Λ Path(.Z2,y,7i2)l. 
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Proof: 
Suppose zi φ ζ2, then in each population Pop of information structure I , z\ and z2 
have no values in common (axiom PI): Pop(z!)nPop(z2) = 0. Consequently, there 
is no contribution from Path(x,zi,ni)oPath(z2,y, n2) to the result of тіі π 2, for any 1 
and у. G 
As another example of concatenation, consider the information descriptor born-in State, 
which is composed of two atomic information descriptors. 
D[born-in State] (e) = D[born-in] (e) о State 
= Birthstate.born-in о being-birthstate-of о State 
Sometimes, an information descriptor is extended to improve readability only. The in­
formation descriptor born-in State for example, has the same meaning as the information 
descriptor President born-in State. Despite their semantic equivalence, one may find this lat­
ter information descriptor more readable. 
Information descriptors corresponding to object types can also be concatenated, e.g.: 
D[President Person] (e) = President о Person 
= President 
This demonstrates that sometimes a shorter formulation is preferable. The next lemma, the 
second filter property, identifies situations where one can reduce an information descriptor 
without losing information. 
Lemma 5.4.2 Suppose щ and n2 are names of object types X\ and X2 respectively, then: 
ΛΊ Spec Xi V X2 Gen Xx =* В[щ n 2] (e) = B{n:] (e) 
Proof: 
Suppose that щ and n2 are names and X\ and X2 are object types, such that X\ = 
Obj(ni), X2 = Obj(n2), and XiSpecX2 V X2GtnXi. Then, in each population Pop of 
information structure Ι: Ρορ(ΛΊ) Ç Pop(X2). As a result, D[TII n2] (e) = D[rii] (e) in 
each environment е. О 
The identification name of a predicator can be employed in the formulation of informa­
tion descriptors describing paths through objectified fact types. To allow for a natu­
ral formulation of the information descriptor one usually has to choose the identification 
name different from the connector name. As an example, suppose that PNm(p4) = in, in­
stead of PNm(p4) = RNm(p4) = having-as-spouse, in figure 5.1. The information descriptor 
President in Marriage resulting-in Nr-of-children then evaluates to a path expression connecting 
presidents with their number of children: 
D[President in Marriage resulting-in Nr-of-children] (e) 
= President о in о Marriage o resulting-in o resulting-from*~ o Nr-of-children 
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5.4.2.3 Functions, relations and constants 
Constants can be interpreted as information descriptors. The string constant 'Ford G.R.' 
therefore is a valid information descriptor. Formally, if с is a constant, then: 
D[c] (e) = с 
Functions and binary relations from the many-sorted algebra V — (D,F) can be used 
in information descriptors. The expressions 45 + 25 and Nr < 35 are valid examples of 
information descriptors. Formally, if ƒ is an n-ary function and R a binary relation, then: 
D[/(Pi,...,P„)](e) = /(D[P,](e) D[P
n
] (β)) 
D[PRQ](e) = D[P](e)RD[Q](e) 
5.4.2.4 Keywords as information descriptor 
In this section, the defined names are extended with special keywords. These keywords serve 
as an abstraction mechanism for implicit fact types and allow for a considerable reduction 
of the number of user-defined names that have to be introduced for a specific information 
structure. The keywords are illustrated in figure 5.2. 
5.4.2.4.1 Keywords for bridge types 
The keywords WITH and IS-NAME-OF relate object types and label types. The keyword 
WITH relates object types via bridge types to label types, the keyword IS-NAME-OF is its 
inverse: 
f Path(Base(abstr(b)),Base(concr(6)),WITH) = abstr(&)oconcr(6)*~ 
for all b G В: < 
i Path(Base(concr(fc)),Base(abstr(6)), IS-NAME-OF) = concr(ò) oabstr(o)*~ 
These keywords significantly reduce the need for connector names for predicators from 
bridge types. They are particularly useful for entity types that are identified by a single 
label type, since in such cases the bridge types involved are not graphically represented 
(refer to example 4.2.3). This is in fact the case for the entity types in the schema of 
figure 5.1. 
Example 5.4.2 
The information descriptor 
President WITH Person-name 'Ford G.R.' 
yields the president with name 'Ford G.R. '. The information descriptor 
Party-name IS-NAME-OF Party having-as-member President WITH Person-name 'Ford G.R.' 
results in the names of all parties which have president Ford as a registered member. 
a 
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ГТН 
B-NAME-OF INVOLVED-IN 
PART-OF COMPRISING 
CONTAINING 
@B 
(О 
ГЬ 
SEQUENCES 
• ^ E L E M E N T S 
С HAVING 
~^в 
"[ A ] 
A T - P O S m O N 
OCCURRING-IN 
Figure 5.2: Illustration of the meaning of LISA-D keywords 
5.4.2.4.2 Keywords for objectified fact types 
The keywords OF and INVOLVED-IN are intended to facilitate the manipulation of objectified 
fact types. The keyword OF represents all relations between fact type instances and their 
constituent object type instances, the keyword INVOLVED-IN is its inverse: 
for all χ 6 О and ƒ G Τ: 
Path(x, ƒ, INVOLVED-IN) U Я 
( J Ê / , B » M ( Î ) = I 
Path(/,i,OF) U <f 
»е/,Ваи(«)=і 
The union operator in this definition is required to deal with fact types that contain pred­
icatore with identical bases. 
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Example 5.4.3 
The information descriptor 
President INVOLVED-IN Marriage 
relates all married presidents to their respective marriages, while the information de­
scriptor 
Marriage OF President 
relates all marriages to the presidents involved. О 
The combination of the keywords INVOLVED-IN and OF can be used to unite all connections 
via fact types between two given object types. The information descriptor 
Administration INVOLVED-IN OF Person 
for example, relates administrations to persons that were either president or vice-president 
of those administrations. The keyword ASSOCIATED-WITH serves as an abbreviation of this 
combination of keywords allowing for the formulation: 
Administration ASSOCIATED-WITH Person. 
5.4.2.4.3 Keywords for power types 
The keywords IN and CONTAINING verbalise the implicit relation between a power type and 
its underlying element type. The keyword IN relates an element type with its associated 
power type(sj, the keyword CONTAINING is its inverse 
( Path(Elt(z),x,IN) = Z% о e£* 
for all ι € y: { Path(i, Elt(x), CONTAINING) = € £ ο € Γ ~ 
Example 5.4.4 
Ships can be related to the convoy in which they sail (see figure 2.4) via the information 
descriptor 
Ship IN Convoy 
The information descriptor 
Convoy CONTAINING Ship 
relates convoys to their constituent ships. D 
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5.4.2.4.4 Keywords for sequence types 
The implicit fact types for sequence types capture the indexing relations for sequences. 
The keyword SEQUENCES is a generic name for predicatore e'x. Consequently, it relates 
sequences to the sequence membership relations (instances from €z) in which they occur. 
The keyword OCCURRING-IN, does the reverse, it relates sequence membership relations to 
the involved sequences: 
, Pathos,,SEQUENCES) = Ç'z for all ι 6 o: · 
К 
Path(€x,a:, OCCURRING-IN) = e j ~ 
The keyword ELEMENTS is a generic name for predicatore €£. Consequently, it relates 
elements to the sequence membership relations in which they occur. The keyword HAVING, 
does the reverse, it relates sequence membership relations to the involved elements: 
r P»th(Ek(i),e„ ELEMENTS) = e , 
for all ι e о: 'i Path(€x, Elt(x), HAVING) 
The keyword INDICES relates indices to the associated sequence membership relations, while 
the keyword AT-POSITION does the reverse: 
. „ _ , Pith(I,€„ INDICES) = 0»o( 
for all χ € S: 
Л 
Path(6x, I, AT-POSITION) = @Jo« 
Example 5.4.5 
Consider the schema of figure 2.8. The freight cars that are part of the train with 
T-code 'NE 99' are described by: 
Freight-car ELEMENTS OCCURRING-IN Freight-car-sequence of Train WITH T-code 'NE 99'. 
The trams containing freight саг 'A702' are found by: 
Train has Freight-car-sequence SEQUENCES HAVING Freight-car WITH FC-code Ά702'. 
The head freight cars of all trains are found by: 
Freight-car ELEMENTS AT-POSITION 1. 
α 
5.4.2.4.5 Keywords for schema types 
The keywords COMPRISING and PART-OF deal with the relations between instances of schema 
types and instances of their constituent object types. The keyword COMPRISING relates 
instances of schema types to instances of object types of their decomposition, the keyword 
PART-OF does the reverse: 
ƒ Path(z,y,COMPRISING) = К, °*і~ 
for all χ € С, χ -< у: < , . . 
ì Pathfo,i,PART-OF) = € ^ о € | ^ 
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Example 5.4.6 
Consider the schema of figure 2. IS. The information descriptor 
Output PART-OF Activity-graph 
results in the output relations occurring in activity graphs. The information descriptor 
Activity-graph COMPRISING Output 
results in the activity graphs which contain at least one output relation. О 
5.4.2.5 Logical connectors and set operators 
The LISA-D logical connectors AND-ALSO, OR-ELSE and BUT-NOT have a meaning very sim­
ilar to that of their logical counterparts. The LISA-D set operators INTERSECTION, UNION 
and MINUS correspond to the well-known set operators intersection, union, and difference. 
The logical connectors ignore the values in the second component of the information de­
scriptors involved, the set operators do not. The NOT operator is based on the active 
complement as defined for path expressions. 
D[P AND-ALSO P'l(e) = fD[P\ (e)n f Ό[Ρ ] (e) 
D[P INTERSECTION P'J (e) = D[P] (е)ПО[Р'](е) 
Ώ{Ρ OR-ELSE P'j (e) = f Ώ[Ρ] (e)U f D[P'] (e) 
D[P UNION P'J (e) = D[P](e)UD[P'](e) 
D[P BUT-NOT/*] (e) = fD[P] (e) - f D [ P ] (e) 
D[P MINUS f ] (e) = D[P](e)-D[P']{e) 
D[NOTP](e) = ->DlP](e) 
Example 5.4.7 
To find the presidents that were born in California and served four years, one can 
formulate: 
President(born-in State WITH State-name 'California' 
AND-ALSO 
serving Nr-of-years WITH Nr 4). 
Example 5.4-8 demonstrates the use of the UNION operator. В 
5.4.2.6 Transitive closure 
The information descriptor ANY-REPETITION-OF Ρ describes the transitive closure of infor­
mation descriptor P, and is defined as follows: 
D[ANY-REPETITION-OFP](e) = (D[P] (e))+ 
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Example 5.4.8 
Consider the construction of formulas m figure 2.17. Suppose V « on information 
descriptor describing some set of variables. All formulas that contain variables from V, 
but are not variables themselves, are obtained by the following information descriptor 
Formula ANY-REPETITION-OF (having-left-argument UNION having-right-argument) V 
The expression 
ANY-REPETITION-OF (having-left-argument UNION having-right-argument) 
connects formulas to all their subformulas. By concatenating V, the restriction to 
variables from V is realised. The information descriptor Formula has no effect and is 
only added to improve readability. • 
Example 5.4.9 
Another example of the use of the transitive closure can be found m the schema of 
figure 2.13. According to this schema, activities may have a decomposition, consisting 
of substates and subactixniies. Subactivities may have a decomposition as well. The 
relation between activities, and their corresponding subactivities, subsubactivities, etc., 
is captured by the following expression: 
ANY-REPETITION-OF (Activity decomposed-into Activity-graph COMPRISING Activity) 
This information descriptor relates activities to the activities occurring m their direct 
or indirect decompositions. О 
5.4.2.7 Correlation 
The following information descriptor yields the presidents who where inaugurated at an age 
younger than 45 years. 
President being-president-of Administration inaugurated-in Year WITH Year-nr 
< 
45 + Year-nr IS-N AM Ε-OF Year being-birthyear-of THAT President 
Information descriptors of this type are called correlation expressions. Correlation expres­
sions can be used to avoid variables in some cases. Naturally, not every expression using 
variables can be formulated as a correlation expression. The formal semantics of a correla­
tion expression is defined as: 
D[P THAT O] (e) = Ό[Ρ О] (e) Πθ[0] (e) 
Usually, the second information descriptor involved (i.e. O) is the name of an object type. 
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5.4.2.8 Type coercions 
In LISA-D several type coercion operators exist. They can be divided in two categories: 
1. Conversion of the population of an information descriptor to a single value. This value 
can again be used as an information descriptor. 
2. Conversion of the population of an information descriptor to a population of a different 
type. 
Operators from the two categories are discussed successively. Coercions that lead to a single 
value of a label type typically perform some computation. 
1. The function NUMBER-OF counts the number of elements (including duplicates!) oc-
curring in an information descriptor. 
D[NUMBER-OFP](e) = Cnt(D[Fj(e)) 
Example 5.4.10 
The number of presidents that were born in Virginia is given by: 
NUMBER-OF President born-in State WITH State-name 'Virginia' 
α 
2. The function SUM adds the elements occurring in the first component of an information 
descriptor (including duplicates). This function is only applicable if addition is defined 
for the elements in the first component of the involved information descriptor. 
D(SUMP](e) = Sum(D[P](e)) 
Example 5.4.11 
The total number of children of presidents is found by: 
SUM Nr IS-NAME-OF Nr-of-children resulting-from Marriage 
D 
3. The functions MIN and MAX calculate the minimal and the maximal element occurring 
in the first component of an information descriptor. These functions require the exis­
tence of an ordering on the elements occurring in the first component of the involved 
information descriptor. 
D[MINPl(e) = Min(D[PJ(e)) 
D[MAXP](e) = Max(D[P](e)) 
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Example 5.4.12 
The highest age of death of a president is found by: 
MAX Nr IS-NAME-OF Age being-age-at-death-of President 
For the second type of coercion the following operators are available: 
1. Multiple occurrences are filtered from the result of an information descriptor by the 
use of the DISTINCT operator: 
D[DISTINCT Ρ] (e) = ds(D[P)(e)) 
Example 5.4.13 
An example of the application of this operator is 
DISTINCT State being-birthstate-of President 
as some states are birthstate of more than one president. О 
2. The elements in an information descriptor Ρ can be grouped into sets, according to a 
certain grouping criterion Q, using the LISA-D group operator: 
B[GROUP Ρ BY Q] (e) = V?(D[P] (e),D[Q](e)) 
Example 5.4.14 
The information descriptor 
GROUP President BY President having-as Hobby 
groups presidents sharing a hobby. О 
3. The coercion from sets to elements from these sets is achieved by the UNITE opera­
tor. Naturally, it is required that the elements in the first component of the involved 
information descriptor are sets themselves. 
D[UNITEPj(e) = T(D[P](e)) 
Example 5.4.15 
The information descriptor 
UNITE Convoy 
yields all ships sailing in a convoy. О 
4. The elements in an information descriptor Ρ can be ordered, according to an ordering 
criterion Q, using the LISA-D sort operator: 
D[SORT P B Y Q ] ( e ) = ф(р{Р](е),и{ЯШ) 
Example 5.4.16 
The information descriptor 
SORT President dying-at Age WITH Nr BY Nr < Nr 
orders presidents on their age of death. D 
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5.4.2.9 Generators 
Generators are operators required for the formulation of special type9 of constraints. 
D[P TIMES ΡΊ(ε) = D[P](e)xD|[P'](e) 
D[ALL-SUBSETS-OF P] (e) = p(p[P] (e)) 
Example 5.4.17 
The information descriptor 
President TIMES State 
combines all presidents with all states. The information descriptor 
ALL-SUBSETS-OF Ship 
yields all possible sets of ships. Obviously, all convoys are part of this information 
descriptor. Π 
5.4.2.10 Denotations 
In this section, constructions are introduced that facilitate the denotation of object instances 
used in information descriptors considerably. For this purpose, structured constants are 
introduced via the syntactical category Constant Denotation, with the following abstract 
syntax: 
с constants 
w variables 
d\,..., die denotation of entities 
[di,..., dk] denotation of facts 
ІЯі *di,...,qic* dk] alternative denotation of facts 
{¿ i . . . , dk} denotation of power type instances 
(di, . . . , dk) denotation of sequence type instances 
[Xi —» {d} , . . . , ¿ i , , } , . . .,Xn—* { ί ί ? , . . . ^ ^ } ] denotation of schema type instances 
where с is a Constant name, w € RVar, each d* is a Constant Denotation, each qx € ran(PNm) 
ind each X, € ran(ONm). 
As variables from RVar are assigned a value from the syntactical category Constant De-
notation, the interpretation of an object type with name X followed by a variable w from 
RVar is defined as: 
1 J v
 ' [ βρε otherwise 
Values of a label type named L can be used in information descriptors as follows: 
0[L : c] (e) = D[L c] (e) 
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Example 5.4.18 
The expression Person-name:'Eisenhower D D ' u e valid information descriptor. О 
Consider example 4.2.6. To denote a concrete address, while only using the constructs that 
have been introduced so far, one would have to write: 
Address(in Street(in Community WITH C-name 'New York' 
AND-ALSO 
WITHS-name 'Fifth Avenue') AND-ALSO WITH H-nr 17) 
Obviously, one would prefer to write: 
Address: 'New York', 'Fifth Avenue', 17 
This is an example of an entity denotation. The formal definition of entity denotations uses 
the functions Ident and Copred introduced in section 4.2.2.2. If E is the name of an entity 
type, then: 
D[£:<fi dk]{e) = Obj(£)o Д ^ (Copred(p,)op,~ οΌ[Β, : a\] (e)) 
where p, = ldent(Obj(E))<t> and Bx = ONm(Base(p,)). 
The function Ident has been extended to fact types in section 4.2.2.4. This extension allows 
or the denotation of fact type instances as sequences of values. The ordering as defined in 
,he function Ident can then be used to determine which value corresponds to which base. 
\n instance of a fact type named F can therefore be denoted as a structured constant of 
,he form [d\,...,dk]. The formal interpretation is given by: 
O[F:[d
u
...,dk)](e) = О Ь І ( Л О Д Я Р Г О О [ Л Г , : <Ц(е)) 
where ρ, = ldent(Obj(F))<l> and Nt = ONm(Base(pt)). 
Example 5.4.19 
President Eisenhower was president during administration 49- The corresponding in­
stance of fact type Admin-pers can be denoted as: 
Admin-pers : [49, 'Eisenhower DD'] 
if 
ldent(Obj(Admin-pers)) = (Admin-pers.headed-by, Admin-pers.being-president-of) 
D 
The identification names of the predicatore of a fact type can also be used in the denotation 
)f its instances. In this case, fact type instances of a fact type named F are denoted as 
¡tructured constants of the form [q\ * di,..., qic * dk], where ?i, - . . , ft are the names of the 
Dredicators of F. The formal interpretation is: 
D[F: [ft* r i , , . . . , ft* 4]l(e) = Obj(F)o n^F.qr oO[Nt : d,](e)) 
where Nt = ONm(Base(F.g,)). 
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Example 5.4.20 
The fact type instance of the previous example can be denoted as: 
Admin-pers : [headed-by * 49, being-president-of * 'Eisenhower O D'] 
Evidently, the advantage of this new type of denotation is that the assignments m the 
function Ident need not be known. However, this example demonstrates that denotations 
of this new form can be far less elegant. О 
The denotation of an instance of a power type consists of a set of denotations of its elements: 
D[G:{di <Ml(e) = 0 0 J ( G ) O { D [ X : dx) (e),... ,D[X : d t](e)} 
where X = ONm(Elt(Obj(G))). 
Example 5.4.21 
A convoy (see figure 2.4) consisting of ships 'S101' and 'S102' (instances of label type 
S-codej con be denoted as: 
Convoy : {'1017102'} 
D 
The denotation of instances of a sequence type consists of a sequence of denotations of its 
elements: 
D[5:(d I l . . . ,d f c )](e) = Ob¡(S)o(o{X: di]{e),...,D[X· à„](e)) 
where X = ONm(Elt(Obj(S))). 
Example 5.4.22 
A freight car sequence (see figure 2.28) consisting of freight cars 'FC96' and 'FC99' 
(instances of label type FC-codeJ, respectively, can be denoted as: 
Freight-car-sequence : ('FC96ÏFC99') 
D 
The denotation of schema type instances makes use of the object types in its decomposition 
and the denotations of the involved instances of these object types: 
D[C : [ * , - » {dj С } * „ - { ¿ ? C}] ] (<0 = 
Obj(C) оЦоЦрГО : {D[X, : d\] (e) D[X, : d J J (e)}, 
Obj(X
n
) : {n[X
n
 : df] (e),. . . ,u[X
n
 : <£,„] (e)}) 
where Χχ,..., X
n
 are the names of the object types occurring in the decomposition of the 
schema type named C. 
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Example 5.4.23 
Suppose that in the schema of figure 2.13: 
ldent(Obj(lnput)) = (Input.¡s-input-of, lnput.has-as-input) 
ldent(Obj(Output)) = (Output.has-as-output, Output.is-output-of) 
The left most activity diagram of figure 2.12 can then be denoted as: 
Activity-graph : [Activity —• {Αι}, Input -* {[Si, Αι]}, 
State - {Su 5 2 }, Output -^ {[Au 52]}] 
5.5 Constraints 
In this section, the extension of LISA-D with the syntactical category Predicate is discussed 
Predicates are not only used for expressing static constraints, but also for expressing pre-
and postconditions (see chapter 7). The semantics of predicates is defined by the function 
Ρ : Predicate χ POPj χ ENV -• Bool 
In the abstract syntax, Ρ is an element of the syntactical category Information Descriptor 
and C, C\ and C72 are elements of the syntactical category Predicate. 
Information descriptors are the most elementary predicates. They evaluate to 'true' if anc 
only if their population is nonempty. From the elementary predicates, new predicates car 
be formed using well-known constructs of first order predicate logic: 
PIP] (Pop, e) = μ[Β[Ρ] (e)] (Pop) φ 0 
P[CiANDC2J(Pop,e) = P[Ci] (Pop, e) Λ P[C21 (Pop, e) 
P[C1ORC2](Pop,e) = РІСгі](Р»Р.е) Р[С2](Рор,е) 
P[NO C\ (Pop, e) = --P[C] (Pop, e) 
PÏFOR-EACH ι IN PHOLDSCJ (Pop.e) = V„^ 1 . / l [ D [ P ] ( e ) 1 ( p e p ) [p[C] (Ρορ,εθ {χ : ¡y}})] 
The construction lx : |î/j}} is correct, as each multiset is also a path expression. For thf 
meaning of the φ operator we refer to appendix A. New constructs can be derived as usual 
for example: 
FOR-SOME a; IN Ρ HOLDS С = NO FOR-EACH χ IN Ρ HOLDS NO С 
Example 5.5.1 
The constraint stating that for each president the year of birth should be recorded cai 
be expressed as: 
FOR-EACH ρ IN President HOLDS ρ born-in Year 
This constraint can graphically be represented by a total role constraint. С 
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Example 5.5.2 
A constraint stating that presidents should not be younger than 20 years can be ex-
pressed as: 
NO President being-president-of Administration inaugurated-in Year WITH Year-nr 
< 
20 + Year-nr IS-NAME-OF Year being-birthyear-of THAT President 
D 
Example 5.5.3 
In Data Flow Diagrams (see section 2.3.2), a Data-Flow should not have a Terminator 
os source and as destination. This constraint can be formulated, using the meta-model 
of figure 2.25, as: 
NO Terminator produces Data-Flow is-input-for Terminator 
D 
Example 5.5.4 
A more complex example m the context of Activity Graphs (see figure 2.13) is the rule 
that forbids recursive decomposition of activities (e.g. an activity containing itself as 
subactimty). 
NO Activity 
ANY-REPETITION-OF (Activity decomposed-into Activity-graph COMPRISING Activity) 
THAT Activity 
D 
The special predicate, true, will prove to be useful in chapter 7. The predicate false is 
introduced for symmetry reasons. 
P[true] (Pop, e) = true 
P[false] (Pop, e) = false 
Two useful set comparison operators can be defined as abbreviations: 
Pi INCLUDES P2 = NO(P2 BUT-NOTPi) 
Pi EQUALS P2 = {Pi INCLUDES P2) AND (P2 INCLUDES Pj) 
Instead of Pi EQUALS P2 we also write Pi = P2. 
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Example 5.5.5 
The constraint that each administration should be headed by a person can be formulated 
as: 
Administration EQUALS Administration headcd-by Person 
D 
Textual equivalents for the graphical constraints defined in chapter 3 can also be introduced. 
A uniqueness constraint, for example, can be defined by a declaration of the form: 
UNIQUE(i\ :
 P l Fn : pn) 
where p, is the identification name of a predicator occurring in the fact type named Ft. The 
formal interpretation is given by: 
Р [ и М О и Е ^ : р
ь
. . . , ^ : р
п
] ( Р о р , е ) = Pop (= unique^ . P l , . . . , Fn.pn) 
Example 5.5.6 
The key on fact type Admin-pers can be textually specified as: 
UNIQUE(Admin-pers:headed-by,Admin-pers:being-president-of) 
D 
Subtype defining rules can also be specified using LISA-D predicates. Examples are given in 
figure 2.20. It should be noted however, that the well-formedness rules defined for subtype 
defining rules (see section 3.10) would have to be redefined. 
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Chapter 6 
Process Modelling 
6.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapters focus was on the modelling of static aspects of a Universe of Dis-
course. Dynamic aspects, such as actions and their execution order, were not considered. 
In this chapter, the Task Structure Diagramming Technique is introduced. Task structure 
diagrams (or task structures for short) capture the dynamic aspects of a Universe of Dis-
course. They model the initiation of tasks, moments of choice, parallelism, synchronisation 
etc. As focus is solely on dynamic aspects, task structures do not model flows of data. The 
reason for this omission is that we believe that a strict separation between control flows 
and data flows facilitates analysis of process models. 
An informal introduction to task structures is presented in section 6.2. The syntax of task 
structures is defined in section 6.3. In section 6.4, the formal semantics of task structures 
is defined by means of a translation to Process Algebra [BW90a]. Process Algebra involves 
the study of concurrent communicating processes in an algebraic framework. As many 
views of what exactly constitutes a process exist, the theory avoids trying to capture all 
possible properties a process may have. Instead, it treats processes in an axiomatic way. 
Throughout the years Process Algebra has proved its value in various application domains 
(see e.g. [Bae90]). In section 6.5 equivalence of task structures is considered. 
6.2 Informal introduction to task structures 
In [Bot89] task structures were introduced to describe problem solving processes. The 
graphical formalism of task structures and the possibility to specify decomposition, offers 
an easy way to view tasks at different levels of abstraction. In [WH092] task structures were 
extended and given a formal semantics (using Predicate Transition nets) for the description 
of ways of working in information system development methods. In task structures as de-
fined in [WH092], sequential execution, iteration, choice and parallelism can be expressed. 
Explicit synchronisation however, cannot be dealt with satisfactorily. Furthermore, at each 
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moment of choice, it is possible to terminate, which is not always desirable. To solve 
these two problems, we will extend task structures to allow for the explicit definition of 
synchronisation and termination options. 
The central notion in task structures is the notion of a task. A task is defined as something 
that has to be performed in order to achieve a certain goal. A task can be defined in terms 
of other tasks, referred to as its subtasks. This process, which is called decomposition, has 
to be carried out until a desired level of detail has been reached. Performing a task may 
involve choices between subtasks, decisions represent these moments of choice. Decisions 
coordinate the execution of tasks. In figure 6.1 the important notions of task structures as 
presented in [WH092] are represented graphically. 
"~ — _ __ decomposition 
task 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
Figure 6.1: Example of a task structure 
In figure 6.1 triggers, graphically represented as arrows, model sequential order. Initial 
items are those task objects, i.e. tasks or decisions, that have to be performed first as part 
DÌ the execution of a task that has a decomposition. Due to iterative structures, it may not 
Θ 
initial task 
decision 
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always be clear which task objects are initial. Therefore, this has to be indicated explicitly 
(an omission in [Bot89]). Finally, tasks with the same name have the same decomposition, 
e.g. the tasks named В in figure 6.1. 
In the task structure diagramming technique as defined in [WH092], every decision implic­
itly has the option "termination". Choosing this option implies termination of the execution 
path of that decision. If this execution path is the only active execution path of the super-
task, the supertask terminates as well. If a decision may not lead to termination, this has to 
be specified in its so-called decision rule. Decision rules as such are not part of task struc­
tures, since they are in general not only concerned with process aspects but with data as 
well. We argue that for the formal analysis of task structures it is imperative that for each 
decision it is explicitly indicated whether it may lead to termination or not. Therefore, ter­
minating decisions have to be graphically distinguishable from non-terminating decisions. 
We adopt the graphical convention as shown in figure 6.2. 
# 
Figure 6.2: Graphical representation of terminating decisions 
Another omission in task structures as defined in [WH092], is the possibility of explicitly 
defining synchronisation. The lower decision in figure 6.1 may be executed after termination 
of either tasks B, E or F. 4 the stipulation of that decision as subsequent to termination 
of tasks B, E, and F is needed, a corresponding decision rule has to be specified. We 
argue however that a separate construct would be more appropriate, the synchroniser, to 
deal with synchronisation. This is more explicit than "hidden" decision rules and would, 
as in the case of terminating decisions, facilitate the formal analysis of task structures. In 
figure 6.3 a task structure with a synchroniser is shown. In this figure, task E can only be 
performed after termination of both tasks В and C. Task D however is only contingent 
upon termination of task B. This form of synchronisation cannot be modelled using the 
task structures of [WH092], where synchronisation can only be achieved by the use of 
decomposition. 
As a concrete example of a task structure, consider figure 6.4. This task structure is 
adapted from [Wij91] and models the overall way of working of the Yourdon method [You89]. 
This method starts with a Survey, followed by an Analysis phase. After the /Inoliti 
phase, one can start with Acceptance test generation, Procedure description and Design. 
Design is followed by the Implementation and if necessary, by a database conversion. The 
decomposition of the task Perform database conversion if necessary is shown in figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.3: Example of a task structure containing a synchroniser 
From this decomposition, it follows that a database conversion only has to be performed if 
a current database exists. 
When the Acceptance test generation, the Procedure description and the Implementation 
have been performed, the Quality assurance can be started. After the Quality assurance 
and the possible database conversion, the Installation can be started. 
6.3 Syntax of task structures 
A task structure comprises the following components: 
1. A set X of task objects. X is the (disjoint) union of a set of synchronisers W, a set 
of tasks Τ and a set of decisions 1С. In K. we distinguish a subset ICt consisting of the 
terminating decisions. We define U, the set of non-synchronisers, as Τ (J 1С. 
2. A relation Trig Ç Χ χ X of triggers. 
3. A function Name : Τ —• V yielding the name of a task, where V is a set of names. 
4. A partial decomposition function Sup : X >-• V. If Sup(x) = v, this means that task 
object χ is part of the decomposition of v. 
5. A partial function [nit С Sup yielding the initial items of a task. 
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1 
Survey 
(Perform database 
conversion ι Γ 
necessary 
Figure 6.4: Example of a task structure 
Task structures are required to have a unique task, in the top of the decomposition hierarchy. 
For this task the decomposition function should be undefined, i.e. 
a!(6r[SUp(i)î] 
In the remainder, we call this unique task, the main task and refer to it as t0. Using 
the terminology of graph theory, this requirement stipulates that the decomposition hier-
archy of task structures should be rooted. Contrary to [WH092], we do not require the 
decomposition hierarchy to be acyclic, but allow recursive decomposition structures. 
Finally, triggers should not cross task boundaries: 
Trig(xi,i2) => Sup(xj) = Sup(i2) 
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Perform database 
conversion if necessary 
( ^ i 
Does a current 
database exist? 
Database 
conversion 
4 J 
Figure 6.5: Decomposition of task Perform database conversion if necessary 
6.4 Semantics of task structures 
In this section the semantics of task structures is defined by means of a translation to 
Process Algebra ([BW90a]). Process Algebra has been applied to specify and verify a 
variety of processes and protocols (see e.g. [Bae90]). One of its virtues is its ability to prove 
equivalence of process specifications. Another advantage of Process Algebra is that it has 
few concepts but a great expressive power. As an algebraic theory Process Algebra belongs 
to the same family as CCS [МІІ89] and CSP [Hoa85]. 
In section 6.4.1 a short introduction to the important ingredients of Process Algebra is 
given. For an in-depth treatment we refer to [BW90a]. In section 6.4.2 the translation of 
task structures to Process Algebra is defined. 
6.4.1 Process Algebra 
Although the name Process Algebra suggests a single algebra to describe processes, it 
actually refers to a whole family of algebras based on the same principles. Traditionally, 
only the family member used is presented. 
The units of Process Algebra are atomic actions. The set of all atomic actions is called A. 
Although they are units of calculation, atomic actions need not be indivisible (see [GW89]). 
Starting with atomic actions, new processes can be constructed by applying sequential and 
alternative composition ("·" resp. " + " ) . Table 6.1 summarises the axioms defining these 
operators. The algebra that results is called basic process algebra (BPA). As a convention, 
the names of atomic actions are written in lowercase (e.g. a, b, red_nose_reindeer), while 
process variables are written in uppercase (e.g. A, B, RUDOLPH). Normally, the · will be 
omitted unless this results in ambiguity. 
A special constant δ, deadlock, denotes the inaction, or impossibility to proceed. As a rule, 
such a situation is to be avoided. The axioms in table 6.2 are therefore obvious. 
l· 
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X + Y = 
(X + Y) + Z = 
x + x = 
(X + Y)-Z = 
(XY)-Z = 
Table 6.1 
X + 6 -. 
6-X --
Table 6.2: i 
Y + X 
X+(Y + Z) 
X 
XZ + YZ 
X{Y-Z) 
: BPA 
= X 
= δ 
) axioms 
(Al) 
(A2) 
(A3) 
(A4) 
(A5) 
(A6) 
(A7) 
Within BPA process expressions describing sequential processes with choices can be for­
mulated. To add parallelism, an additional operator has to be introduced. This operator, 
called (free) merge and denoted as ||, is defined with the aid of an auxiliary operator (|_, the 
left-merge (see table 6.3). 
X\\Y = XtY + YtX (Ml) 
alX = aX (M2) 
aXlY = a{X\\Y) (M3) 
(X + Y)tZ = XtZ + YiZ (M4) 
Table 6.3: Merge 
Another special constant ε, the empty action, is used to denote the process that does 
nothing but terminate successfully. Its axioms are stated in table 6.4. 
After adding e, processes may terminate directly. The termination operator yj determines 
whether or not this termination option is present for a given process. Its axioms are listed 
in table 6.5. 
To include the empty process in parallel composition, the definition of the merge needs to be 
modified (see table 6.6). Specifically, parallel processes are now able to choose termination 
at any moment. Note that from axioms M2, A9 and TM2 it follows that ε </• A. 
Axioms Al-9, TEl-4 and TM1-4 define Process Algebra with the empty action (PAE). 
Within the context of PAC we define the translation of task structures as defined in [WH092]. 
The incorporation of synchronisers in the translation requires an extension of PA£. 
To allow parallel processes to exchange information (i.e. communicate) the definition of 
parallel composition, TM1-4, has to be modified. The extended version (see table 6.7) 
introduces the communication merge |. 
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Χε = Χ (A8) 
ε·Χ = Χ (A9) 
Table 6.4: ε axioms 
VM = ε (TEI) 
ν/(α) = δ (ΤΕ2) 
V(X + Y) = V(X) + V(Y) (ТЕЗ) 
V(X-Y) = V(X)-V(Y) (TE4) 
Table 6.5: Termination operator 
The modified definition has to be completed with the definition of the communication func­
tion 7, defined over pairs of atomic actions. The axioms covering this definition are listed 
in table 6.8. Specific process specifications will have to define the (partial) communication 
function 7. This function is both commutative and associative. The axioms of table 6.8 
assume that communication is binary, although, higher order communication is permitted 
as well. 
Finally, one needs a way to prevent the isolated occurrence of atomic actions meant to 
communicate with other actions. This is achieved through the encapsulation operator дн-
In fact it is a whole family of operators, one for each H Ç A. The axioms of дн are 
listed in table 6.9. Note that by this definition the termination operator y/ is equal to дл-
The system BPA + A6-9 + TE1-4 + CMl-9 + CF1-2 + Dl-4 is called ACPt (Algebra of 
Communicating Processes). It is within ACP£ that a translation of task structures with 
synchronisers is defined. 
6.4.2 Translating task structures to Process Algebra 
This section starts with a definition of the semantics of task structures as described in 
[WH092], followed by a definition of the semantics of the extended task structures. 
Task structures as defined in [WH092], have the property that W = 0 and K,t = 1С. For 
every task object χ 6 X, we introduce an object E
x
. Intuitively, E
x
 should be seen as an 
X\\Y = XtY + YtX + J(X)y/(Y) (TM1) 
εΙΧ = δ (TM2) 
aXlY = a(X\\Y) (ТМЗ) 
{Χ + Υ)ΙΖ = XtZ + YlZ (ΤΜ4) 
Table 6.6: Merge with ε 
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X\\Y = XlY + YlX + X\Y + y/{X),/{Y) 
εΙΧ = δ 
αΧΙΥ = a(X\\Y) 
{X + Y)tZ = xtz + Ytz 
ε\Χ = δ 
Χ\ε = δ 
aX\bY = (a\b)(X\\Y) 
{Χ + Υ)\Ζ = Χ\Ζ + Υ\Ζ 
Χ\{Υ + Ζ) = Χ\Υ + Χ\Ζ 
(CM1) 
(CM2) 
(CM3) 
(CM4) 
(CM5) 
(CM6) 
(CM7) 
(CM8) 
(CM9) 
Table 6.7: Merge for communicating processes 
a\b = 7(a,6) if 7(a,6)1 (CF1) 
α 16 = δ otherwise (CF2) 
Table 6.8: The communication function 
intry point for task object x. 
іч>г every task t 6 Τ we have the following equation in Process Algebra: 
Et = Name(í) · || Ex 
\ie*,T«g(i,ï) 
rhis equation states that executing a task is executing the body of the task followed by 
sxecuting, in parallel, the task objects it triggers. The set of atomic actions A is defined as 
Й\гап(5ир), where ran(Sup) is assumed to be in the set of process variables. To comply with 
,he notational conventions of Process Algebra, we denote the elements of A in lowercase 
md the elements in ran(Sup) in uppercase. 
t should be noted that some tasks do not trigger any other task objects. In that case, the 
Tierge is specified over the empty set. This exception is dealt with by defining the merge 
)ver the empty set to be the empty action ε as this is the neutral element for the merge. 
дн{а) = aliai Η ( D 1 ) 
дн{а) = бііаеН (D2) 
ΘΗ(Χ + Υ) = дн(Х) + дн( ) (D3) 
дніХ-Y) = дн{Х)-дн{ ) (D4) 
Table 6.9: дн axioms 
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Therefore, if no task objects χ exist, such that Trig(£, i ) , the equation for task t reduces to 
Et = Name(t). 
For every decision A; € Kt we have the following equation in Process Algebra: 
Ek = Σ £ * + ε 
xe*,Trig(jt,x) 
The execution of a decision involves the choice between one of the task objects that are 
output of that decision and termination. Although not very likely from a practical point 
of view, in theory it is possible that a decision does not have any output triggers. For 
completeness' sake, we therefore define the sum over the empty set to be J as this is the 
neutral element with respect to summation. 
Execution of a decomposed task involves the initiation of all initial items in parallel. There­
fore, for every V e ran(Sup) we have: 
V = || E, 
xe#,in¡t(i)=v 
The whole system is denoted by: Et0-
Figure 6.6: Example of a task structure 
Example 6.4.1 
The following set of Process Algebra equations is the result of applying the previous 
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translation to the task structure of figure 6.6: 
Eu, = M 
M = Etl 
Etl = a(EtJEtì) 
Et2 = b(EtJEdl) 
£ t , = с · Edl 
Et< = a 
Edl = Etl + Ets + ε 
Eti = e 
The whole system is denoted by: Eta. • 
[f we have non-terminating decisions {KLt С AC) as well, we define for each к € К. \ ICt: 
Ek = Σ,Εχ + δ 
xex,Tt>s(k,x) 
Note that if a поп-terminating decision does not have any output triggers, it will inevitably 
result in a deadlock. Otherwise, the δ is removed by axiom A6. 
The introduction of synchronisers complicates the translation to a certain extent. Every 
synchroniser holds execution until all its input task objects have terminated. This can be 
achieved through a rather unusual use of the communication operator. Every task object χ 
which triggers synchroniser w starts an atomic action a
xw
 after termination. A synchroniser 
is started upon availability of all the atomic actions of its input task objects. Therefore, the 
communication function has to be defined for the a's of each synchroniser. As a synchroniser 
can have more than two input task objects, communication is not necessarily binary, which 
is quite uncommon indeed. Binary communication could be used at the expense of some 
additional definitions. The equation for a task t € Τ now is: 
Et = Name(<) ( II E» I II "·< 
\ueU,Trig(í,u) lu€W,Ti¡g(í,ii() 
As can be seen, tasks now produce a unique atom for all their output synchronisers. 
For decisions a similar change as for tasks has to be made. For a non-terminating decision 
fc € К \ ICt we have: 
Ek = Σ
 E
» + Σ σΜ- + s 
u€U,Tr¡g(fc,u) weW,Trif(fc,w) 
For a terminating decision к e fCt we have: 
Ek = Σ Eu + £ ак,ш + ε 
ueU,Trig(fc,u) w£WJrig(k,w) 
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The definition of a synchroniser comprises three parts: an equation, a definition of the 
communication function and its encapsulation set. The equation for a synchroniser w Ç W 
is similar to the equation for a task, except tha t no action is needed: 
Ew = Eu il oWtV/ 
u€W,Trig(u),u) iu'eW,Trig(«;,ur') 
The communication function is defined as: 
0~x,u> = £ | | 
x£^,Trig(x,UF) 
From this it is clear that all input task objects have to be ready before the synchroniser is 
initiated. It should be noted that the above equation is only present for synchronisers that 
can be triggered by other task objects, i.e. w € Vv such tha t ¡x € X \ Trig(i, w)} φ e. 
In order to assure that the a 's are used only to trigger the synchroniser, the encapsulation 
operator, дн, has to be applied. For each synchroniser w € W the associated encapsulation 
set Hw is defined as: 
Я«, = {tfx.u, | Trig(x, w)} 
For every V € ran(Sup) we now have: 
V =
 dHv\ || E 
where 
Ну = \j #ш 
iueW,Sup(ui)=V 
Note that the definition of V implies that synchronisers that are an initial item can proceed 
directly when the associated supertask is initiated, even if they have other input triggers. 
Therefore, the task structures of figure 6.7 are equivalent. 
The system is denoted by: Eto. 
Example 6.4.2 
Consider the task structure of figure 6.8. Application of the previously described trans­
lation yields: 
Et(1 = M 
M = дн„{Е
и
) 
Et¡ = a-{Etl II Et3) 
Etl = Ь-(£(4 ΙΙσΐ3,«ι) 
Е
ІЗ
 =
 с - σ<3,«ι 
Е
и
 = d 
Eu = e 
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Figure 6.7: Two equivalent task structures 
where 
Figure 6.8: Example of a task structure with synchroniser 
aij,«i Ι σί3,»ι — σ<3,«ι Ι σ«ι,«ι - Еч 
Им = Я , , 
Htl = {σί,,,,,σ,,,,,} 
This system is denoted by: Et0- E 
6.5 Equivalence of task structures 
When designing a task structure, choices between alternative formulations have to be made. 
It may be desirable to find equivalent task structures that have less or more parallelism, that 
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are more compact, or that are more generic (i.e. one task structure contains the other as one 
of its possibilities). To find these alternatives and guide the choices, an equivalence notion 
for task structures is needed. In the previous section the translation of task structures to 
Process Algebra was presented. The axioms of ACP£ can be applied to the resulting Process 
Algebra expressions to derive equivalent forms. However, processes that are observationally 
the same cannot always be proved equivalent within this system of axioms. The theory of 
bisimulation offers an extended notion of equivalence. 
The theory of Process Algebra provides techniques for proving equivalence of process spec-
ifications. Examples of the use of these techniques can be found in [Bae90]. The most 
straightforward approach to proving equivalence is to apply the axioms of ACP£ to rewrite 
process specifications. As an example, consider the set of equations of example 6.4.2. Ap-
plication of the axioms yields the following derivation (we have skipped some intermediate 
steps): 
Et0 = dHM(Eti) 
= a9w„(b(d| |fftj1 i1) | |cff£3 l ,1) 
= a(6(dcflHl,(£fl) + cöHl,(£?fl \\d)) + cbdHu(Eai \\d)) 
= a(b(dce + c(de + ed)) + cb(de + ed)) 
It can be proved straightforwardly, that this expression is equivalent to the translation to 
ACPE of the task structure in figure 6.9. Therefore, both task structures are equivalent. 
Note that the task structure in figure 6.9 does not contain synchronisers. 
As can be seen from the above derivation, proving equivalence of process specifications 
by applying the axioms of Process Algebra can be quite laborious. Fortunately, in Pro-
cess Algebra another technique for verifying process equivalence is known. The theory of 
bisimulation identifies processes which are observationally the same. Roughly speaking, 
two processes are bisimilar if they can perform the same actions in the same order. For a 
complete discussion on bisimulation in the context of Process Algebra, we refer to [BW90a]. 
Process graphs are an important aid in determining bisimulation. A process graph is a 
directed graph with labeled edges, representing atomic actions. Sequential composition 
of processes X and Y is accomplished by appending copies of Y at the end nodes of X. 
Alternative composition is modelled by identifying the roots of the alternatives involved. 
In figure 6.10, the process graph of the task structure of figure 6.9 is shown. It is obvious 
that this process graph is bisimilar to the one in figure 6.11. 
Process graphs can be translated back to task structures by substituting tasks for actions 
and non-terminating (!) decisions for choices. This yields the task structure in figure 6.12. 
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Figure 6.9: Task structure equivalent to task structure of figure 6.8 
From this it follows that, although they look quite different, the task structure of figure 6.8 
defines the same activity as the one in figure 6.12. It should be noted that this equivalence 
cannot be proved by using only the axioms of ACPe. Bisimulation provides for a more 
powerful notion of equivalence. 
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Figure 6.10: Process graph of the task structure in figure 6.9 
Figure 6.11: Process graph bisimilar to that of figure 6.10 
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Figure 6.12: Task structure of the process graph of figure 6.11 
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Chapter 7 
Transaction Modelling 
7.1 Introduction 
Task structures focus solely on dynamic aspects of a Universe of Discourse, while PSM and 
LISA-D, as defined in chapter 5, only deal with its static (structural) aspects. Naturally, 
dynamic and static aspects of a Universe of Discourse do not exist independently. The 
execution of tasks may lead to population changes, tasks may pass intermediate results and 
decisions may be influenced by these intermediate results and the current population. In 
this chapter a transaction modelling technique, referred to as Hydra, is defined in which 
these interactions can be modelled. 
Hydra is based on task structures, LISA-D and PSM, and as such constitutes a complete 
information modelling technique. An informal introduction to Hydra is given in section 7.2, 
its syntax is presented in section 7.3. The semantics of Hydra is defined by means of a 
translation to Process Algebra. To this end, the translation of the previous chapter is 
extended (see section 7.4). In section 7.5, a Turing machine is modelled as a Hydra schema, 
in order to give an indication of the expressive power of Hydra. 
7.2 Informal introduction to Hydra 
The transaction modelling technique Hydra supports the specification of information pass-
ing (section 7.2.1), simple transactions (section 7.2.2), complex transactions (section 7.2.3), 
pre- and postconditions (section 7.2.4), and decision rules (section 7.2.5). 
7.2.1 Information passing 
A transaction model has an associated PSM schema, which serves as its database. Tasks 
may use as well as change the population of this database. Information may be passed 
between tasks by means of this global population. 
Beside this global and relatively stable information, also information of a more local and 
temporary nature exists, which is not to be stored in the database. This information is 
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stored in variables. Tasks may use and change values of variables, while decisions may only 
use, not change, them. Variable values may be passed by means of buffers or by means of 
local variables. 
A buffer may contain an ordered sequence of values and can be compared to a FIFO queue. 
A buffer has a name and is used in the decomposition of a certain task. In that task, the 
name of the buffer can be used as a variable. A task may consume a value from a buffer, 
which means that, before initiation of the task, the first value of the buffer is removed 
and assigned to the variable corresponding to the buffer (i.e. having the same name as the 
buffer). Consumption from a buffer is only possible if the buffer is nonempty. A task that 
tries to consume from an empty buffer terminates instantly. A task may also produce a 
value for a buffer, which means that, after termination of the task, the current value of the 
variable corresponding to the buffer is appended to the buffer. 
Producer-Consumer 
с 
\ 
i =7 JL 
—4 Produce J у Produci/J- 4 Consume]«— 
> 
) 
Figure 7.1: Example of a buffer 
In figure 7.1, a simple example of the use of a buffer is shown. In this example, two 
tasks, named Produce and Consume, run indefinitely and asynchronously. The task named 
Produce produces values for the buffer with name Product, while the task named Consume, 
consumes values from this buffer in the order in which they were produced. 
A task may refer to a buffer, in which case the first value of the buffer is used in the task, 
but is not removed from the buffer. This does not have to be indicated graphically, as it 
follows directly from the fact that the task uses the name of the involved buffer as a variable 
and the fact that no corresponding consumption relation exists. 
In addition to buffers, information may also be passed between tasks through the use of 
local variables. A local variable is a variable that is only known in the decomposition of a 
certain task. Each subtask of that task may use and change the value of that variable. For 
local variables an initial value may be specified. 
An example of the use of a local variable can be found in figure 7.2. In the Hydra schema 
of this figure, the local variable Stock size is known to both subtasks of the task Producer-
Consumer. The task named Produce increases the value of Stock size, while the task named 
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Consume decreases the value of this variable. At each moment of time the value of this 
local variable is the number of elements in the buffer Product. 
Producer-Consumer 
f 
\ 
/Slock / 
/ s i z e : 0 / 
|—·{ Produce }·,_ 
4VProduct//'' 
iL 
_  Λ Consumen— 
J 
Figure 7.2: Example of a local variable 
A task may have local variables and buffers with names that are also used for local variables 
and buffers higher in the decomposition. In that case, the buffers and local variables 
occurring higher in the decomposition become invisible for the subtasks of the task at 
hand. Buffers and local variables therefore have a scope in the same sense as variables in 
programming languages such as ALGOL 68 (see e.g. [WMP+76]) have a scope. To avoid 
name conflicts, local variables and buffers occurring in the same decomposition should have 
different names. 
7.2.2 Atomic tasks 
Atomic tasks are those tasks that do not have a decomposition. Atomic tasks are the 
smallest units of computation and their execution cannot be interrupted. To each atomic 
task a LISA-D transaction is assigned. Atomic tasks with the same name are assigned the 
same transaction. A LISA-D transaction (formally defined in section 7.4.1), is a sequence 
of assignment, read, write and update statements. 
As a simple example of a LISA-D transaction, consider the addition of a president in the 
schema of figure 5.1. First the name of the president has to be read, as well as the involved 
administration. Then the population of fact type Admin-pers has to be updated. In LISA-D: 
READ president; 
READ administration; 
ADD Admin-pers: [administration, president] 
The subtype defining rule for President is: 
Person being-president-of Administration 
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Therefore, this transaction automatically updates the population of the subtype President 
as the subtype defining rule is treated as a derivation rule 
7.2.3 Transaction tasks 
LISA-D transactions are not very powerful, as they cannot express iteration, choice or 
parallelism Task structures are capable of expressing these process dependencies There­
fore, rather than extending the transaction part of LISA-D, we introduce the notion of a 
transaction task A transaction task is a task that has an associated decomposition, yet 
its execution cannot be interrupted, ι e execution of transaction tasks is instantaneous 
Transaction tasks may contain other transaction tasks in their decomposition A trans­
action task that contains other transaction tasks in its decomposition is called a nested 
transaction task 
Salary administration 
Print 
pay-roll 
Print pay-roll 
More 
employees V^-v no 
Print next 
employees 
salary 
Figure 7 3 Example of a transaction task 
As a simple example of a transaction task consider figure 7 3 The task Print pay-roll is 
part of the task Salary administration and runs in parallel with other administration tasks 
(which are not shown) Printing a pay-roll is an iterative process in which the salary of 
each employee is printed This process, modelled mainly by means of a task structure, 
should not be interrupted by tasks that change employees' salaries Therefore, the task 
Print pay-roll is modelled as a transaction task 
7.2.4 Pre- and postconditions 
Sometimes, tasks should not be able to start or terminate when certain conditions are not 
fulfilled These conditions can be expressed by means of pre- and postconditions Pre- and 
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postconditions are expressed by means of LISA-D predicates. In these predicates, names 
of local variables and buffers may occur. 
Pre- and postconditions capture constraints that have to be fulfilled at certain points of 
time, contrary to constraints that always have to be fulfilled. This latter type of constraint 
is referred to as global constraint. Global constraints are part of the associated PSM schema. 
As an example of a postcondition consider a task Create ER diagram, which has a complex 
decomposition. When this task is finished every Object-type occurring in the created ER 
diagram, should be identified by one or more Data-elements. This constraint is captured by 
a total role constraint in figure 2.23. During the execution of the task Create ER diagram 
however, it may not always be possible (or desirable) to immediately assign identifying 
Data-elements to a newly created Object-type. Therefore, this constraint is not global, it 
may be violated by subtasks of the task Create ER diagram. The fact that a Role is not 
to participate in more than one Relationship (captured by the uniqueness constraint on 
the fact type Participation), serves as an example of a global constraint. At no point in 
time is a Role allowed to participate in more than one Relationship. Note that total role 
constraints are typical examples of postconditions, while uniqueness constraints are typical 
examples of global constraints. 
Finally, it is interesting to investigate how the notion of a dynamic constraint relates to 
the notion of a postcondition. As stated in section 3.1, dynamic constraints are constraints 
that restrict population changes. A typical example of a dynamic constraint would be 
the restriction that an employee's salary should not decrease. Dynamic constraints can be 
implemented by means of postconditions. A postcondition can e.g. avoid that a task that 
changes salaries decreases the salary of an employee. 
7.2.5 Decision rules 
Decision rules are LISA-D predicates assigned to output triggers of a decision. Decision 
rules restrict the possible choices of a decision on the basis of the values of variables and 
the current population. A task object can only be triggered by a decision if a trigger exists 
from that decision to that task object while the associated decision rule evaluates to true. 
Decision rules can be compared to guarded commands as introduced in [Dij75]. As with 
guarded commands the decision rules of a decision are not necessarily disjoint. Therefore, 
nondeterministic choices can be modelled. 
In figure 7.4, the decomposition of the task Stock control is shown. This task can be 
considered a monitoring process, as it continuously checks whether the stock size is below a 
certain critical level. If the number of Stock-items is below the critical stock size, a known 
constant, then new goods have to be ordered. The involved decision has two associated 
decision rules, the decision rule 
NUMBER-OF Stock-item > Critical-stock-size 
is associated to the trigger labeled no, whereas the decision rule 
NUMBER-OF Stock-item < Critical-stock-size 
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Figure 7.4: Example of decision rule 
is associated to the trigger labeled yes. 
7.3 Syntax of Hydra 
In this section, the syntax of Hydra diagrams is defined. This is accomplished by an 
extension of the syntax of task structure diagrams as defined in section 6.3. 
Syntactically, buffers are variables, assigned to names of tasks that have an associated 
decomposition. The set of these decomposition names is defined as: 
Vd = {v&V |3, e *[Sup(i)=w]} 
The buffers assigned to decomposition names are recorded by the function 
Buff : Vd — p( Var) 
The functions Cons : Τ—> p(Var) and Prod : T-+p(Var) capture the consumption and 
production relations. If υ 6 Cons(í), then task t consumes from buffer v. Note that if a task 
t does not consume from any buffer, then Cons(i) = 0. Tasks may only consume from, and 
produce for buffers which are part of the same decomposition: 
Cons(<) U Prod(t) Ç Buff(Sup(i)) 
The local variables are found by the function Locvar : Vj —• p( Var). To avoid name conflicts, 
the local variables of a decomposition should differ from the buffers in that decomposition: 
Locvar(v) Π Buff(î>) = 0 
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Local variables from RVar may be given an initial value by the partial function 
Loci η it : Vd x Я Vor·-· Constant Denotation 
Naturally, this function is only defined for a decomposition name η and a local variable ν 
if ν is a local variable of n: 
Locinit(n, v)l => ν 6 Locvar(n) 
Each Hydra schema has an associated PSM schema, which we will simply refer to as Σ. The 
set of constraints 1Z specified for Σ = (X, Ident, Tí) contains the global constraints. These 
constraints come from the syntactical category Predicate. The pre- and postconditions 
are recorded by the functions Pre : Τ —» Predicate and Post : Τ —» Predicate. Note that 
the special LISA-D predicate true can be used to indicate that there is in fact no pre- or 
postcondition. 
A transaction is assigned to each name of an atomic task by the function 
Trans : V\V<¡ —• Transaction 
The LISA-D syntactical category Transaction is defined in section 7.4. 
The set of transaction tasks is denoted as J. This set is a subset of the set of tasks {J Ç T). 
Therefore, being a transaction task is a property of tasks not of task names. Transaction 
tasks are not atomic: 
t e J =*> Name(0 £ Vd 
Decision rules are recorded by the function 
Choice : ((£ χ X) П Trig) U(7Ct χ {-o}) -» Predicate 
Choice(A, -β) = d means that к is a terminating decision that may lead to termination if d 
is fulfilled. 
7.4 Semantics of Hydra 
In this section, the semantics of Hydra schemata is defined. In section 7.4.1, the semantics of 
LISA-D transactions is defined, whereas in section 7.4.2 the translation of Hydra schemata 
to Process Algebra is addressed. It should be noted that, although Hydra uses LISA-D as 
a transaction language, the translation to Process Algebra as presented in section 7.4.2 is 
in fact quite independent of the actual transaction language used. The only requirement 
imposed on the transaction language is the existence of formal evaluation functions for 
conditions and transactions. 
7.4.1 Semantics of LISA-D transactions 
LISA-D transactions (section 7.4.1.4) are based upon updates (section 7.4.1.1), queries 
(section 7.4.1.2) and assignments (section 7.4.1.3). 
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7.4.1.1 Updates 
The formal semantics of LISA-D update statements is given by the valuation function: 
U : Update χ P 0 P 2 ж ENV-+ POPj 
Updates in LISA-D have a very simple form. An update statement is either an add or a 
delete statement. Such a statement consists of the associated keyword (ADD or DELETE) and 
an information descriptor consisting of the name of an object type followed by a constant 
denotation (see also section 5.4.2.10). In this section, we only define the semantics of an 
add statement, as the semantics of a delete statement can be defined analogously. 
Trying to add a new instance to the population of a derivable object type obviously causes 
problems. In fact, this situation can be compared to the view update problem in relational 
database management systems (see e.g. [Dat86]). The problem can be avoided by disallow­
ing updates to the population of derivable object types. However, to facilitate the formal 
definition of add statements, we do not completely forbid statements of the form: 
ADDA" :d 
where X is the name of a derivable object type (i.e. Obj(X) € Ti) and d is a corresponding 
instance of the syntactical category Constant Denotation. Such a statement is correct if 
the instance involved is already present, therefore: 
U[ADD X : d] (Pop, e) = ( U " d e f i n e d \ЦЩХ ' ^ ^ (P o p^ = ' 1 J ч
 ' [ Pop otherwise 
The value of a variable w from the syntactical category RVar is, if defined, a constant 
denotation. Therefore, if X is the name of an object type: 
,,r»™
 v i/n Ν f UÍADDX:eH](Pop,e) if e(w)[ U[ADDX:u,](Pop,e) = | p ; p ^ J ^ 
Adding a label to a label type named L (Obj(L) € £\{I}) is straightforward: 
U[ADDL : c](Pop,e) = Pop®{Obj(L) : Pop(Obj(L))U {c}} 
Adding an entity to the population of a root entity type named E (Obj(fî) € Q) is more 
complex: 
U [ A D D S : d l l . . . 1 d , J ( P o p , e ) 
Í Pop if μ[Ό[Ε :d1 dk] (e)] (Pop) φ 0 
[ Closure • Add-id-facts · Add-objects(Pop) otherwise 
When the entity, described by the denotation ά\,... ,¿t, is already present, nothing needs 
to be done. If this is not the case, instances, corresponding to the denotations di, have to 
be added to the populations of their corresponding object types: 
Add-objerts(Pop) = Add-object*(Pop) 
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The corresponding object type of an instance described by the denotation d„ is that object 
type that is the base of the i-th predicator involved in the identification of entity type E. 
Let B, be the name of this object type, then B, = 0Nin(Base(ldent(0bj(£))<1>)). 
Add-object^Pop) = U[ADD B¡. : dij (Pop, e) 
Add-objectn+1(Pop) = U[ADD Bn+l : dn+l] (Add-objectn(Pop), e) 
After these object instances have been created they have to be related, via the fact types 
involved in the identification, to a new abstract instance that is to represent the en-
tity to be added. This new abstract instance, x, is an arbitrary element of the set 
0\(Uran(Add-objects(Pop))) and therefore does not occur already in the population con-
structed so far. The fact types involved in the identification of entity type E are: 
{ƒ € Τ | 3 p e / [p G set(ldent(Obj(E)))]} 
Let / ι , . . . , f
m
 be an arbitrary ordering of the fact types in this set. The population of each 
}f these fact types has to be augmented with the involved identification fact, relating the 
abstract instance χ to the object instances created by application of the function Add-objects: 
Add-id-facts(Pop) = Add-factm(Pop) 
The addition of the individual identification facts is achieved by: 
Add-fact'(Pop) = Pop θ {Λ : Pop(/i) U (p : value(p) | ρ 6 /ι } } 
Add-fact"+1(Pop) = Add-fact"(Pop) θ {/
n+i : Pop(/n+1) U {p : value(p) | ρ € fn+l }} 
The function value determines the value to be assigned to predicatore involved in the identi-
fication. These predicatore are either part of the set set(ldent(Obj(E))), or are copredicator 
3f a predicator in this set. 
i s ifp*set(ldent(Obj(£;))) 
KF
' \ that y : y e 7ГЧ · μ[Ό[Β : dt] (e)] (Pop) otherwise 
where В = ONm(Base(p)) and І Е К such that ldent(Obj(£))<l> = p. The use of the keyword 
that indicates that y is uniquely determined. This is a consequence of the identification 
requirements (see section 4.2). A formal proof, however, will not be given. Another conse­
quence of the identification requirements is that if ρ £ set(ldent(Obj(£))) in this context, ρ 
has as base entity type E (see also the discussion in example 4.2.5). 
Finally, for the definition of the function Closure, we refer to section 4.2.3. 
The addition of a fact, denoted by [<¿i,. - -, <¿jt], to the population of a non-derivable fact 
type named F (Obj(F) € ?\Ή), is defined by: 
U(ADD F : [dlt..., 4Ц (Pop, e) = Closure · Add-fact · Add-objects(Pop) 
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The function Add-objects performs the addition of object instances, corresponding to the 
denotations d,, to the populations of the object types base of a predicator in fact type F: 
Add-objects(Pop) = Add-objectl0bj(i,)l(Pop) 
The definition of the function Add-object is quite identical to the definition of this function 
for entity types. The only difference is that B, = ONm(Base(ldent(Obj(F))<,>)). After the 
various parts of the fact to be added, have been added, the function Add-fact adds the fact 
itself: 
Add-fact(Pop) = Pop Θ ( o b j ( F ) : Pop(Obj(F)) U [p : value(p) | ρ € Obj (F)}} 
The function value determines the values to be assigned to predicators in the fact to be 
added: 
value(p) = that y : y € 7Γι · μ[Ό>[Β, : d,] (e)J (Pop) 
where i € IN is such that ldent(Obj(F))<¿> = p. 
To the population of power types, sets can be added. 
U[ADD G : {du ..., dk}] (Pop, e) = Closure · Add-set · Add-objects(Pop) 
Firstly, the elements of the set involved have to be added to the population of the element 
type involved. This is performed by the function Add-objects, defined by: 
Add-objects(Pop) = Add-object*(Pop) 
The function Add-object is analogous to the function Add-object as defined for entity types 
except that each Bx has to be substituted with X = ONm(Elt(Obj(G))). After the elements 
of the set involved have been added to the population of the element type of G, the set can 
be added to the population of G itself: 
Add-set(Pop) = Pop®{Obj(G) : Pop(Obj(G))U {{yu ... ,yk}}} 
where each j / , is the unique element in 7T\ • /Z[D[X : dt] (e)] (Pop). 
Adding a sequence to the population of a sequence type is analogous to adding a set to the 
population of a power type. 
U[ADD S : (di,..., dk)] (Pop, e) = Closure · Add-seq • Add-objects(Pop) 
The function Add-objects has the same definition as for power types. The function Add-seq 
adds the sequence involved to the population of sequence type S: 
Add-seq(Pop) = Pop θ {Obj(S) : Pop(Obj(5)) U { { y u . •., yk)}} 
where each y, is the unique element in 1Γι·μ[Ό[Χ : d,] (e)] (Pop) and X = 0Nm(Elt(0bj(5))). 
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Schema type instances may be added to the population of schema types: 
U [ A D D G : [ ^ l - { ¿ } , . . . X 1 } , . . . , X 1 , - { d f С , } ] ] (Pop, e) = 
Closure - Add-schema • Add-object-sets(Pop) 
To each of the populations of the object types X, involved, the instances corresponding to 
the denotations d\,...,d'
m
 have to be added. 
Add-object-sets(Pop) = Add-object-setn(Pop) 
The function Add-object-set' adds the instances, corresponding to the denotations d\,..., dj^, 
. . . , d\,..., dl
m> to the populations of the object types X\,..., X¿. 
Add-object-set'(Pop) = Add-object™1 (Pop) 
Add-object-setn+,(Pop) = Add-objecC^^Add-object-set-tPop)) 
The function Add-objectJ adds the instances corresponding to the denotations d\,... , ¿J to 
the population of object type X,. 
Add-object} = U[ADD X{ : d\] (Pop, e) 
Add-object^1 = U[ADD X; : dln+]\ (Add-obje<(Pop), e) 
When the various parts of the schema type instance have been created, the schema type 
instance can be added to the population of schema type C: 
Add-schema(Pop) = 
Pop® {0bj(C) : PoP(Obj(C)) U {{Obj(JQ : {y\,... , y ^ } | 1 < i < π } } } 
where у* is the unique element from 7ΓΊ · ¡1\В[ХІ : d^] (e)J (Pop). 
7.4.1.2 Queries 
The simplest type of query consists of a variable from Я агог of an information descriptor. 
The query 
LIST President 
should show all the presidents, while the query 
LIST President born-in State 
should show the presidents and their states of birth. 
Evaluation of an information descriptor may yield a result containing a number of abstract 
instances. These abstract instances, cannot be interpreted by a human being. Therefore, 
the result of the evaluation of an information descriptor, should be transformed to a hu­
manly interpretable result. To this end, we introduce the partial function name, which 
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transforms instances from Ω, which may occur in the evaluation of path expressions, to 
instances from the syntactical category Constant Denotation: 
name : ΡΟΡχ χ Ω ·-• Constant Denotation 
As an abstract instance may represent different entities in different populations, the function 
name should include a population as an argument. In the definition of the function name, 
we make a distinction between the following cases: 
1. If ι is a constant, i.e. χ €\JD, then name(Pop, x) = x. 
2. If a; is a used abstract value, i.e. χ 6 0n(|Jran(Pop)), then a unique root entity type 
E exists, such that ι € Pop(E). Suppose ldent(£) = (pi,. . . ,p„). As a result of the 
identification requirements, for each p,, a unique i, € Pop(Fact(p,)) exists, such that 
t,(Copred(p,)) = x. 
name(Pop,i) = name(Pop, i i ( p i ) ) , . . . . name(Pop, tn(pn)) 
3. If ι e Pop(F) for some F 6 Τ, then: 
name(Pop,i) = [name(Pop, x( ldent( i r )<i>)),..., name(Pop, i(ldent(F)<|f|>))1 
4. If χ is a set, then: 
name(Pop,x) = |name(Pop,y) \y£x\ 
We do not require that χ occurs in the population of a power type, since sets, occurring 
in the evaluation of a path expression, may also result from applications of the grouping 
operator. 
5. If ι is a sequence, then: 
name(Pop, x) = (name(Pop, i < i > ) , . . . , name(Pop, i<|,|>)) 
Here also, we do not require that ι occurs in the population of a sequence type, 
as sequences, occurring in the evaluation of a path expression, may also result from 
applications of the ordering operator or the confluence operator. 
6. If χ e Pop(C) for some С € С, then: 
name(Pop, x) = [ΛΊ -+ {name(Pop,y) у £ χ ( 0 ^ ( Λ Ί ) ) | , 
X
n
 -* {пате(Рор.у) | у £ x{Ob¡(Xn)))] 
where the object type names Xlt. ..,Xn are the names of the object types occurring 
in the decomposition of schema type C: 
{Xt | l <i<n] = (ONm(z) |C-<z} 
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7. If none of the above cases apply, name(Pop, x) is undefined. 
The function Nm translates path expression evaluation results, which might contain abstract 
instances, to results containing constant denotations only, using the function name: 
NmpO = |(name(Pop,t)),name(Pop,u;))Tro | {v,w) € m A"J 
The semantics of queries is defined by the function 
L : Query χ POPj x ENV -v QRES 
The set of possible query results QRES is defined as: 
¡X ÌStì(X) Ç Constant Denotation χ Constant Denotation} U Constant Denotation 
The semantics of a simple query, consisting of an information descriptor or a variable from 
R Var is given by: 
L[LISTP](Pop,e) = Nm(/i[D[P] (e)] (Pop)) 
e(u))| 
otherwise ψι5τ„1(Ρ.„«, . { f ) «; 
The second type of query supports questions about multiple aspects of objects. The fol­
lowing query for example, yields the year of birth and the party of each president born in 
Texas: 
LIST Year being-birthyear-of, Party having-as-rnember | President born-in State: 'Texas' 
The semantics of this type of query is given by: 
L[LIST Pu..., Pn | P] (Pop, e) = Nm(ßp[[Pu ..., Pn \ P}] (e)] (Pop)) 
7.4.1.3 Assignments 
Variables are used to record intermediate results and to read input values. Assignments 
can change the values of variables, and as such, can change the value of the environment. 
The semantics of assignments is given by the valuation function 
A : Assignment x POPj χ ENV -» ENV 
The result of the evaluation of an information descriptor may be assigned to a variable. 
Therefore, if υ is a variable from IVar and Ρ an information descriptor, the semantics of 
the following assignment statement is given by: 
A[LETi; BE P\ (Pop, e) = e Θ {ν : ßp[P] (e)] (Pop)} 
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Example 7.4.1 
LET Old-Presidents BE President dying-at Age WITH Nr > 90 
Choosing an arbitrary element from the result of an information descriptor is supported by 
the following type of assignment: 
AlLETvBE.INP](Pop1e) = ( e ® { i ; \ v } i, " \ f ^ * * ^ ° И W I ^ 1 'v ' [ e[dom(e)\{t;}] otherwise 
According to this definition, if the result of the evaluation of the information descriptor is 
empty, the value of υ is undefined after the assignment. 
Example 7.4.2 
LET An-Old-President BE-IN President dying-at Age WITH Nr > 90 
Constant denotations may be assigned to variables from RVar. As constant denotations 
may contain variables, care must be taken. For example, consider the assignment: 
LETiUj BEw2 
where both Wi and w^ are elements from Л Kar. Rather than assigning the constant denota­
tion w2 to Wi (and thus creating an alias) one would like the value of w2 to be assigned to 
w\. To solve this problem, we introduce the function eval. This function evaluates variables 
in constant denotations to their current value in the environment. The function eval is 
defined inductively on the structure of constant denotations (see section 5.4.2.10): 
eval
e
 (с) = с 
е а і Ы = Í e{w) IU{W)1 
ev
 ' 1^  undefined otherwise 
eval e(db . . . ,4) = evale(di),... ,evale(«4) 
tvale{[di,...,dk]) = [ewale(d,), ...,evale(djt)] 
evale({di...,dfc}) = {evalE(di),... ,evale(dfc)} 
evale«di,...,dfc)) = (evale(di),... ,ev»ic(dk)) 
and finally: 
t»\c([xl^{d\,...,dini},...ìxn-*{dì,...,d»mn}]) = 
[ΛΊ - {eval
e
(dl),... .evaUOC,)}, · • -. * . - {«•!.№), · - · , « а Ц О } ] 
If w is a variable from RVar and d a constant denotation, then: 
. r,...,
 nr. л ,„ \ Í e θ {w : evale(í A[LETw BEd] (Pop, e) = { ,. г , .. , V, [ e[dom(e)\{u>}] 
(d)} ifeval
e
(d)i 
otherwise 
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Example 7.4.3 
LETcurr-addressBE'New York', 'Fifth Avenue', '17' 
The result of an information descriptor may also be assigned to a variable from RVar. In 
that case, a value (if possible) from the result of the evaluation of this information descriptor 
is taken and transformed to a constant denotation: 
A[LET„ BE-IN P] (Pop, e ) = f β ® ^ : * > .. ¡f exists χ
 6 ^ · Mm · μ [ θ [ Ρ ] (e)] (Pop) 1 J v
 ' [ e[dom(e)\{u/}J otherwise 
Example 7.4.4 
LET some-address BE-IN Address 
We also allow the notation ίΕΤω BE Ρ if it is clear that Ρ evaluates to a single value. 
7.4.1.4 Transactions 
The semantics of a LISA-D transaction is given by the function: 
Τ : Transaction χ (POPx χ ENV χ INPUT χ OUTPUT) ->(ΡΟΡΓ χ ENV χ INPUT χ OUTPUT) 
where INPUT is an infinite sequence of inputs, i.e. elements from the syntactical category 
Constant Denotation, and OUTPUT is a sequence of query results, i.e. elements from QRES. 
In the abstract syntax of transactions, w is an element from RVar, a is an element of the 
syntactical category Assignment, и an element of the syntactical category Update, q an 
element of the syntactical category Query and t\ and <2 are elements of the syntactical 
category Transaction. A LISA-D transaction is an assignment, an update, a query, a 
read statement or two consecutive transactions. The semantics of these statements can be 
defined straightforwardly: 
T[o]((Pop,e,t,o)) = (Pop,A[a](Pop,e),t,o) 
T[u] ((Pop,e,i,o)) = (U[ti](Pop,e),e,i,o) 
T[q] {(Pop,e,i,o)) = (Pop, e,i,o * (L[gJ (Pop, β)» 
T[READ W] ((Pop, e, г', о)) = (Pop, e Θ {w : head(t)}, ta¡l(¿), о) 
T[íi;í2]((Pop,e,i,o» = Т[«2І(т[іі]((Рор,е,і,о))) 
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λ™(7) = 7 for 7 e {S, ε} (SI) 
X?(a-X) = action^ ,m,s) • X ^ ^ X ) (S2) 
АТЧх + у) = WW + Wv) (S3) 
Table 7.1: State operator 
7.4.2 Translation to Process Algebra 
The state operator λ in Process Algebra is used to describe processes with an independent 
global state. Informally, the expression X?(X) represents the execution of process X on 
machine m in state s. The action function action calculates which action has to be performed 
as a result of executing X in state s on machine τη, while the effect function effect calculates 
the new state. Table 7.1 shows the relevant axioms of the state operator (see also [BW90a]). 
In this section we will not use the state operator, but rather operators quite similar to the 
state operator. Instead of utilising an effect function, these operators can generate a sum 
over all possible continuation states. This is necessary since manipulations, which change 
the state, are evaluated on a global level. Therefore, their results cannot be determined 
locally. As these operators behave very similarly to the state operator, we simply refer to 
them as state operators. 
To facilitate the presentation of the formal definition of Hydra schemata we first concentrate 
on the translation of Hydra schemata without transaction tasks, then on the translation 
of Hydra schemata with transaction tasks. In the translation of Hydra schemata without 
transaction tasks, three state operators are used. The translation of transaction tasks 
requires an additional state operator. 
For the translation of tasks, a state operator Δ„ is introduced. For a task t, υ is an 
environment assigning values to the variables corresponding to buffers used in the supertask 
of t. Therefore, υ € ENV[Buff(Sup(í))], where function restriction is applied to the set of 
functions ENV: 
ENV[x] = {e € ENV | dom(e) = x) 
Recall that if и € ENV, υ is a partial function υ : Kar>-» VarRange. The rewrite rules for Δ„ 
follow in the rest of this section. 
Another state operator 0„ i 6 is used for the translation of decomposition names V (V € 
Vd). The state consists of an assignment ν of values to the local variables of V (v € 
ENV[Locvar(V)]) and an assignment 6 of sequences of values to the buffers of V (b : Buff(V) —у 
VarRange*). This state is initialised in the translation of decomposition names V S V¿, 
which has to be modified to: 
V = OVAR(V),BUF(V) • дн I I Ex J 
\ieAr,lnit(i)=V7 
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where Hv is defined as in section 6.4.2. The initialisation functions axe defined as: 
VAR(V) = {(n, Locinit(V, n)) | Locinit(V, n ) |} U 
{(n,0) | n € Locvar(V)ALocinit(Vr,7i)î} 
BUF(V) = {(n,()) |n6Buff(K)} 
Local variables that are not initialised by the initialisation function Locinit, are initialised 
with zero, whereas buffer variables are initialised with the empty sequence. 
ГЬе third state operator DPi, i0 has a state consisting of the global population p, the input 
i to be read and the output о generated. Therefore, only this state operator is capable 
}f modifying the population and the input and output. The initialisation of the system 
:hanges to: 
Пр0р,і,()(Еі()) 
The system starts with a given population pop € POPE, a given infinite input sequence i 
md an empty output sequence. 
Рог the translation of decision rules and pre- and postconditions we introduce the notion of 
ι conditional process. Its relevant axioms are presented in table 7.2. Conditional processes 
ire used to prevent the execution of processes that do not fulfil certain conditions. 
{true} = e (Cl) 
{false} = 6 (C2) 
Table 7.2: Conditional processes 
For a task t that is neither an atomic nor a transaction task (Name(i) e V¿ Л t £ J), the 
;ranslation of section 6.4.2 has to be modified as follows: 
Et = {Pre( í ) (0)} -Body( í ) - {Post ( í ) (0)} · |¡ Eu 
\u6M,T''í(í,u) u>ew,Trig(t,ui) 
Both the pre- and postcondition of t translate to a conditional process consisting of the 
LISA-D predicate involved and the empty environment 0. In the subsequent rewrite rules 
'or the various state operators, this environment is adapted. 
[f a state operator Δ„ encounters a conditional process with an environment e, this envi­
ronment e is extended with the variable assignments occurring in v. As local variables have 
Driority over variables occurring higher in the decomposition hierarchy, the new environ­
nent uses the assignments in e for variables that occur both in the domain of e and v. The 
lew environment is calculated by the к operator: 
e κ υ = e U v[dom(v)\dom(e)] 
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Formally, the rewrite rule for A
v
 and conditional processes is given by: 
Δ . (*Ρ <*>*•*) = tP(e*v)ï-Av(X) 
The state operator Ov>b also changes the environment of conditional processes. Not only 
does it extend the environment of a conditional process with the assignments to its local 
variables, v, it also assigns the first value of each buffer (if present), as given by b, to the 
variable corresponding with that buffer. This is achieved by the function heads defined as 
follows: 
heads(6) = {(w, head(6(t/))) | b{v)i Λ b{v) φ ()} U {{v, 0) | b{v)l Λ b{v) = ()} 
If e is the environment of the conditional process involved, then the new environment, 
denoted as \(e,v,b), is given by: 
t(e,v,6) = e«(t;Uheads(6)) 
The rewrite rule for the state operator O,,^  can therefore be written as: 
0Vib($P(e)ì-X) = iP(t(e,v,b))ì-0Vìb(X) 
The state operator Π
ρ
,,,
β
 can actually compute the value of a LISA-D predicate occurring 
in a conditional process: 
nP,,0(tP(e)*·*) = *р[Р](Р,е)}-оРі1,0(;о 
The body of task t is defined as: 
Body(t) = 5Zfrajne(u,Cons(t))'A
v
(Name(i)-produce(Prod(<))) 
ueENV[BufT(Sup(0)] 
As at this point the values of the buffer variables are not known, one has to take all possible 
value assignments into account. The resulting sum is quite large, but this does not pose 
a problem as the context can filter out erroneous environment choices. This context is 
supplied by the 0Vi¡, state operator: 
Ovb (framed, c) • X) = { ? " ™ W ^ heads(b) =
 Ш
 Л V,^ [%) ^ (>] 
'
 ч
 ν · / / ^ g otherwise 
From the buffers of which t consumes a value, the first element has to be removed, therefore: 
consenv(6,c) = {(v,t) e b \v І c} U {(i>, tail(i)) | (v,t) ebAv e с} 
From the rewrite rule it also follows that a consumption attempt from an empty buffer 
results in a deadlock. 
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The state operator Δ„ can encounter a produce. This is a signal that indicates that the 
task involved has to append values to the buffers for which it produces. This is achieved in 
two steps. In the first step the values of the buffer variables are secured: 
Δ
υ
 (produce(P) · Λ") = produce (v[P\) • AV{X) 
In the second step the values are actually appended to the buffers: 
O0fb (produce(tü) · X) = 0ViProd,nv(biU,)(X) 
The new environment, prodenv(6, w), for the buffers is defined as: 
prodenv(6, w) = {(v, t) € b | u/(u)î } U {(v, 6(D) * w(v)) | w(v)l} 
The execution of an atomic task t (Name(i) £ V¿) requires the execution of its associated 
LISA-D transaction: 
Body(t) = £ framed, Cons(t)) · Δ„ (|Trans(Name(<)) (0) (0)] · produce(Prod(i))) 
veENV[Buff(Sup(l))) 
In this definition a new type of atomic action [T () ()J, which we refer to as transaction 
process, occurs. This process has two environments, both initialised with the empty set. 
The first environment represents the environment before the execution of the atomic task, 
whereas the second environment represents the environment after execution of the atomic 
task. This second environment is needed because transaction processes, contrary to con­
ditional processes, can change the environment. Both environments cannot be computed 
locally, and therefore each state operator Δ„ has to pass his environment information to 
the transaction processes it tries to reduce. Again, this implies that one has to anticipate 
each possible change in the environment, which explains the sum in the following rewrite 
rule: 
A„(LT(e)(e')J·*) = £LT(eKt,)<eW)j-A„,KV(X) 
v' eENV[dom(u)\dom(î)] 
The state operator Ov b adds the buffer information to the environments of transaction 
processes: 
О .ь([Т{е)(е')\Х) = Е\ЛІ(е^Ь))№, ',Ь))\-О .х ,
ь
(Х) 
v'EENV(doin(v)\dom(e)] 
If the state operator üp,j,0 is applied to a transaction process [T (e) (e")J, it can compute 
the environment e', resulting from an execution of the transaction process, by applying the 
following projection: 
е' = Т[Т]((р,е,г,о»< 2 > 
The state operator should filter out those transaction processes which do not have the 
correct new environment. The conditional process ·£ e' = e" ^ can act as this filter. 
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In addition to that, execution paths following transactions which result in a population 
violating the global constraints should not be allowed to continue. The new population p' 
can also be computed by means of a projection: 
р' = Т[Г]((р,е,г,о))< 1 > 
The conditional process { lsPop(E,p')^can then stop execution of processes following a 
transaction resulting in an incorrect population. A transaction can also alter the input and 
output sequences, the new input sequence i' and the new output sequence o' are given by: 
i' = Т[ТН(р,е,г,о))<3> 
о' = Т[Г]((р,е,г,о))<4> 
The state operator Op t i ( ) therefore rewrites a transaction process |T (e) (e")J as follows: 
In the translation of decisions, the decision rules have to be incorporated. Each possible 
choice for a decision к € К. is preceded by a conditional process corresponding to the 
decision rule associated with that choice: 
Ek = Σ, {Choice^,u)<0)}-.E
u
 + 53 ÇChakt(k,w)(0)}-ak,w + Xk 
uew,Tng(fc,u) wewjng(k,w) 
where the expression Xk discriminates between terminating and non-terminating decisions: 
Xk 
• { 
«J:Choice(A;,-o)<0)} if к € fCt 
δ if к € K.\fCt 
Figure 7.5: Sample Hydra schema 
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Example 7.4.5 
Consider the Hydra schema of figure 7.5. In this schema it is assumed that the tasks to, 
ti and t2, with names Μ, Ρ and С all have true as pre- and postconditions Variable 
n, which is not explicitly initialised, is a local variable of decomposition M. Task 
ii produces for buffer B, whereas task ti consumes from this buffer The following 
LISA-D transactions correspond to the names Ρ and С respectively: 
Trans(P) = READ B, LET η BE В 
Trans(C) = LIST ß 
The involved PSM schema is referred to as Σ, its components are of no importance m 
this example The population w initially empty and the input sequence is (io,t\,...). 
In translating this structure to Process Algebra a few observations can be made, which 
simplify the resulting set of equations Firstly, in the translation of the tasks to, ii 
and i 2 l the conditional processes {true (0)^ resulting from the pre- and postconditions 
can be omitted as they have no effect. Secondly, tasks to and ¿2 do not produce any-
thing, therefore their produce-part (which is produce^),) can be omitted. Thirdly, the 
frame-part of task to is of no importance Furthermore, the state operator Δ 0 m the 
translation of this task has no effect: 
El0 = Δ 0 ( Μ ) 
In the remainder, E(„ is directly replaced by M. The simplified translation amounts 
to-
M = 0{n айв ()} (Etl || Eh) 
Eti = Ι Σ framed,0)-AjLTrans(P)(0)(0)J-produce({B})))-£: ( l 
\„€ENV[{B}] / 
Eh = ( £ frame(v,{fl})^„(LTrans(C7)(0)(0)j))-E(, 
WNVUB}] / 
where the whole system is denoted as. 
D0E .( .o,n, H)(M) 
The application of the reduction rules is demonstrated by showing (l) how an input 
symbol is consumed by Ρ and produced for buffer В and (2) how an element from В 
is consumed by C. 
In the first situation, process Ρ removes ίο from the input sequence, assigns it to 
variable η and puts it in buffer B: 
]
e>E,<*,.i, ),() ( ° { n o),(B.Q}(Eil\\Ett)) = 
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D0E,<io.ii....).O ( ° { » : 0),{B : ()) [ 
(EVÊENVUB)] f rame(v, 0) · 
A„(LTrans(P) (0) <0>J - p r o d u c e « ^ ) ) ) 
•ft. lift,)) = 
D0E.<«O.n...).o(°in:O),{fl:O} 
( Δ { Β : „ } (LTrans(P) (0) (0)J produce({ß})) 
•ft, lift,)) = 
D<aE . (4 , . . i , . . ) . ( ) (< : >{«:0}>{B:<)} 
(Ev-€ENV[{B}]LTrans(P) ({B : 0}) <t;')J • 
A v , (p roduce({ß}) ) -E t l | | £ ; i 2 ) ) = 
D0E.<4>.Ú,-- ).() (E„'eENV|{fl}] E„"eENV|{n}] 
LTrans(P) ({В : 0, η : 0 » (ν' κ ν")\ • 
О{ "К{п:0}},ІВ:(П 
(A u , (p rod U ce ({B}) ) .E t l | | £ ; Í 2 ) ) = 
D0E,<.i... >.() ( ° { * : ·ο},{Β · ()} ( Δ {Β •.»} (produce({ß})) · Etl II £ , , ) ) = 
D0E,(.i,..).() (°{η·.ο},{Β: ()} (produ«({ f l : г0}) • Etl II ft,)) = 
DÉ»E.(.1,...),() ( ^ { n - ·θ},{Β : <«0>} ( f t l II ftï)) 
/n iAe resulting situation, t\ can read another element from the input sequence or t¡ 
can consume the only element г'о in buffer B. As the first case is analogous to the 
previous case, consider the second case: 
D 0E,(4.. ·).<) ( ° < n : ·ο}.{Β · W ) (fta II fti)) = 
D 0 E . ( 4 . · ·).(> ( ° { n : ¡0}.{B · do)} 
(((E«eENV[{B}] frame(u, {5}) · 
Д . ( | Т » і » ( С ) (0) ( 0 ) J ) ) · Eh) || £ ( l ) ) = 
D0E.<·.,· ).() {°{n : «o},{B · 0) 
( ( Δ { Β ·„} (LTrans(C) {0) (0)J) · Я ) II ft.)) = 
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D 0D.(u. >.(>(°{n .o},{B ()} 
(((E u ' 6 E N V [ { fl } ]LTrans(C) ({B : t 0 } ) (t/>j) -Eh) || £ „ ) ) = 
D0C,(H, ).() ( Συ'εΕΝν|{Β}] Σι/'6ΕΝν[{
η
}] 
LTr«ni(C){{B:io,n:io}><«'Kü">J· 
Ov:,[B о}№, II £«.)) = 
П
ИЕ.(Ч, ).(>o) (°{η.·ο},{Β 0} C-^ tJ II -^ti)) 
The execution of a transaction task is not to be interrupted by the execution of other 
tasks To accomplish this, actions of the form a, and 5, are introduced. These actions bear 
some resemblance to the well-known signal and wait operations for semaphores (refer to 
e g. [Ben82]). One important difference is that critical sections may occur in other critical 
sections as we allow transaction tasks to occur in other transaction tasks An action a, 
indicates that a transaction task at transaction nesting level г requests execution, the action 
or, indicates that a transaction task at level ι terminates. In order to be able to recognise 
atomic actions part of a transaction task, each atomic action has to be subscripted with 
a zero initially. The only two types of atomic actions that we have are the conditional 
processes and the transaction processes. 
Furthermore, a new state operator V", which deals with transaction tasks is to be intro­
duced This state operator recognises requests for atomic execution at transaction nesting 
level η (ri e IN). After it has encountered such a request a
n
 it only allows requests at 
transaction nesting level n+ 1. Atomic actions o7
n
_i decrease the transaction nesting level 
and are only to be reduced by state operators VJ having transaction nesting level n. A 
state operator V" only permits execution of atomic actions subscripted with an n. The 
result is that the subscript is increased to η + 1. The following rewrite rules apply to this 
state operator: 
V:(a
n
-X) = a
n+1V:
+l(X) 
V:( iP(e>^„. i ·^) = *P(e*v)b-V:W 
V?(produce(ƒ>)„_! ·*) = ртШЕЦ [Р\)
я
- ХХ) 
v;(LT<e)<OJ„-i·*) = Σ Π " <e * u ) ( e W ) j
n
 ·?;;,,<„(*) 
v'EENV[dom(u)\doni(e)] 
Situations not covered by these rules rewrite to 5. 
The state operator Δ" has to keep track of the transaction nesting level η as well. This 
transaction nesting level is initially zero. Therefore, the state operator Δ„ occurring in the 
translation of the body of a task t, which is not a transaction task, has to be replaced by 
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the state operator Δ^. The state operator Δ" and the state operator V" behave similarly 
for atomic actions (the only difference is that the operator Δ" only allows the execution of 
atomic actions at level η instead of π — 1), but differ in their treatment of actions of the 
form a, or a,. The state operator Δ" should only accept requests for atomic execution at 
transaction nesting level η + 1 and termination requests at level n. 
Α»
υ
(α
η+1Χ) = an+1-A?\X) 
Δ Ϊ ( δ „ · Χ ) = οΤ,,-ΔΓ 1 ^) 
А:(ІР(е)$
п
Х) = ^ Р ( е . ^ „ - Д ; ( І ) 
A^(produce(P)„-X) = produce (v[P])
n
-A^X) 
An
v
([T(e){e')\
n
-X) = ^[Т (e«v)(e'* ')\
п
-А:,„ (Х) 
v'EENV[dom(v)\tlom(e)] 
Situations not covered by these rules rewrite to δ. 
The state operator O
v
j, ignores atomic actions of the form or, or o7,: 
О
и
,ь(а
п
-Х) = a
n
-O
u
,b{X) 
О ,ь(а
п
Х) = ctn-Ov¡b(X) 
The previously defined rewrite rules for Ov¿ are still valid, but the atomic actions should be 
subscripted with an η as in those rules the subscripts of atomic actions should be ignored. 
The state operator Πρ,,,ο removes the a, and a, actions: 
Π
Ρ ι 1 ι 0(αη·Λ-) = üPit i0(^) 
aPtli0{än-x) = aPiit0(x) 
The behaviour of this state operator on atomic actions is similar to that defined in the 
previous rewrite rules. It differs in that it removes the subscripts of the atomic actions 
involved, independent of their value. 
The translation of a transaction task t € J is: 
ui€W,Trig(t,ui) 
Et = Q l · i?n{t) <0):h · Body(f) · tPost(i) <0);H · δ ! · [ \\ Eu 
Uew,Tr¡g(t,u) 
The body of transaction tasks is almost the same as the body for tasks that have a decom-
position, the only difference is the occurrence of the state operator V¿ instead of A°: 
Body(¿) = £frame(w,Cons(¿))-V¿(Name(í)-produce(Prod(í))) 
ueENV|BufT(Sup(¡))] 
Example 7.4.6 
Consider the Hydra schema of figure 7.6. In this figure, task ti is a transaction task. 
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Figure 7 6: Sample Hydra schema with transaction task 
The tasks ¿2, ¿3, Í4 and t$ are atomic. Let us assume that they correspond to atomic 
actions x, y, b and с respectively. This Hydra schema can be translated to the followin¡¡ 
set of equations in Process Algebra (again, irrelevant parts have been omitted)· 
E* 
Eti 
Eh 
Et, 
Eu 
Eu 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Δ°(Ε£ ι | |Ε„) 
ei -V¿(5, ) ·*! 
Ь&(*о)-Е
ц 
д°
и
ы 
b%(bo)-Eti 
д°
и
ы 
This system of equations has already been reduced to a large extent, but can be further 
reduced to· 
Eh = А%{Е(1\\Еи) 
Eh = αϊ · Vj,(io • Уо) · δι 
Ец = bo-co 
The whole system is given by: 
D0E.<4>,4,..).<)(£«<>) 
where schema Σ is of no importance and we assume that we start with its empty 
population. 
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Etc can be rewritten as follows: 
K(Etl\\Ett) = 
Δ°αι (αχ · V]g(x0 · y0) · «χ H fro · со) = 
К (ai · (V¿(«b · yo) · Sa II 6o - Cj)) + Δ° (fro • (ai · V*,(x0 · Vb) • δι || <*)) = 
ai · A¿ (Vt(xo, Уо) · δι II òo · &j) + bo · Δ^, (ai · V¿(x0 • ito) • δι || co) = 
on -(A¿(xi -(V¿(ito) • Œi II òb · co)) + A¿(io -(V¿(*o • Ito) · Si || c ) ) )+ 
òo -(Δο0(αι .(V¿(x0 · Ito) · δι II co)) + A%(co -(a, • V¿( i 0 ·y0) · Πι))) = 
aj · * ! ·Δ^(ν^( ϊο) · Œi II ib-Св)+ 
òo (a, · A¿(V¿(*b · Ito) · δι II co) + co · Aj(e, · V¿(x0 · Ito) · Œ,)) = 
ai · i l · У! · Ли (Si · òo · co) + òo -(ai · xi • yi · o7i • co + co · ai · Д^( ^(х0 · Уо) · δι)) = 
ai · χι · yi · oil · Δ^(οο · co) + òo (ai · Χι · yi · Z*i · co + co · ai • l i · yi · щ) = 
ai · Χι · Уі · δι · òo · co + òo -(ai · χι · уі δι · co + co · a i • χι · yi · δι) 
77ι»5 result demonstrates the use of the actions ai and en. They prevent mterruption 
of the execution of task t j . After execution of χ only task y u alhwed to be executed. 
Applying the state operator Пвг,(ю,іі,...),() to the above result yields: 
χ · y b · с + b -(x · у · с + с· χ · у) 
D 
7.5 Expressive power of Hydra 
The Church-Turing Thesis states that no computational procedure is considered an algo­
rithm if it cannot be rendered as a Turing machine [LP81]. Therefore, if Turing machines 
can be simulated in Hydra, this technique can be considered to be computationally com­
plete. In this section, we present a Hydra schema that performs this simulation, in order to 
demonstrate the expressive power of Hydra and to provide a less trivial example of a Hydra 
schema. It should be noted however, that Turing machines do not possess many features 
that are important for specification languages (e.g. parallelism). Therefore, the fact that a 
specification language is capable of specifying a Turing machine is of limited value. 
The following definition of a Turing machine, and the subsequent informal explanation of 
the operation of a Turing machine is taken from [LP81]. 
Definition 7.5.1 
A luring machine is α quadruple (Κ, Σ, S, з), where 
К is a finite set of states, not containing the halt state h; 
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Σ ύ α η alphabet, containing the blank symbol # , 
but not containing the symbols L and R; 
s ζ К is the initial state; 
δ is a function from Κ χ Σ to (K\J{h}) χ (Еи{£,Я}). 
D 
If q 6 K, a 6 Σ, and S(q, a) = (p, 6), then M, when in state q and scanning symbol a, will 
enter state p, and (1) if 6 is a symbol in Σ, rewrite the α as ò, or (2) if 6 is L or R, move its 
head in direction b. Since 6 is a function, the operation of M is deterministic and will stop 
only when M enters the halt state or attempts to move left off the end of the tape. 
Figure 7.7: PSM schema of Turing machine 
In figure 7.7, a PSM schema is shown that is capable of recording the function δ of a Turing 
machine and the contents of its tape. The domains of the label types Nr, C-code and S-code 
are: 
Dom(Nr) = N\{0} 
Dom(C-code) = Σ 
Dom(S-code) = К 
To facilitate the formulation of LISA-D expressions based on the PSM schema of figure 7.7, 
we assume that the Ident function is defined such that instances of fact type Configuration can 
be seen as ordered pairs consisting of a character and a state respectively, and instances of 
fact type Tape as ordered pairs consisting of a character and a position respectively. 
The function δ should be defined for each pair {k,s) € Κ χ Σ, therefore we have the 
following constraint: 
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NUMBER-OF(Character ASSOCIATED-WITH State) 
NUMBER-OF(Character TIMES State) 
The tape of a Turing machine has a left end, but extends indefinitely to the right. When 
necessary, we extend the tape dynamically. Initially, the tape contains a blank symbol 
followed by the sequence of input symbols and a blank symbol: 
Character: # on Position: 1 
Character: # on Position WITH Nr NUMBER-OF Position 
The tape should not contain "holes": 
FOR-EACH η IN Position HOLDS η = 1 OR-ELSE Position WITH Nr (n - 1) 
We do not impose any further restrictions on the initial contents of the tape and the function 
δ as these restrictions are irrelevant to the operation of the Turing machine. 
The logical conjunction of the above constraints acts as a precondition for the task Turing 
Machine in figure 7.8. In the task Initialisation the variable Ситт-state is initialised to the 
initial state s, and the position of the tape head is initialised to the position right to the 
last input symbol: 
LET Curr-state BEs; 
LET Tape-head BE NUMBER-OF Position 
These variables, as well as the other variables introduced in the rest of this section, are 
elements of RVar. 
In the task Determine symbol on tape, next state and action, the symbol at the position of 
the tape-head, the new state and the action to be performed are calculated: 
LET Curr-symbol BE Character on Position: Tape-head; 
LET N-state BE Next-state resurting-from Configuration: [Curr-symbol,Curr-state]; 
LET N-action BE Action resulting-from Configuration: [Curr-symbol,Curr-state] 
The decision Which action to perform next ? leads to execution of the task Move tape head 
left if N-action = L, of the task Move tape head right if N-action = R and of the task Write 
character if N-action φ R AND N-action φ L. The task Move tape head ¡eft moves the tape 
head one step to the left: 
LET Tape-head BE Tape-head - 1 
The task Move tape head right moves the tape head one step to the right: 
LET Tape-head BE Tape-head + 1 
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Turing Machine 
Initialisation 
Determine 
symbol on lape, 
next slate and 
action 
/ Curi-state / 
/Curr-symool/ 
Which action to 
perform next ? 
Move lape 
head left 
Halt, continue, 
or hang ? 
Adjust 
current 
state 
Figure 7.8: Task structure of Turing machine 
When the tape head is moved to the right the tape might have to be extended. This is the 
case if: 
Tape-head > NUMBER-OF Position 
Extension of the tape is performed by the task Extend tape, which is defined as: 
ADD Tape: [ # , Tape-head] 
The task Write character replaces the character at the position of the tape head with the 
character prescribed by δ: 
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DELETE Tape: [Curr-symbol,Tape-head]; 
ADD Tape: [N-action,Tape-head] 
The Turing machine should hang if the tape head is moved left off the end of the tape: 
Tape-head < 1 
This is implemented by forcing the decision to be executed indefinitely. The Turing machine 
should halt if the next state is the halt state: 
Tape-head > 1 AND N-state = h 
Otherwise, the Turing machine should continue: 
Tape-head > 1 AND N-state φ h 
The task Adjust current state changes the current state to the next state: 
LET Curr-state BE N-state 
This concludes the construction of the Hydra model for the simulation of a Turing machine. 
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Epilogue 
\ s stated in section 1 6, the subject of this thesis is the description of an information 
modelling technique that has a formal foundation, is on a conceptual level, has sufficient 
¡xpressive power, is executable, leads to comprehensible models and is suitable for modelling 
¿aio intensive domains. In this chapter we investigate to what extent the information 
nodelhng technique Hydra meets these requirements. This investigation will also lead to 
he identification of a number of topics for further research. 
Formal foundation 
This requirement is met entirely: the syntax and semantics of Hydra were formally 
defined. As pointed out in section 1 5.1 3, a formal definition makes the proof of prop-
erties possible. Properties that were proved in this thesis include properties dealing 
with identification (section 4 2), verification (section 4 3) and expressive power (sec-
tions 4.5, 4 6 and 7.5). Furthermore, the formal definition of task structures in Process 
Algebra, allowed us to take advantage of theory dealing with the equivalence of pro-
cess specifications developed for Process Algebra (section 6.5) Equivalence of PSM 
schemata is still a topic of research. A first step was taken in [HPW92a], where the 
equivalence of PM schemata is addressed. 
Conceptual level 
Though the distinction between "conceptual" and "not conceptual" is not always as 
clear as one would like it to be, it can be said that Hydra abstracts from implementation 
details entirely Its focus is on aspects relevant to a Universe of Discourse only. The 
concepts offered match concepts perceived by problem owners (e.g. relation, task, 
decision). Syntactic restrictions were not influenced by implementation considerations. 
In fact, they were avoided as much as possible, in order to allow Hydra to be as flexible 
as possible. 
Expressive power 
Attention was paid to the expressive power of Hydra (section 7 5) and to one of ita 
constituing techniques, PSM (sections 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6). The investigation of the 
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expressive power of PSM revealed that a powerful constraint language was missing as 
well as, perhaps, an extra modelling construct (see section 4.5.5). The constraint-part 
of LISA-D, introduced in chapter 5, provided for an expressive power far exceeding the 
expressive power of the graphical constraints introduced in chapter 3. The expressive 
power of this constraint language, however, remains an issue for further research as its 
place in an expressiveness hierarchy (see e.g. [Cha88]) was not formally established. 
Two straightforward observations can be made. Firstly, it is clear that the expressive 
power of LISA-D exceeds the expressive power of first order predicate logic, as it is 
able to define power sets and transitive closures. Secondly, it is clear that its expressive 
power can be increased, as the notion of type relatedness, which was defined with a 
proof system in section 2.4.7, cannot be defined in the meta-model of PSM (section 4.4). 
For the definition of such a complex proof system it should be possible to specify fixed 
point computations in LISA-D. 
Of the modelling of dynamic aspects of a Universe of Discourse we can state that task 
structures contain the usual constructs present in process specification techniques. In 
addition to that, in section 7.5 it was proved that Hydra is capable of specifying a 
Turing Machine. In that section it was pointed out, however, that this result is of 
limited value. To further illustrate this point, it can be noted that a simple constraint 
language would have sufficed to express the constraints in this construction. Further-
more, the data-modelling language to express the schema of figure 7.7, need not be as 
powerful as PSM. Finally, for the simulation of Turing Machines, features for paral-
lelism are not required. Therefore, further research is needed into the expressive power 
of Hydra. At this point one obvious extension can be mentioned. Hydra, as defined in 
chapter 7, can only deal with distributed databases if the schemata of these databases 
are disjoint. In practice, this is usually not the case. 
Executable 
The best way to prove that a language is executable is by implementing it. A complete 
implementation of Hydra, however, does not (yet) exist. A current (limited) prototype, 
implemented in PCE (see e.g. [AW89]), can be used for the graphical specification of 
PSM schemata and task structures. Furthermore, populations can be entered and 
it can be checked whether they satisfy specified graphical constraints (as defined in 
chapter 3). This prototype is described in [Hub93] and [WN93]. 
An additional important observation with respect to executability is the fact that the 
formal definitions presented in this thesis are mostly constructive. Implementation of 
these definitions should not cause too many problems, though optimisations might be 
needed from an efficiency point of view. 
Comprehensible 
Hydra is graphically oriented as much as believed desirable. Complex relations be-
tween data as well as complex process specifications can be represented graphically. 
Furthermore, many frequently occurring types of constraints can be specified graphi-
cally. 
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LISA-D is not graphically oriented. To achieve comprehensibility, LISA-D exploits the 
natural language approach of NIAM. Consequently, the formal semantics of LISA-D 
expressions is usually close to their intuitive semantics. Finally, decomposition mech­
anisms are offered for data modelling (schema types) and process modelling (tasks) in 
order to increase the surveyability of complex specifications. 
As pointed out in the introduction, Hydra was designed for data intensive domains. The 
area of meta-modelling is an example of a (complex) data intensive domain. The suitability 
of Hydra for meta-modelling has been demonstrated by means of a number of practical 
applications. 
PM (not PSM, as its advanced concepts were not required) was applied to analyse the data 
modelling technique used at a large bank in the Netherlands (see [OFH+93]). One of their 
data modelling experts was involved in the construction of the meta-model. The graphical 
nature of PM and the relative simplicity of its constructs facilitated the communication 
with this expert considerably. On the basis of the constructed meta-model, a supporting 
tool was implemented in Smalltalk. 
The ESPRIT II Project PROOFS (Promotion Of Formal Methods In European Software 
Industry, EP5342) aims at the integration of process and data oriented techniques for the 
specification of value added systems. In this project, particular attention was paid to the 
integration of NIAM and ExSpect ([HOR91]). PSM was used to describe the repository 
structure for a tool supporting the integration of these two techniques ([OH92]). As this in­
tegrated technique is quite complex, the advanced concepts of PSM were applied frequently. 
In [Ver93], Yourdon's Modern Structured Analysis, as defined in [You89], was meta-model-
led using Hydra. In addition to that, meta-models of the Yourdon variants of three expe­
rienced information engineers were constructed. To this end, experiments were conducted 
with these information engineers. Each of them had to solve two cases (each case took four 
days), while being observed. For details of the experiment setting, we refer to [Ver93]. 
As regards the static aspects, i.e. the description of the way of modelling, the resulting 
meta-models (of the experiments and of [You89]) are quite complex. Many of the advanced 
features of PSM and LISA-D are used. As regards the dynamic aspects, i.e. the description 
of the way of working, the resulting meta-models are not very complex. There are two 
reasons for this relative simplicity. Firstly, it turned out to be difficult to determine the 
way of working, not only from the information engineers, but also from [You89]. Secondly, 
the way of working concentrated on a single person. Therefore, not many of the advanced 
dynamic features of Hydra (e.g. transaction tasks) were needed. 
The meta-models resulting from the experiments were validated with the involved infor­
mation engineers. Their comprehensibility did not pose any problems. Furthermore, the 
expressive power of Hydra turned out to be sufficient. With respect to suitability, it can 
be noted that in [ егЭЗ] some high-level constructs were defined as abbreviations to avoid 
a detailed description of the way of working. 
Having discussed some of the practical experiences with the application of Hydra for meta-
modelling, we conclude with the remark that practical experiences with the application of 
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Hydra in other types of domains are also required. 
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Mathematical Notation 
In this appendix the mathematical notation used in this thesis, as far as it is non-standard, 
is explained briefly. 
A.l Functions 
A partial function ƒ from A to В is defined by ƒ : A <-* B. Formally, ƒ С Л χ В such that 
(α, 6) e ƒ Λ (a,c) 6 ƒ =• b = с. This property allows one to write f (a) = b instead of 
(a, b) 6 ƒ. The following abbreviations are used: 
f(a)l = 3beB[f(a) = b] 
/(а)Т = - Д а ) і 
dom(/) = {aeA\f(a)l} 
ran(/) = {b € В \3a€A[f(a) = b}} 
If ƒ is a partial function, then ƒ φ {α : £>} is also a partial function defined by: 
f®{a:b} = {{a,b)}u{(x,y)ef | z / a } 
The function ƒ Θ {a : 6} therefore behaves the same as function ƒ except that its value in 
α is 6. 
A total function ƒ from Λ to S is defined by ƒ : A —» B. Formally, ƒ is a partial function 
from A to B, i.e. f : A>— B, such that ƒ is defined for each element of A, dom(/) = A. 
To avoid having to use many parenthesis as a result of repetitive function applications, the 
function composition notation may be applied. The function ƒ · g is defined by: 
ƒ<?(*) = ƒ(<**)) 
Naturally, it is required that r»n(g) Ç dom(/). 
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The function f[A'] is the function ƒ restricted to a subdomain A' Ç dom(f). This function 
is defined by: 
f[A'] = {{a,b)€f\aeA'} 
To avoid the frequent use of tuple brackets (()), a shorthand for denoting functions is used. 
For example, the function ƒ, defined by ƒ = {(p, a), (q, b)}, is denoted as {p : a, q : b}. 
A.2 Sets and tuples 
The power set of a set A, i.e. the set of all subsets of A, is denoted as p{A). The set of all 
finite subsets of A is given by pñn{A). The set of all finite tuples with elements from A is 
denoted by A', while the set of all nonempty finite tuples with elements from A is denoted 
as A+. 
The i-th element of a tuple (oi , . . . , a¿, . . . , α
η
), i.e. α,·, can be found by projection: 
(ai,--.,ai,.--,a„)<i> = a¿ 
The length of a tuple, i.e. its number of elements, can be found as follows: 
| ( α ι , . . . , α „ . . . , ο „ ) | = η 
The head of a nonempty tuple (oi, . . . , a f , . . . , a„), head((a1,..., a,,..., on)), is its first ele­
ment, i.e. Oi· The tail of a nonempty tuple (αϊ,.. . , a t l . . . ,on), tail((ai,... ,<ij,... ,an)), is 
the tuple without its head, i.e. {a^, • •., a,,..., a
n
). A tuple can be extended with a new 
last element by the operator *: 
(αι , . . . ,α, , . . . ,α
η
_ι) + (α„) = ( а
ь
. . . ,α„ ... ,α„_ι,α„) 
A tuple can be converted to a set by the function set : 
set (oi, . . . , a„ . . . , a„) = {a
u
..., o „ . . . , a„} 
The set BA denotes the set of all (total) functions from A to B, i.e.: 
BA = {f ep(AxB) \f:A-*B] 
Ais a. proper subset of B, iff A is different from В and A is a subset of B: 
АсВ=АСВААфВ 
The difference between sets A and B, A\B, is a set containing those elements from A that 
do not occur in B: 
А\В = {а€А\афВ] 
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Graphical Notation 
This appendix contains an overview of the graphical conventions of the various techniques 
defined in this thesis. 
Θ 
0 
D 
Œ 
Θ 
E is an cniily type 
L is a label type 
entity type E is 
identified by label 
typeL 
гЫе/predicaior 
binary faci type 
binary fact type 
represented as 
ал object type 
В is a power 
type with 
element type A 
В is a sequence 
type with 
element type A 
/— 
( 
f 
( 
к. 
bd 
) 
) 
J 
С is в schema type with 
object types A, В and Г 
in ils decomposition 
A is a generalisation of В 
В is a spécialisation of A 
grammar boi 
Figure B.l: Construction mechanisms of PSM 
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® 
© 
(η ...m) 
<· ч і 
total role constraint 
over a single role 
total role constraint 
over several roles/ 
cover constraint/ 
total subtype constraint 
uniqueness constraint 
over a single fact type 
uniqueness constraint 
over several fact types 
occurrence frequency 
constraint/ 
set cardinality constraint 
enumeration constraint 
®, 
® 
©φ 
©
Ф 
, 
<8> 
exclusion constraint 
with matching Φ 
power exclusion 
constraint/ 
subtype exclusion 
constraint 
subset constraint 
with matching Φ 
equality constraint 
with matching Φ 
membership constraint 
from role ρ to role q 
partition constraint 
Figure B.2: Graphical constraints in PSM 
Θ 
о 
C M 
V 
task named A 
trigger 
decision 
terminating decision 
synchroniser 
Θ 
Θ 
task A is part 
of decomposition M 
task A is initial item 
of decomposition M 
Figure B.3: Task structure concepts 
EU 
Щ/ 
n is a local 
variable 
initialised 
with value χ 
В is a buffer Ml 
produce/consume 
relation 
transaction task 
named A 
Figure B.4: Transaction concepts 
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De geboekte vooruitgang in de computertechnologie de laatste jaren is zeker spectaculair 
te noemen. Processoren bijvoorbeeld worden steeds sneller en goedkoper. De geboekte 
vooruitgang in de programmatuurontwikkeling houdt hiermee echter niet bepaald gelijke 
tred. Het ontwikkelen van programmatuur blijft in het algemeen een moeilijke aangelegen-
heid. Programmatuur voldoet vaak niet aan de vooraf gestelde (kwaliteits)eisen en wordt 
zelden op tijd opgeleverd. Deze problematiek wordt nog vergroot doordat toepassingen 
steeds complexer worden. Vele methoden en technieken zijn in de loop der jaren ontwikkeld 
Dm de kwaliteit van programmatuur en de produktiviteit van programmatuurontwikkelaars 
te verbeteren. 
De meeste methoden voor systeemontwikkeling onderscheiden een aantal fasen. Het doel 
van de zogenaamde vroege fasen is de acquisitie en representatie van systeemvereisten. Deze 
vroege fasen zijn van essentieel belang en vormen vaak de "bottleneck" van systeemontwik-
keling. Zeer moeilijk is de acquisitie van systeemvereisten, bovendien, fouten gemaakt in 
deze vroege fasen zijn in latere fasen vaak slechts tegen hoge kosten te corrigeren. 
Een belangrijk, veel voorkomend, type systeem is het informatiesysteem. Dit proefschrift 
richt zich op de vroege fasen van informatiesysteemontwikkeling. Doel is de beschrij-
ving van een informatiemodelleringstechniek, een techniek waarmee probleemgeoriënteerde, 
implementatie-onafhankelijke specificaties van informatiesystemen opgesteld kunnen wor-
den. Deze specificaties geven aan wat het informatiesysteem moet gaan doen en niet hoe het 
dat moet gaan doen. Een informatiemodel bevat een beschrijving van de soorten gegevens 
die opgeslagen moeten kunnen worden in het informatiesysteem (statische aspecten) en een 
beschrijving van de relevante operaties op deze soorten gegevens (dynamische aspecten). 
In hoofdstuk 1 wordt beargumenteerd aan welke eisen informatiemodelleringstechnieken 
moeten voldoen. Ten eerste moet een informatiemodelleringstechniek een formele onder-
bouwing hebben. Dat wil zeggen dat zowel de syntax (welke modellen zijn toegestaan?) 
als de semantiek (wat is de betekenis van syntactisch correcte modellen?) gedefinieerd 
moeten zijn. Een specificatie moet een eenduidige beschrijving zijn van het te ontwikkelen 
systeem. Alleen gebruik van een formele techniek kan leiden tot specificaties die niet am-
bigu zijn. Bovendien is geautomatiseerde ondersteuning en het afleiden van eigenschappen 
alleen mogelijk bij formele technieken. Ten tweede moet een informatiemodelleringstech-
niek conceptueel zijn. Informatiemodellen moeten abstraheren van implementatiedetails om 
te voorkomen dat implementatiebeslissingen te vroegtijdig genomen moeten worden. De 
consequenties van deze beslissingen kunnen dan vaak nog niet overzien worden en, zoals al 
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eerder aangegeven, correcties kunnen in een later stadium erg duur zijn. Ten derde moet 
een informatiemodelleringstechniek expressief genoeg zijn om (complexe) probleemgebieden 
adequaat te kunnen representeren. Ten vierde, aangezien informatiemodellen worden ge-
bruikt in de communicatie met experts van het te beschouwen probleemgebied, moeten 
zij communiceerbaar zijn. Deze experts zijn namelijk over het algemeen geen informatica-
experts, en veelal niet in staat tot het interpreteren van ingewikkelde formalismen. De 
communiceerbaarheid van modellen kan verhoogd worden door het gebruik van grafische 
conventies en decompositiemechanismen. Ten slotte moeten informatiemodellen executeer-
baar zijn. Dit vergemakkelijkt een vroegtijdige detectie van fouten in de specificatie omdat 
een modelsimulatie toekomstige gebruikers van het informatiesysteem veel inzicht in het 
probleemgebied kan geven. 
Een informatiemodelleringstechniek kan expressief genoeg zijn voor een bepaalde toepassing 
maar er tevens niet echt geschikt voor zijn. De geschiktheid van een modelleringstechniek 
hangt sterk af van het type toepassingsdomein. Steeds meer komt men tot de conclusie dat 
het niet realistisch is te verwachten dat er één modelleringstechniek is, die geschikt is voor 
elk type toepassingsdomein. Dit proefschrift richt zich op gegevensintensieve domeinen. Bij 
het beschrijven van gegevensintensieve domeinen staan gegevens centraal, regelmatig ook 
komen gegevens met complexe structuren voor. Voorbeelden van dit soort domeinen zijn 
kantoorautomatisering, multimedia en CAD/CAM. 
In dit proefschrift wordt in het bijzonder aandacht besteed aan het gegevensintensieve 
domein metamodellering. Met een metamodel van een methode/techniek wordt een model 
van die methode/techniek bedoeld. In het algemeen zijn metamodellen tamelijk complex, 
daarom ook nemen ze in dit proefschrift een prominente plaats in bij de voorbeelden. Daar-
naast is dit domein belangrijk omdat een krachtige metamodelleringstechniek een noodza-
kelijke voorwaarde is voor de realisatie van een CASE-shell. Een CASE-shell is een geau-
tomatiseerd hulpmiddel dat onafhankelijk is van specifieke methoden en technieken, maar 
dat geladen kan worden met een meta-model van een methode/techniek en dan die me-
thode/techniek ondersteunt. Een CASE-shell kan de implementatie van CASE-tools dus 
aanzienlijk versnellen. 
Samengevat kan gesteld worden dat het doel van dit proefschrift het ontwikkelen van 
een formele, conceptuele, expressieve, communiceerbare en executeerbare informatiemo-
delleringstechniek is, geschikt voor gegevensintensieve domeinen. In hoofdstuk 1 wordt 
beargumenteerd waarom bestaande informatiemodelleringstechnieken niet aan alle bovenge-
noemde eisen voldoen. 
Een gegevensmodel beschrijft de structuur van de (relevante) gegevens in een probleemge-
bied. Bij het beschrijven van gegevensintensieve domeinen is een krachtige gegevensmodel-
leringstechniek van cruciaal belang. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt zo'n techniek, PSM, ontwikkeld. 
PSM is een extensie van PM, een formalisatie van NIAM. Aan de hand van een aantal 
concrete voorbeelden wordt de noodzaak van elk van de nieuwe constructies gemotiveerd. 
Het hoofdstuk wordt afgesloten met een definitie van de syntax en semantiek van PSM-
informatiestructuren. De semantiek van een informatiestructuur is de verzameling van 
bijbehorende populaties. 
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Vaak corresponderen niet alle populaties die toegestaan worden door een informatiestruc-
tuur met de te modelleren werkelijkheid. Beperkingsregels, ook wel constraints genoemd, 
worden dan gebruikt om de verzameling van mogelijke populaties verder in te perken. 
Bepaalde typen constraints komen erg vaak voor en zijn ook belangrijk voor de vertaling 
van een informatiemodel naar een concrete implementatie. Voor deze typen constraints is 
het daarom handig om te beschikken over een grafische notatie. Hoofdstuk 3 behandelt een 
aantal veel voorkomende constrainttypen en hun bijbehorende grafische representaties. Om 
de formele semantiek van deze constrainttypen te definiëren wordt een relationele algebra 
voor PSM geïntroduceerd. 
Hoofdstuk 4 gaat in op belangrijke theoretische resultaten met betrekking tot PSM. On-
derzocht worden identificatie, verificatie en expressieve kracht. Bij identificatie wordt een 
onderscheid gemaakt tussen zwakke en structurele identificatie. Zwakke identificeerbaarheid 
is een eigenschap van populaties en geeft aan of instanties die verschillend zijn ook onder-
scheiden kunnen worden op basis van hun eigenschappen. Zo niet, dan is er sprake van 
onvolledige kennis. Structurele identificatie is een eigenschap van PSM-schema's, die (on-
der meer) garandeert dat elke populatie zwak identificeerbaar is. Structurele identificatie 
is belangrijk omdat het garandeert dat abstracte objecten uniek gerepresenteerd kunnen 
worden door concrete objecten, bovendien garandeert het dat bepaalde "wenselijke" popu-
laties (van de informatiestructuur) voor kunnen komen. Als zodanig fungeert structurele 
identificeerbaarheid als een kwaliteitsgarantie voor PSM-schema's. 
Bij verificatie wordt gekeken naar een subset van PSM, te weten PM. Hierdoor zijn de 
resultaten ook direct van toepassing op NIAM. Een schema dat structureel identificeerbaar 
is kan als gevolg van tegenspraken in gespecificeerde constraints toch maar beperkt popu-
leerbaar zijn. Er blijken verschillende vormen van dergelijke tegenspraken te zijn, elk met 
hun eigen consequenties. Deze tegenspraken zijn gekarakteriseerd aan de hand van schema-
eigenschappen. Bewezen is dat voor twee van de belangrijkste schema-eigenschappen geldt, 
dat de vraag of een PM-schema de eigenschap heeft, een NP-compleet probleem is (met als 
maat het aantal gespecificeerde constraints). Voor CASE-toolbouwers is het derhalve aan 
te raden bij de implementatie van verificatie-algoritmen gebruik te maken van heuristieken 
en increméntele algoritmen. 
Voor wat betreft expressieve kracht wordt (1) bekeken in hoeverre het mogelijk is om PSM in 
zichzelf te modelleren, (2) een vergelijking met verzamelingenleer uitgevoerd en (3) gekeken 
of context vrije grammatica's in PSM gemodelleerd kunnen worden. Bij alle drie de exercities 
werd duidelijk dat PSM krachtig is, maar een constrainttaai behoeft die krachtiger is dan 
de grafische constraints gedefinieerd in hoofdstuk 3. De vergelijking met verzamelingenleer 
bracht naar voren dat een bepaalde constructie niet aanwezig is in PSM. Verder onderzoek 
zou moeten uitwijzen wat de praktische relevantie is van deze constructie en wat haar theo-
retische consequenties zijn. De vergelijking met contextvrije grammatica's is met name van 
belang omdat in het gebied van multimedia en kantoorautomatisering documentstructu-
ren vaak worden gemodelleerd met behulp van contextvrije grammatica's. Ze bracht aan 
het licht dat contextvrije grammatica's zonder problemen in PSM gerepresenteerd kunnen 
worden. Zelfs een zekere mate van contextgevoeligheid kan uitgedrukt worden. 
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Om ook constraints te kunnen specificeren, die niet grafisch weergegeven kunnen worden, 
wordt in hoofdstuk 5 de taal LISA-D geïntroduceerd. LISA-D is een tekstuele taal die zoveel 
mogelijk gebruik maakt van het feit dat naamgeving in een PSM-schema betekenisvol is 
als gevolg van de natuurlijke-taalbenadering van NIAM. Hierdoor blijven ingewikkelde con-
straints in het algemeen toch goed leesbaar. De formele definitie van LISA-D is gedefinieerd 
door middel van een vertaling naar padexpressies. Padexpressies, die krachtiger zijn dan 
de relationele algebra geïntroduceerd in hoofdstuk 3, zijn gedefinieerd door middel van een 
vertaling naar multisets. 
Hoofdstuk б richt zich op het beschrijven van dynamische aspecten van probleemgebieden. 
Daartoe worden in dit hoofdstuk taakstructuurdiagrammen gedefinieerd. Met behulp van 
taakstructuurdiagrammen is het mogelijk om iteratie, sequentie, keuze, parallelisme en 
synchronisatie bij processen (taken) uit te drukken. De formele semantiek van taakstruc­
tuurdiagrammen is gedefinieerd door middel van een vertaling naar Procesalgebra. Dit 
maakt het mogelijk om bij equivalentiebeschouwingen van taakstructuurdiagrammen ge­
bruik te maken van technieken, die voor dit doel in Procesalgebra ontwikkeld zijn (met 
name bisimulatie). 
In hoofdstuk 7 worden de technieken, gedefinieerd in de voorgaande hoofdstukken, geïn-
tegreerd en uitgebreid met concepten voor transactiemodellering, waardoor het mogelijk 
wordt (complexe) operaties op gegevens te beschrijven. De zo ontstane techniek, Hydra, is 
een complete informatiemodelleringstechniek. Hydra ondersteunt het beschrijven van het 
uitwisselen van informatie tussen taken, het specificeren van beslissingsregels, de toekenning 
van pre- en postcondities aan taken, en het specificeren van transacties (die ook genest 
mogen zijn). De taal LISA-D is uitgebreid om eenvoudige transacties te kunnen specificeren. 
Complexere transacties worden samengesteld uit dergelijke eenvoudige transacties. In de 
definitie van de semantiek van Hydra speelt Procesalgebra weer een belangrijke rol. De 
vertaling uit het voorgaande hoofdstuk is hiertoe uitgebreid. Om een indicatie te geven 
van de expressieve kracht van LISA-D besluit dit hoofdstuk met een Hydra-schema van een 
Universele Turing Machine. 
In hoofdstuk 8 tenslotte wordt Hydra getoetst aan de eerder aan informatiemodellerings-
technieken opgelegde eisen. Samengevat kan gesteld worden dat Hydra formeel gedefinieerd 
is, conceptueel is, en in het algemeen communiceerbare modellen oplevert. Als gevolg van 
het feit dat de formele definitie van Hydra constructief is opgezet kan gesteld worden dat 
Hydra-modellen executeerbaar zijn. Voor wat betreft expressieve kracht moet nog onderzoek 
gedaan worden naar de eerder vermelde extra constructie voor PSM en de expressieve kracht 
van LISA-D. Voor wat betreft geschiktheid voor gegevensintensieve domeinen kan gesteld 
worden dat positieve ervaringen zijn opgedaan in een aantal projecten die betrekking hadden 
op meta-modellering. 
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1. Dat CASE-toolbouwers hun produkten meestal ontwikkelen zonder reke-
ning te houden met de formele semantiek van de te ondersteunen technie-
ken mag verbazingwekkend genoemd worden. Voor de gevolgen geldt dat 
niet. 
2. Van methoden en technieken ten behoeve van informatiesysteemontwik-
keling mag tenminste verwacht worden dat ze theoretisch onderbouwd en 
vanuit de praktijk gemotiveerd zijn. Het is opvallend hoe vaak tegen deze 
regel gezondigd wordt. 
3. Identificatie is een sleutelbegrip in gegevensmodellering. 
4. Het definiëren van equivalentie van gegevensmodellen met behulp van 
transformaties heeft als nadeel dat een motivatie voor de toegestane trans-
formaties moeilijk gevonden kan worden. 
5. De onderschatting van de operabewerkingen voor piano van Liszt is verge-
lijkbaar met de onderschatting van de componist zelf enige jaren geleden. 
6. Als het niveau van het wetenschappelijk onderwijs blijft dalen in het hui-
dige tempo dan wordt het idee van F. Jacobse en T. van Es om iedereen 
bij de geboorte de titel doctorandus te geven een reële optie. 



